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Jl~ CONPAHN.riVE S'I'UDY OF' C.I:1Ji:ATIVITY IN ·coMPREHENSIVE AND 
CON'.riNUNl'ION HIGH SCHOOI, S'l'UDEN'.rS, GRADE::) ELEVEN AND 'l'NELVE 
Abstract of Dissertation 
It was the purpose of this study to investigate and compare 
relationships which exist between the tested creative behavior of 
eleventh and twelf·t:h grade continuation high school students and 
their count.erparts in a comprehensive high school. Creativity scores 
were obtained for each og three ranked IQ groups of students tested 
at each of the two participating schools. Creat~ivi ty scores \vere 
obtained for each of the four creative ability factors, Fluency, 
Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboration as measured by the Torrance 
Tests of Creative Thinking, Figural--B. (A copy of this test is 
available through the University of the Pacific Library, Stockton, 
California.) 
Based upon scores obtained on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence 
•rests, Multi-Level ,Edition 1 the populations of a comprehensive and 
continuation high school. vlere each stra:tified into three groups, low 
IQ, 75~90; medium IQ, 91-110; .high IQ, 111 and above. A sample of 
thirty st.udents were randomly selected from each IQ stratt1m for a 
total of 180 students. The creativity tests were administered to 
students at each school and then sent. to Athens 1 Georgia, Persortn.el 
Press, for expert scoring. To determine whether the creative abili-
ty factor mean scores for each IQ level differed, the Student's t 
statistical test was used. 
l 
~ g 
The conclusions from t.he study were outlined under four divisions~ 
and includ(=?.d the fo11mving: (1) there wa.s no sign.ifican:t difference ~ 
in the Fluency scores of comprehensive and· continua·tion high school ~-
studeni.:s tested: (2) there was no sig·nificant difference in Flexi- ~--·· 
bili ty scores between comprehensive and cor.d:::i.nua·tion high school 
students tested: (3) there was no significant difference in the 
Originality scores of low and medium IQ comprehensive high school 
studen·ts testec:L High IQ comr:n:-ehensive high school students did score. 
significantly higher in Originality i.:ha.n did high IQ cont.inuation high\_ 
school student.s: (4) low, medium, and high IQ comprehensive high · 
school students scored significantly hi.gher in Elaboration than did . 
low, medium, and high IQ continuation high school stndent.s" !! 
~ 
The finding·s in this st.udy st:rongly sug·gest the neeci t.o undert.ake E 
research to: (l) determine whether therE: is a significant diffe:-ence ,1!! 
in. tl1.e Es'J .. e>~j.}:)i li ty scor·es 0f mec1i urn ICl C()It1J)r(~1lensi ve ·hig-I-1 scl1ool ~-
s·tudents and medi mn IQ cont.inuation high school st1.1dent:s: ( 2) to r-
deterrnine if there is a significant difference r in t.he direction of r 
conti.nuatic)n l1igh scl-toc)l si:udo11t.f; r i11. ·tl1e Or.isJii1ali·::.y· sccJres c)f lo\.Y ·~ 
IQ conti.nuati.on high schooJ students and J..cv.J IQ cornprehens.ive hi(jh ~ 
~ 
school students: (3) to det.ermine if there is a significant differ·- ""=== 
ence bE~·tvveen ·t.he Or·igina.lity SC~C>:t"8~3 of' TI1t~cliun1 I() C!(JH1I)rellE~nsi\re hj_gl1 f 
school st.udenU:; rmd modiuni IQ crmt:i.nuation high ~.-chool s·Ludc?nt.s: 
( 4) to compa:r·e the relationship oi: c:reat:i.vi ty to .r.u:ral comprehensive 
high school students and rural continuation high school students: 
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I 
'J~HE PROBI,EM AND DEFINJ'J~ION OF TEP.MS 
I ! IN'I'RODUCTJ.ON 
Creativity is one of the most highly valued human 
characterirTtics and is one of t~he most difficult to scruti~ 
nize and evaluate. The elustivc~ and ambiguous nature o): 
creativity has been r~flected ~pon by ~any authors. Eric 
Hoffer emphasizes this ambiguous na-ture of creativity as he 
comments on.the duality of youth and creativity in the 
follovli.ng statemen·t: 
... My feeling is tha·t the tendency to carry 
youthful characteristics into adult life, which 
renders man perpetually immature and unfinished, 
is at the root of his uniqueness in the qniverse, 
and is particularly pronounc(::d in the creative 
individual. Youth has been called a perishable 
talent, but perhaps talent and originality are 
always aspects of youth, and the creative 
individual is an imperishable juvenile.l 
The precocity of youth is many t:imes stiflr~d t:hrough 
authoritati~e teaching and a conforming society. E. Paul 
Torrance expands upon this notion when he. discusses the 
student who is constantly being discipline~ and relegated to 
an obscure and lowly position in the classroom because of his 
misunderstood and misdirected creai:ive behavior, I-Ie ind:i.-
cates ·that the creaU .. ve child may som£::~times commit. an illegal 
act because of mi.,sdirected creel t:L ve talent. 2 rr:r:oublesome 
--------~-r-··--------------------
Eric Hoffer, r1'he Ordeal of ChangE~ (New York: Harper 
and Row I 19 6 3 ) r p • 71r:·--------~--·-·-·--~------
2 
E. Paul '.rorrc:u"lce 1 "CreaU.ve Kids, '·1 ~~~;!:~Y '~--~:~~~~~:~_c~~~::?:£:E. (January, 1912), pp. 25-28. 
f=--
g---
,-_-
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youngsters in comprehensive high schools are many tim~s 
relegated to continuation high schools. 
The concept of continuation educatj.on is relatively new. 
Because of its newness, and its importance to this study, it 
deserves some degree of explanation and discussion. A brief 
discussion of the history and philosophy of continuation 
education is included in the following paragraphs. 
_ cnrrtinuat1on edugation was first organizt~d J.n Cal1forn1a 
in 1919 for working stl;td~n:ts. 'l'his original program was 
fl~xibleenough in its scheduling procedures to allow students 
to work part time and to obtain a diploma at the same time. 
More recently, these schools have begun ·to enroll other 
students, for example: students with att.:endance problems 
or adj ust.ment prqbJ~J.l"\S ~ 3 
Continuation programs are built on the premise that there 
are _i!1q:i_yJgu,?.l.differenqes in a:l,l student:B, and that every 
student, regardless of past problems, has the right to an 
education. Each student works at his own pace and at his own 
level of achievement and ability. Classes are pn}all, approxi·-
mately fifteen to twenty students per classroom. These small 
~.- ,- ··- . 
classes provide fot a greater degree of flexibility in courses 
offered within a given classroom as well as an increase in 
studerit-teacher contacts. Instruction is individualized, and. 
is often offered on a diagnostic and prescriptive basis 
3P.obc~rt E, Ehlers, Operation Reach: Orie·.nt:at:·ion ·t.o 
cont.inuat.:Lcm EducuU.on OTfv.ersTde··;caTiforriia ~ --bf.f'J.ces._of 
1mr.le~1~:Li.iT"-ai1(-rR:Iver-s1de Counties I Superintendents of Schools r 
State of California, 1967}, p. 1. 
j --
>-::; --
~--
t:--=-
• ~ ~
I 
~--
- 3 -
Students are normally referred to continuation schools 
•••• --~ -- •• --- • ..... -- ••••• -. ,, -- • --·- '"' ·- •• ,_._. - --~- " • - ••• , __ ·-- __ , .-. ·'· •• • • • .-,·: • • ·' •• • • • - • 0 
by their high sch?O~ principal, vice-principal, or counselor. 
Motiva:tion to continue with their education __ ~ft~r .. dr()pping 
out of the C()mpr~hen.sive high school is provided by a flexi-
ble and diverse instructional program which is geared to suit 
the educational needs of the student as closely as possible. 
Counselors and teachers quickly become aware of the 
d1vergent emotional, psychological, and physical character of 
many contin.uation hig·h school student:s. Counselors and 
teachers, with their small student ratio, are able to cope 
with individual student problems almost as soon as they occur. 
Generally, continuation instructional programs offer many 
elective subjects, and all the required subjects needed for 
graduation. Physical education subject.s, though required for 
graduation from thee:>. comprehensive high schools of the State 
of California, are not required for graduation from the state's 
continuation schools. 
;;I .. 
Con·t:inuation schools·· diffei·· academically from compre-
..... _ ... __ .. ,.~._ .. _.._.,"' ·-. ,. · ... , " .. · . .. . . . . 
hensive high schools in that s·tudents \vork on an indiviclLE11 
- ,. . -· '·" .. ' -
con·tract basis, thE~reby being able to progress at their ()Wn 
speed, and -~~~!~9' c:re(li ted when v'7ork is complet:.ed. Because of 
the )~ndividualized na.t:ure' of thE! program, students may enroll 
. 
into continuation schools at any-t_~m~ during the school year 
with no credit loss for work approved and previously done at 
their leaving school. The philosophy of the continuation 
program can be st.ated as follm~rs: 11 'l'ake the student uhere 
- 4 -
-~he ~? .. and help him develop into a contributing citizen at 
the highes1': level possible within the limits of his abili t:y 
and his personality. " 4/ 
In continuation schools, teachers do not lecture to 
classroom groups. There are, however 1 ... :f:::~.a.<::h~r-l~(l discus sian 
.5J-roups~ Units of work can be started and finished at anytime. 
Students are graded on the successful completion of prescribed 
at anytime during the school year. students need not wait 
until the end of the school semester to graduate from high 
school. There is no se·t. time for gJ:"a(luat:i:on. They graduate 
when they have completed those course requirements and course 
credi.ts mandated by each school dis·t:.ric·t within the State of 
California. 
Continuation students need not attend school a full six 
or eight periods per day a.s do students in most comprehensive 
high schools • Cont.inuat:ion students, when regularly employed 1 
are required to attend their assigned continuation school not 
less than four hours per week, and three hours per day when 
unemployed. 
With few exception, "Education Codes 12551, 12553, and 
12101" 5 have S<~t the minimum age for ent.rance into continua-
tion schools at sixteen years·of age. 
4Ehlers, op~.:.~~. , p. 2. 
5John W. Voss, Handbook on Continua-I:Jon Education in 
californiet (Sacrament()~--ca1Tf:or1Lfi:t: ___ i31;[-·reai1--ca::-··j~Ten1en·tar.¥ 
arl.d-·seEorlda:r.:y Education, Cali for:nia Stat:e Depart:ment. of 
Education, 1968), p. 27. 
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Student referrals to continuation high schools are 
generally initiated by either the administration or the 
counseling staffs of the leaving school only after the 
student is found to be unable to benefit from instruction 
in the comprehensive high school. 
John R. Eales, consultant in secondary education, 
California State Department of Education, has reported that 
cont:ihuation high schools during the 1971-72 school year. 
He also reports that during the same year, 37 per cent of 
the students erirolled in continuation schools were girls. 
When reporting on the distribution of ethnic minority groups, 
he indicated tha.t 55 per cen·t of the state's continuation 
high schools had a.greater number of ethnic minorities 
enrolled "\:han did their feeder comprehensive high schools. 
He points out, however, that in those dis·tricts where the 
ethnic minority ratio was greater in the continuation high 
schools than in the comprehensive high schools, a great ··many 
were only 1-3 percentage points above the district figure. 6 
The California Continuation Education Association 
answers the question 11 Who 1\i.:-t::en.ds Continuation Schools? If in 
the following quotation: 
6John R. Eales, Clip Sheet on Continuation Education 
(Sacramento, Cali fornra:·:---(~aTifornia -- stafe-Depad-:me-nt_OT"_ 
Education, Division of Instruction, October, 1972}, pp. 5-6. 
II 
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.•. Those s·tudent.s attending may __ t~9-Y~ ... J.~C!:J::Jlj~ng. 
problems, poor. attendance patfer11s or j,c>b.s which 
corif li ct with regular' s ch061 class·e·s . . Pregnancy is 
another acceptable reason. In general, then, 
students who for one reason or another may not or 
cannot go to the regular high school are ~ligible. 7 
Robert ·E. Ehlers expands upon the statement of the 
California Continuation Education Association by character-
izing_ the different types of continuation students in the 
sta·tement listed belmv: 
•.. Students who are socially or physically mature. 
May be capable, but needs course or requirement 
makeup. May be accelerated but bored student, or a 
gifted but unchallenged student. 
~tudent witl1. a. need for individual and personal 
attention. This may be a culturally deprived student, 
or imminently terminal student. 
Dropouts - students returning after a period of absence. 
Students who must be enrolled in continuation school 
or classes due to legal requirements---those who have 
been suspended 10 days or are probation and parole 
referrals and in some cases for truancy. 
w~rking students~_full or part-time. 
Student with health problems who must of necessity be 
ab~ent from school for certain periods. Pregnant, 
asthmatic, etc., students. 
Late semester enrollees, out of state students, those 
with nomadic family background, such as migrant workers. 
Students with serious anti-social behavior--drug users, 
overly hostile students, SE'~rious non--coHformists, 
runaways, and showing erratic behavior. 
7The California Continua·tion Education Association, 
Con·tinuai::.i.on Education, California (Los 1-\ngeles, California: 
bran-gec·olmty-·Tiepa:r:tment of Education, 1973}, p. 2, 
8Ehlcrs, 9P.~ ci~-· , p.. 40. 
t:L 
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Upon examining the characteristics of continuation 
student.s listed above, it is possible to tentatively assume .. 
that the continuation high school population included in 
this study has a higher index of rebel-like and divergent ;j __ 
behavior than does its counterpart in the comprehensive high 
school. 
~Tames C. Bennett, in discussing the ~d~-~tion~lly 
t---~~~~-U_n~~Ep~e0~.X.out~, comments on the changing J?a±"'c_e_rn_S_alliu.__~~~~~~~­
practices ""i thin families which contribute to the high 
dropout rate of studen·ts attending public hig·h schools 
His cornment:.s concerning the unstruct.ured and permissible 
home life of many high school dropouts, and how these factors 
influence their preoccupation with survivali are pertinent 
when related to the statement of Getzels and Jackson as 
listed below.9 
_:.(;ei:zels and Ja<J.]C_~on)compare the home .,~r:yironments and 
types of parents of youngsters wiJch high creative quotient.s 
and high intelligence quotients. According to their descrip-
tion, there are indications __ t:.hat Y0\1l)gs,te:rs. are more creative 
i::f: t:h~y CQ1}l~. :E)::qm )1qraes }.r1 whJclf_ individual diyergence is 
admitted and .,;r.isks. a:re acc~pted than are youngsters v1ho come 
from-homes where risks and individual divergence are limited. 
Their findings are as follows: 
9 
Ja:rnes C. Bennett, "Educationally Unappreciated Youth-·-· 
Scope nnd Gew,~ral Overview of Problems, 11 'J:hE~ Disadvantaged 
and Potential Dropout, ed. ,John Curt. is Gm\7an ____ (SFcing-f3.eTcf,--
ITliiic):r_~s-: ______ c11aiTes--c-:- ·rhomas Publi~_;hers, 1966), p. 21. 
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••• There are indications that basic differences between 
highly creative and highly intelligent children have 
their beginnings in the home and family environment 
before they come t.o school. The high I. Q. family is one 
in which individual divergence is limited and risks mini-
mized while the high creative family is one where indi-
vidual divergence is admitted and risks are accepted.10 
Dewey Chambers comments upon the social personality 
traits of the highly creative individual and extends an 
opinion in the following statement: 
-~------------------:.---:.:--:-', 'J.'~ h:e-hi---g~·h-ry----c:re--a-'c..i::ve--±rrcr.hr.i:-d\.rn.:--:i::;~,-_.,..r-e-s:-:s.::::-fmhj.ecCt.P .... 
group standards and controls and is not concerned about 
sbciaT Jicirn1s . · ·f.Iis nonconforming na·ture may get him 
into trouble. He may even become institutionalized 
because of his misdirected creative talents. I have a 
hunch that: insti tuti.ons housing delinquent. and pre··· 
delinquent youth may contain more than their share of 
highly creative youngsters.ll 
In discussing· creat:ivi:ty and conf_ormi·ty ,_ Clark .Houstakas 
rela.b~s to hov1 conforrn:Lty has a tendency to stifle the creative 
urge. He continues by inferring that 'i.:he nonconformist is 
free to explore beyond. imposed limits, and adds that we as 
adults many t.imes set limit:s which are too rigid for young·sters 
to demonstrate their c:r:ea·tive urges • 12 
Melvin Tumin, in discussin<;r obE;t:acles to creai:ivi ty, 
reiterates the need for a less structured social order when 
. 10Jacob W. Getzels and Ph:i.lip H. Jackson, Crea.t.ivi·ty and 
Int.elliqence ~ Explorations with Gifted students--n~·evJYoi·k:-·-
3'ohii·-~ri1ey -ai1Cfson~-;Ir1c:-·;·-l96.2T-;--p-:--lr7 :··-·-·-------· 
11opini.on expressed by Dr. Dt.~wey Chambc-~rs, lecture in 
Creative •.reaching, Univ<e.;rsit.y of t.he Pacific, Stockton, 
California, Novenilier llf 1969. 
l 2cJ.ark Mou:::;·i:.akas, Creati vi:ty and Conformi t.v (New York: 
Van Nost.:ra.nd H.einhold Company r--r~T61l-,-p. 3 7 :----'-'"" 
~ j __ 
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he states that "a society which has a minimum orientation to 
status is the one which has the possibility of having a 
maximum orientation to creativity.nl3 
Some of the characteristics assigned to creative indi-
viduals have been used in describing many continuation high 
school students. David F. Vilyzik points out that continuation 
students have been characterized as being nonconformingr as 
as being anti-social in their relationships with adults and 
their peers. He continues by explaining how their anti-social 
behavior is reflected in their dress, appearance, their 
. . . 14 
wr1t1ng, and the1r art. 
In discussing the function of the continuation education 
program in the total education picture, Ehlers points out 
that.: 
... Continua·tion programs serve students who are 
often referred to as divergent youth, By divergent 
youth is meant those who have had characteristics of 
personality which are at the extremes of a normal 
distribution curve. Individual continuation students 
might have a number of divergent characteristics. 
Example: ability, weight, social skilks, motivation, 
appearance, reading achievement, etc.l~ 
13Melvin Tumin, "Obstacles to Creativity," A Source 
Book for Creative '.t'hinking, ed. Sidney J. Parnes (1\Tew- York: 
chari .. e:s- sc:~-rwilei·'~~s()ns, ·-rg 6 2) , p. 1 o 7. 
14navid F. Wyzik ,. "l~re 'rhey Hea.lly DTopout.s? Or Should 
We Use Other Adjectives?," Continuation Education: A Report 
of the 19 6 8 summer workshop·s--·cs·2wramenEo-;-·-cali£<:n~nfa:------·--
c~ail.fc)):~1-:Laco:n·ETrmatTon -Educa-t.i..on A.ssocia·ti.on, 1968). . 
J.Sl-<'J:l 1 E'rS 
• J • -~- ... ' p. 1 . 
j---
i• '; 1--
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Educators serving in the area of continuation education 
are very much aware that there are few curricula and instruc-
tional techniques which have been successful in the education 
of continuation students. They recognize the need to search 
for innovative curricula and instructional techniques which 
offer some degree of hope in motivating the continuation 
student to stay in school and obtain a high school diploma. 
in hmv the creative urge of delinquent: youngsters mig·ht be 
U8 ed t:o improve their instruction: 
•.• Some experts on delinquency believe that the future 
criminal is frequently a child who has little chance to 
use his creative abilities in socially accepted ways and 
who therefore uses his potentialities to plan and carry 
out. an illegal act:. In my opinion, the curriculum at 
any educational level or in any subject has possibilities 
for providing equally exci t.ing a.nd certainly more re-
warding outlets for these potentialities.l6 
II. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
This study was undertaken to ascertain if there was a 
comparative difference in creative behavior, as measured by 
the To_rx.:_p.:_!~~~- 'I'es_"t;:~_. __ 9!_ C~e~:t.~ vj: ty_, 17 between cont.inuation high 
s chao 1. .students and comprehensive high s choo 1 s ·tuden ts . The 
research was limi·ted t.o g-radc~s eleven and twelve and included 
l6Torr- ·1<''"' .. . .0.1. _c;, 
L 
,_~ 
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a comparative study of the creative behavior of comprehensive 
and continuation high school students stratified into three 
IQ groups at each of the two schools studied. IQ pax·ameters 
were as follows: Low IQ, 75-90; Medium IQ, 91-110; High IQ, 
111 and above. 
1. This study will provide evidence to determine if there 
is a need to develop a curriculum and instruc·t.ional 
program specially designed for highly creative youngs-
ters referred to continuation high schools. 
2. The continuation high schools of California provide 
an ideal proving ground for testing evaluative in-
struments sensitive to extremes in behavior. Little 
research has been done in the analysis of the creative 
behavior of continuation high schools students. 'l'his 
research vvould be a contribution to t .. he knovvledge 
available in studies relating to creativity and 
continuation high school students. 
3. This study will provide evidence to determine if there 
are indeed a greater proportion of highly creative 
students in cont.inua .. tion schools than in comprehensive 
high schools. If there were a greater proportion of 
highly creative youngsters in con·tinuat:i.on schools, 
then many students referred to continuation high 
schools and who previously were ignored or repulsed 
for their anti--social behavior may a.chieve success 
experiences in an instructional program which may be 
developed to capitalize On their creativity. The 
benefi·ts derived from a program geared t:o the needs 
of creative students will be shared by all society. 
III. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
It was the purpose of this study to investigate and 
compare relationships '-.rhich exist: betvieen the tested creative 
behavior of cont .. innation hig·h school studenLs and their 
~--
,----
,~ 
f' ~ ;~ 
.. 12 _, 
counterparts in a comprehensive high school of ___ §El;~l:~_an1ento, 
California. It attempted to determine to what extent the 
creative behavior of students referred to the continuation 
high school for behavior related problems differed from the 
crea·tive behavior of students successfully enrolled in the 
comprehensive high school. Reasons for ·the ref0.rral of 
students to the continuation high school included in this 
Di~!:-~ict .. C~~~tinu.at!_?n High Schools Re_~erral:__l"o:r.~~~ found in 
Appendix A of this publication. 
The research wa.s l:Lmi ted t:o grades eleven and t.wel ve. 
This limitation is due to the immediate availability of 
eleventh and twelfth grade continuation h:i.gh school student.s 
participating in this study. Education code 1255118. sets the 
age of sixteen years as the minimum age for attendance in any 
of the continuation schools in the State of California. 
American Legion High School, the· continuation school partici~· 
pating in this study, h.as a st.u.dent body which is most.ly 
composed of eleventh and twelfth graders. Because of the 
sixteen year old age minimum for continuation school attend·-
ance, ·the ::>tudy was also Jj:rrlJ.._t_e9 t:(). elevc~)1th and twelft1J. grade 
<?()mprehensi ve higJ:1 school students used in the study as the 
comparative group. One comprehensive high school, randomly 
selected from a population of six, was included ~s the com-
parative population. 
p. 54. 
i 
i 
I 
I 
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Students from the comprehensive high school und the 
continuation high school were each divided into three ranked 
groups based upon student I.Q. scores. I.Q. scores were 
based upon scores obtained on the California. State mandated 
Lor<:I_e-·-Thorndi.ke __ I~~ _ te_lli_9ence Tes-t:_19 administered during grades 
six and twelve. I. Q. scores rankings for each of t.he bvo 
schools included in the study were as follows: low IQ., 90 
and belmv; medium IQ., 91-110; high I.Q., 111 and above. 
IV. RESEARCH ~1ETHODOLOGY 
Data collected in this investigation were obtained 
through ex post. fact:.o research. Kerlinger states that "the 
most important difference betwec.::~n experimental research and 
t .c to h 1' s con·t_rol .• rr20 expos_ rae- researc . The ex post facto 
investigate~ must take things as~they are and try to dis--
'·, 
entangle them. Ex post: facto .1:es2arch is nei t:.her comple·tely 
descriptive nor is it comple·f.:ely experimental in its approach 
to a problem. In relating to ex post facto research, Gilbert 
Sax st.a·tes that "it is descriptive in the sense that E has no 
direct control of expe:d.mcmta1 conditions; it. is experimental 
becaus1.~ cl.ll at:.t.empt is made t.o infE!r causal rela·tionships. 1121 
19 
I. Lorg(o;, B. r,. ':L'horndike, and Elizabeth Hagen, 
!~~--}_c;rg~_ ·r~~~~D-~~.iJ.~~ ]:nt_~_l;~i-~~;n~~-!~~!E_ (Bor:>ton: Houghton 
Ml f f 11. n , 19 6 4 ) • 
20 
Fred N. Kerlinqer, Foundati.ons of Behavior Research 
I , 
- . -···--·--·-----·---r-·······-·····oo•··----······--·-··[""\"·---{San Francisco~ Hol·t, H.ineha.rt and WJ.ns-ton, Inc. r 1964, I P· 361. 
21 
Gilbert Sax, Emp:L:r:ical Founda.tions of Educcd:ionnl 
He search ( Enqlewood c~1i·r:r:s·~·-·-;:\l:e·w·-~y(:-;r8-E:D"::~-;-:--:f;i:-(~n-t.fc~:;-:.Tia~TI-; Inc. , 
1968) I P· 340. 
~ -
,.,_ 
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One of the unique characteristics of ex post facto research 
is that it takes things as they are. 
~.k\.n inher~nt w12akness of ex pos·t facto research is its · 
\'·-. 
inabili·ty to pin dmvn and succinc·t-.ly ini.:erpret causality. 
In this study, one can not be absolutely sure that there is or 
is not a relationship bet\veen creative behavior and st:udents 
identified as candidates for enrollment in a continuation high 
other unknown factors too elusive to discover, may exert an 
untold influence upon ·the outcome of this si.:ucly. 'rhe matching 
of the t\vo groups being studied, through random selection 
into stratified samples ranked into three different I. Q. 
levels, and limiting the study to continuation students as 
the quasi experimental group, and tb.e comprehensi va high 
school students as the control group, should decrease the 
predictive error as much as possible. 
The control of variables through randomization, and the 
manipulation of independent variables in e1e experimental 
research design aLlows for a greater dc-:r:3-ree of accuracy in 
the interpreto:tion. of causal relat.ionships. Though the 
experimental design allows for a greater certainty in pre-· 
diction, its use is lbnited. Deobold B. Van Dalen expands 
upon this notion in the following statement: 
•.. No one design solves all problems. The nature 
o:C the problem det:errnines which basic design is most. 
appropriate and how the design shoul~.be tailored to 
meet the needs of the investigation.22 
221) b""l::! B V J)·-1·::. TJ. ::!:, •i·" ~· Ti''' ····'-' ··1 ".>pc:.>- .... ,h 
_eo O.t.Ct. • an n. •• cn, Lntters ... (inCtl.ng ..• et ... lcuc.:t.Ond~ L_ .... Cc..ax:c . 
..... ,.----~-·~-----~---,--- ··--·----··-····"~------- .. --·-~-·-----~- --·-·-· .. ·-···-···-· ·--~ (Englewood Cliffs, New lJersey: PrentJ.ce-Hall f Inf:!. : 196 8) , p o 253 ,. 
• • I 
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The ex post facto design(is use~tb a large extent in 
the study of variables influencing sociological or psycho-
logical behavior. These are factors already present in the 
population being studied. It is the researcher's responsi-
bility to determine which variables exert the greatest in-
fluence upon a particular factor being studied, and whether 
there is a causal relationship between the t~wo. Ke:r:linger 
facto research in the following statement: 
••• Ex post: fact.o research may be defined as that 
research in which the independent variable or variables 
have already occurred and in which the researcher 
starts with the observation of a dependent variable 
or variables. He then studies the independent variables 
in retrospect for their possible relati~ns to and 
effects on, tb.e dependent variable or variables. 23 
It. has been made quite cle~u~ ·that the ex post facto 
?-
research design is_a legitimate and respected method of 1· 
· educational research for t.his problem. 'I'he present investi-
gation selected the ex post facto research as a source for 
data for t:he following reasons: 
·'·~ 
Fin~tt creativity, t~e depen<'lent variable, is inherently 
prese~~t:. in all youngsters except the feeble·-m:i.ndE-~d and others 
:l~?9:;pable of logical thonqht processes. Anti-~social beho.vior 
and rebelb·like behavior, as defined in ·thi::.1 investigation, is 
present. :Ln all youngst.en> in varying dt~greE"~G. Both of the 
above criterid are present in the definition of the ex post 
facto research. 
p. 360' 
u- __ 
II 
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Secondly, no treai.-:ment had been used on either t:he 
control, the comprehensive high school students, or the 
experimental group of continuation high school students. 
Randomization in the selection of all samples us~d_in 
the study was limi i:ed to groups which were categorized into 
stratified samples ranked into three I.Q. levels, high, 
medium, and low. Students were self-selected on the basis 
continuation high school students. No other criteria for 
the selection of these two larg·e groups was used. 
Kerlinger, in discussing the(~-~Initatioi-18-"'~'f ex post 
facto interpretations, states that: 
I ii 
••• Ex post facto research hns three major weaknesses, 
two of which have already been discussed in deJcail: 
1) the i.nab.i.Jj ·ty to manipulate independent variables, 
2) the lack of power to randomize, and 3} the risk of 
improper interpn~t.ation. In other words, compared 
to experimental research, other things'being equal, 
ex post facto research lacks control~ this lack is 
·the basis of th~4 third weakness: the risk of improper interpretation.~· 
Kerl.i.nger continues by discussing some of the(values of 
ex post facto research in the statement that follows: 
... A lit.tle reflection on some of the impo:ct.ant. 
variables in educational n~search--intellige.nce, 
aptitude, home background, creativity, parental 
upbringing, teachm:: personality, school ai:.mosphere.,..-
will show that they are not In.ani.pulable. 'rhe most 
24r~J.~.·, p. 373. 
!::::! -
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important social scientific and educational research 
problems do not lend themselves to experimentation, 
although many of them do lend themselves to controlled 
inquiry of the ex post facto kind. 25 · 
It was of(major sign.ifi~~nce:to this study in that the 
"'-··· ·-· ·····-
continuation schools of the State of California are ideally 
suited for the study of deviate behavior in the young adult. 
This investigator is fortunate in that he is the principal 
of the continuation school participating in the study and 
therefore has available to him many documeni:s and student. 
records, useful to this study, but not readily availabJ.e to 
other investigators. 
Ex post facto research as a source of data was particu-
larly suitable to the purpose of the present study, with its 
emphasis on the self selec'd.on of st.udent:s into the two groups 
studied, and the inherent charactHrist:Lcs of continua·tion 
students which allows for their select.ivi·ty. 
V. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
The assump·tions upon ·v1hich this study was based include: 
Assump~t_:i.:_ons 
l. ~:'he continuation high school population of California 
has a higher index of divergent behavior than does 
the compr·ehens:L ve high school populat.ion of the sta·te. 
25 Ib' ·1 
- J_( • 
q -
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2. Administrators and counselors referring stud~nts to 
the continuation high school do not refer st.udeni:s 
who are either physically-or mentally handicapped 
according to the California State Requirement wi·th 
respect to the evaluation and placement of students. 
3. The results of this study will be of value to con-
tinuation high school educators in planning new 
curricula, instructional techniques, or research 
dealing \vi th 'che improvement of continuation high 
school education. 
4. The data. gathered about. a selected number of con-
j----
tinuation high school st.uden.ts, and comprehensive 
~~~~~~~~~~-----~'~ri-:-g-h-----s-c-h:ont----s~tudents------w:tl~l-be adequate J_n developj:-c;.r;;;-;lg..-~~~~~ 
answers to the questions raised in this study. 
The investigation was also based upon certain limita-
tions \ddch are in.cl ucl.ed in the si:a·tement.s below: 
Limitations 
1. Those inherently present in the nature and scope of 
the ·teBt.ing :i..nst.ruments used in the invest.igation. 
2. These inherently present in the nature and scope of 
the selection procedures used by counselors and 
a.dm.inistrat.o:rs in identifying and referring com· .. 
p:rehtmsi.vt~ high school st:uden·ts to cont:i.nuc>.tion 
hiqh schools. 
3. Those set. by including in t.he study only i:hose con-
tinuation anc1 comprehensive high school studenbJ who 
have nine-tv or more crecl.iJcs tmvards q1~aduat:Lon, or 
those who ~ualify as juniors and seniors in the 
high schools of: the Sacramento City Unified School 
Dist.ricJc. 
4. 'J.'hose resul ti.ng from the comparative analysis of 
the creat:i ve beh.:1v.ior of comprehensive !1igh school 
students and continuation high school students of 
the Sacramento City Unified School District. 
5. 'l'b.ose set by ·th(~ .investigator's decision ·to explore 
the creative behavior of continuation high school 
students and not to explore the underlying causes 
of i:h0i:c a.nti-sccial and rebel~like behavior. 
6. .Any bias tha·t t~he resca:cchcr bas concerning t.his 
s t:udy. 
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VI. DEFINI'riONS OF. TEf{l\18 USED 
The following dc~fini tions of terms have been used 
throughout this stud~: 
1. Continuation Education: As now defined, continua-
tfOn-edtication:rs--aprogram that leads toward a 
high school diploma; prepares students for entrance 
into occupational training, and provides some 
schooling which, accompanying employment, can con-
tribut.e very much. to the individual's immediate and 
long-·term interests. Instru.ction is complet.ely 
tt---
11---~~~~~----~in-d--hr-i-et:ua-:.l-i-z-ed-arrd--±-s----r.o;-o-----a-x·Ta:rrgcrd-t:'i:TITt a s t uCi en""·--------
may entE'~r the program at any time and adopt any 
schedule pattern without disturbing the program's 
continuous and effc"!ctive progress. It. emphasizes 
the development of attitudes and appreciations 
th.rough the establishment. of courteo·us, respect.ful 
relationships with fine teachers in mnall, friE:"!ndly, 
mature school environments. Its flexibility pro-
motes adaptation of curricular offerings to the 
performance levels and interests of the students. 
Credits are issued cu:> earned, and th.e oppo:rtuni ty 
for mo.k:i.ng up work throuqh longer school days is 
readily· }Jossible as individual student interest is 
. 2,.-kindled or rewakened. 0 
2. Com]:n:(-~hensi.ve Hiqh School: 'fhe compJ~ehensive high 
:s·choor;·-·a-~;· defiried~-I'r1Fh'l~s stuc'J.y, offers under one 
adminis·i::ra·tion, secondary· educatio11 for almost: aLL 
t.he high school aged c;hildren \vi thin the boundaries 
of a high school district. The instructional pro-
grams of these schools are predorn:i.nant.J.y acade1nic f 
but include some business, vocational, and plcysical 
education courses. Originally these schools were 
developed to serve the educational needs of all 
educable high school aged youngsters in a given 
town or ne:LghborhoocL 'I'his concep-t of education 
has changed with the identification of the unique 
needs of certain groups of high school aged 
youngstE!rS. T.nE~(Je ·include f a.mor19' ot.he:cs, students 
part:ic:i.pctting in 1\.egional Occupation Proqrams, and 
st.udents part.:Lcipa·ting in advanced placement p:cog:cams 
in communi t.y colleges. or un.:L versi ties. 
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3. Creativity: James A. Smith states that creativity ISs:rn.'ITng down taps int.o our past experiences and 
putting these selected experiences together ini::o new 
patterns, new ideas or new products. 27 This defini-· 
tion is simple but descript.:L ve enough to give the 
term a frame of reference sufficient for the qualita-
tive descripti.on of creativity used in this study. 
Since the 'l1orrance 'l'ests of Creativity2 8 were used in 
this st:uay';--rt.--seerr\ea--·pr:udei:1f--fo -li1cl-t1dc:~ his defini-
tion as the one used in the evaluation of test data. 
He defines creativity as a process of becoming sensi-
tive to problems, deficiencies, gaps in knowledge, 
i ~ 
' 
;___ 
missing elements, disharmonies, and so on; identify-
~--------'-----:L·ng t.he dlrtlcurty; searcning tor solutions, makJ..-n~.~=-.------
guesses, or formulating hypotheses about the de-
ficiencies; testing and retesting these hypotheses 
and possibly modifying and re-testin~ themi and 
finally commurlicat.in~J t:he resuJ. t.s. 2 
4. High Creativity: High creativity is defined as a 
studen:t's-toF~ii figural score (average of t.lH.~ fluency, 
flex.ibilit.y, originality, and elaboration scores) 
which is at least one standard deviation above the 
mean 011 a normal distr:Lbution cu:rve. (rrhis definition 
·is only applied to this study.) 
5. Figural Fluency: This score is useful primarily in 
helping7._the-1i's"er underst.and the other figural scores. 
'i'he impulsive thinker, t.he banal thinker, and even 
the nonthinker can achieve rather easily high scores, 
even maximum scores within the t.ime limits. Snch 
persons, however, almost. a.h·mys have lovl F'lexibili ty, 
Originality, and Elaboration scores. More meaning 
may per.haps be at.t.ached to low than to hi9h scores. 
Usu .... , "ly a lo'·' "C'o•·e •A"''"U 1 tc· W,_0,D ~-he 4-"'ct ~--,'Jrer d··oe"' , Ct~-· \IY ~',. J.J... ·,. .!.~::' ..... , .L ,..,.:J jJt .. .. ~,.. ~· " .. t:!u t.. ... Cl "--· ... U 
a great deal of elaborating. 0 
27~rames J.L Smit:h, Settinq Conditions f(n· Cre<:d:ive 
Tea.ching in the Element.ary sci~~:)c:~T--U3-osToii··:····-A1.1~;}1-·a·iid····Bacon, 
:c-~r661-;--p:--ir:----·----·-··--·---·-··-
29rbid. 
3 0 ;~1?.~· d • ' p. 7 4. 
~ 
,-
i 
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6. Figural Flexibility: The int.erpre·tation of the 
F1gural ·FleXlbilily score is basically the same as 
for Verbal Flexibility, except that we are concerned 
with figural rather than verbal modes of thinking. 
A person mi<Jht be quite flexible in viewing, manipu-
lating, and otherwise using figural elements and at. 
the same time be quite restrictive in shifting his 
approach in dealing with words. Fit?JUral Flexibility 
is most clearly manifes·ted in the third test activity 
of the battery. It is in this activity that the 
subject must return to the same st:imuJ_us and each 
time perceive it in a different way.31 
7. Figural Originality: A high score requires an 
::;-1::-~ lTt- l_J-..::-· rl c.l- -iL_rr,_.·,_+- ;_,.: ;_,-,_._,_+- .;_,.,,..,_,._,_.,.,__="'_.J_,~-~~ ~-~' ~-~.r.~.: ---------~-----~---~'-::t-J..,.L .. \-;.----_._-----.:1-;-~ .;;;o"...,.._______.,_~'- .. ...._----Ei J. ".:J-1-:-C':t c-;t.. ;.r;-...L.. '-' u. c:-.L.. c:rr-l. v :.t.. .\.. c .. u Ll\,.; c:-J.. CF!! v 1:-
tensiOllo Anchors to interpretation can be derived 
by looking at the Originality score in a relation 
to Fluency and Elaboration scores. A person may 
produce a sma:Ll number of responses, none or fev,r 
of which may be original.32 
8. Figural Elaboration: This score reflects the subject's 
·a5rrr:ty tocteveTop-;- embellish, embroider, carry out, 
or otherwise elaborate ideas. Some minimum ability 
to do this kind of thing represented by this score 
seems t.o be necessary for satisfact.ory adjustment. 
Delinquents and school dropouts seem to be Dharacter-
ized by low Figural Elaboration scores although they 3 ? may have h.igh Figural F'lexibili.·ty and Originality scores . .) 
9. Ex Post Ii'acto Research: 'I'hat r8search in which the 
lnde-fiei1cfm1t-va:rT~i.15Te-or variables have already occu:r:n~d 
and in which the researcher starts with the observation 
of a dependent variable or variables.. He then st.uc1ies 
the independent variables in retrospect for their 
possible rela~ions to ~9d effects on, the dependent 
variable or variables. ~ . 
10. High I.Q. Scores: Intellectual capacity reflected by 
a.-·crer.Fvc;-cT.Ynt(~TTigence Quot:.ient score on the Ijorge·-
Thorndike Intelligence Test which is 111 and greater. 
31rb:Ld. 
32rbid. 
3 3 Il?.~~ • I p • 7 5 • 
3 4Kerlin.ger, op..:._.~i ... !->, p. 360. 
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11. Medium I.Q. Score: Intellectual capacity reflected 
by deri.ved Intelligence Quotient scores on the 
Large-Thorndike Intelligence Test which is greater 
than 90, and less than 111. 
12. Low I. Q. Score: Intellectual capacity reflect.ed by 
a derived-Intelligence Quo·tient score on the Lorg·e-
Thorndike Intelligence Test which is less than 90. 
13. Anti--Social ,or Rebel-Like Student Behavior: Ant.i-
so-ciaT or --rebei-=IiJce studentbeh"avior"lsciefined in 
this study as student behavior reflected in one or 
several of the following observable p~rsonality 
traits: chronic truancy; insubordination and 
+-----------~l:m--J:-1-±gerancy i the ope--r-r-use o:f drugs on campus; pr-eg 
nancy resulting from a loosely structured home en-
vironment; loud and abusive language in the classroom 
or school; disregard for a structured class schedule 
or district course of study; students who are 
chronically tardy and who wander in the school halls 
and the school campus. 
14. Divergent Youth: By divergent youth is meant those 
\vho--:h-:-ave char-a"Cteristics of personality which are at 
the extremes of a normal distribution curve. Indi-
vidual continuation students might have a number of 
divergent characteristics. Example: ability, social 
skillg 1 motivation, appearance, reading achievemt~ntr 
etc. 3.) 
VII. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
The statement of the problem related earlier in this 
chapter is now restated in the form o:E the research hypotheses 
tested in ·this study. 'J~he hypotheses listed below are rest.ated 
in Chap·ter IV :i.n the null form. 
HJ.· 'J,here v;Lill be a difference in creativity t. .. et.wc;en 
eleven·t:h and t.we1fth grade cont:inuation high school students. 
v-1ho rank hig·h in intelligence, and eleventh and bvelfth grade 
~---
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comprehensive high school students who rank high in intelli-
gence. 
H2 . •rhere will be a difference in creati vi t.y betweEm 
eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high school students 
who rank medium in intelligence, and eleventh and twelfth 
grade comprehensive hisrh school students who rank medium in 
intelligence. 
H3 • T1ere vall be a difference in creat--.ivity be·tween 
eleventh and ·twelfth grade cont.inuation high school students 
who rank low in int.elligence, and elevEmth and twelfth grade 
comprehensive high school students who rank low in i.ntelli-
gEmce. 
VIII. SUMMARY 
This cha.p·t:er includes an introdu.ct:Lve statement to t.h.e 
dissert~tion, states the problem, ~pacifies U1e significance 
of the study r ou·tlines the assumpt.:i.ons and lim:i. tations of the 
research, and defines those terms deemed important to the 
hypotheses developed. 
Foux: additional chapters are included ln t.he study. 
Chapter II revievJs the li terat.ure related to this sb ..tdy" 'I'h.is 
chapter includes a discussion of the essence and function of 
the continuation ~igh school, and relates to research and the 
opinions of experts in the field of creativity. 
I 
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Chapter :f):I describes the desig-n and describes the 
select:ion of the samples, select.ion and administration of 
the instruments, description of the instruments, the experi-
mental treatm£-mt, t.he experimental design, and the statistical 
procedures. Chapter V contains the conclusions based upon 
the investigat.ion and recommendations for furt.her study. 
,_·-
CHAP'rER II 
REVIEW OF 'J'HE LI'rERATURE RELA'l'ED TO THIS S'l'UDY ~ 
~ 
~ 
The literature reviewed in this study was divided into 
three specific areas: (1) the essence and function of the 
continuation high school, (2) opinions of experts in the 
field of creativity concerning the characteristics and crea-
tive behavior of rebel· .. like or divergent ·youi::h, and (3) the 
research in the field of creai:i vi ty which deals ~1pecifically 
with characteristics and creative behavior of rebel-like or 
divergen·t youth. 
Because of the recent origin of continuation high schools, 
and because they are a unique seqmen·t of the public school 
programs of the State of California, a brief discussion of the 
essence and function of these schools will be included in the 
review of the literature. 
There is a dearth of research in areas concerning the 
creat:lve behav:Lor of divergen·t youth who have characb:;rist..i.cs 
of personality which are at the extremes of a normal dist:ribu·· 
tion curve. On the other ha.nd, the number of research studJe.s 
which r:E.~late to ttle c:r.eat.i ve behavior of yout·.h \·7ho have 
cl1aracteristics of personality which a:r.e withi.n the median 
range of a normal distribution curve are numerous and readily 
ava.Llablc~. ~l'his revi.(-:;w of 't11e J.i teratu:re vlill be mainly 
conce:r.n·2d with opinions and research related to the cn:~at.ive 
behavior of d.i.ve:r·gen t you t.h t.vi th c.~xt:rernes in pe:csonali t:y .·t::rai ts. 
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I. THE ESSENCE AND FUNCTION OF 'rHE CONTINUATION SCHOOL 
Continuation education was first established in the state 
of California in 1919. The purpose of continuation education 
at that. time was t.o allow for the education of youth between 
the ages of sixteen and eighteen who could not obtain a high 
school diploma without part-t.ime or full-time employment as 
1 a means of support. 
Continuation education is considered by many educators 
to be one of the oldest forms of special education in the 
State of California. This form of education was the first 
mandated alternate to regular full-time attendance in the 
2 
comprehensive high school. Historically, the mechanism for 
the support, maintenance, and organization of these schools 
was left to each individual district. 
Legislative action since 1919 and up to 1965 has allowed 
for the integration of continuation high schools into the 
secondary school programs of all the school districts in the 
state. John R. Eales has report:ed that the number of school 
districts implementing con-tinuation schools has increased front 
30 in 1.961-62 ·to 237 in 1971-72. Within these same comnara-
tive years, he reports that student enrollment in continuation 
1~rohn W. Voss, Handbook on Continuation Education :Ln 
California ( sa.cramento:-·-ca.llfori1Ta·-st."E1te Dep"itrfi:nr~n·t-o:f-­
:EC:It1c-a·Elon; 19 6 8) , p. 3. 
2 Hobert F..:. Ehlers, Resume' of Cont.inua.ti.on. Education 
(sacrame~lto: cal.ifornia·-sT,;.;~Fe ___ Bepa-rErrierlE ... of--Ecfuc2Eioi1-,--· 
December, 1.970), p. l. 
E ; 
sc6ools has increased from 8,250 students in 1961-62 to 
61,868 in 1971-72. 3 
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In 1965, new legislation ordered that no student be 
suspended from school for more than ten days in a school 
year unless he is first transferred to a continuation class 
4 
or a continuation school.- Prior to the enactment of legisla-
tion in 1965, studc-!nt suspensions from comprehensive high 
schools couldbe extended f:or the duration of a semester. 
There were no alternative programs available to suspended 
students in many of the districts in the State of California 
before the enactment of Assembly Bill 2240 in 1965. 5 Suspended 
students remained in the custody of their parents the duration 
of their suspension period. 
A~sembly Bill 2240 mandated that each district establish 
and maintain a continuation education program or be subject 
to financial penalty. ~vith the enactment of this Bill, pre-· 
delinquent youth were provided with an alternative education 
designed to suit their divergent needs. Donald R. Reed aptly 
------.. ---·-··---
3John H. Eales, "Clip Sheet on Continuation Education" 
( Sac:r:amen1:o, California:. California State Depa.rbxtcnt of 
Education, J.972) 1 p. 6, (M).meograph(~d.I 
4voss, 9P ._::!.:_·~ .. , p. 3. 
SJ·ames Regan 1 11 An f::Va.luative Study of a Con·tinua·tion 
High Schoo1 11 (Eugene, Oregon: Oregon School Study Council, 
College of Education, University of Oregon, 1972}, p. 5. 
(Bulletin.) 
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expresses the philosophy of continuation education in the 
statement listed below: 
•.. The philosophy can perhaps be expressed simply as 
an acceptance of any student at his own level--regard-
less of his problems or his degree of learning--and a 
diligent effort to help him find a satisfactory role 
in life and become a productive citizen wi·thig thE:~ 
framework of his own ability and personality. 
Ehlers states this same philosophy but in different words. 
He adds: "Take the s·tudent where he is and help him develop 
into a contributing citizen at the highest level possible 
·within the limits of his ability and his personality. 117 
M.oss Fuellenbach characterizes continuation high school 
students as having a generally poor self-image, lack apprecia-
tion for education and future, non-conformists, pre-delinquent 
or delinquent, socially or psychologically i1mnature, non-
academic, occupationally oriented, underacl1iever, pregnant, 
married, students with children, and hardship cases. He 
points out that continuation education is not meant for 
students that normally qualify for Special Educat.ion Programs 
that exist in the comprehensive schools such as E.M.R., 
. 8 Physically Handicapped, etc. 
6nonald R. Ree.d, "The Nature and F'unction of Con·tinuation 
Education, II Journal of Secondary Education I XLIV (NOVC:)mber r 
19 6 9) , p. 2 9 3:-·-------------·---·-·------
7Robert E. Ehlers, Operation Reach: Orientation ·to 
continuation Education (Ifi\7er:-side .. ;ca~Cr£orl1Ta_i __ ()ffJ-:G'e-s-of 
Imperfal and Riverside- Countie::;, Superin·tendEmtf:; of Schools, 
State of California, 1967), p. 1. 
81'1oss Fuellenbach, "Continuation Education: Fremont: 
Unified School District, 1' {Fremont, California: Williamson 
Hi~~l School, 1968), p. 1. (Mimeographed.) 
li 
t~ 
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1Ehlers~~ites five characteristics which describe the 
'\.._ -~"'_,/ 
essence of continuation schools: (1) The continuation school 
must be small, have small individual classes \vi th a small 
teacher-pupil ratio; C2l There should be a minimum number of 
rules and resrulations relating to student behaviori C3>: rn~ 
struction should be individualized allowing each student to 
work within his own ability level and at a rate which is most 
a counseling oriented institution as opposed to the subject 
mat:.ter orient.ation of the typical comprehensive high school. 
It must, he points out., be able to provide a highly academic 
program for selected students; (5} Students attending con-
t:i.nuation schools should spend a minimum of 180 minutes in 
the classroom per day vlith no physical education classes 
. 9 requ1red. 
Several authors have indicated that continuation educa-
tion programs have developed a negative .iJ:nage as educat.ional 
institutions. Elder points out t.hat. many cont:inuab.on schools 
have been assigned a subordinate status in many districts 
throughout the state. rre adds that their poor image has re-
sulted from philosophical discrepancies related to the 
inability of educators to conceptualize accurat~ly the 
function and essence of continuat:ion high school programs. 10 
9 Ehlr::~rs; 9.P....:..__C:i t. , pp. 1~9. 
10Glen IL Elder, lTr., "Continuation Schools and Educational 
J?luralimn," ~rournal of Secondary Education r XLIV (Nov·embe.r, 
19 6 9 } , PP. 3 2-s-::-3 2 6-:----·-·-··-----·-·------·------------· 
~-
' c 
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Program Description: 1\.merican Lesrion High Schoo.!:. 
American Legion High School continua1.:ion students wEn·e 
selected as the quasi-experimental group used in this study. 
The school was first implemented by the Sacram~~nto City 
Unified School District in September of 1966. 'l'he school 
now serves five large senior high schools of approximai:ely 
hvo-·thousanc1 pupils each, grades 10--12. The Sacramento City 
Unified Schobl District is serviced by two continuation high 
sch.ools, American Legion High School and Lincoln High School. 
The Lincoln High School services those students with fewer 
than ninety credi·t:s accumulated toward graduation, while 
American Legion High School services those with more than 
ni.ne.ty credits. s·tudent enrollment. at American IJegion High 
School is maini:ained at approximately 320 pupils, while ·the 
enrolJ.ment at J.J.i .. ncoln High School is maintained at 180 pupils. 
Both continuation schools have similar instructional programs. 
A111erican Legion High School was i.ni tially housed vli th 
bJO other programs, t.he American Legion Adult School, and the 
J.m1erican l~eg:i.on Pre··- school. The adult school was moved f:rom 
the Ame:r.·ican Legion School siJce in J'uly of 1972, The pre··· 
school has remained bu·t is only accommodated by one large 
room on the first floor of the building and is physically 
removed from the continuation high school prog-ram. 
The original concept of adults serving as an inspiration 
to continuation ::::tudents in a combined continuation~adult 
[ __ 
. ~ 
~ 
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school program was not sufficiently successful to v;iarrant its · 
t . 11 con 1nuance. Since the adult ~chool students were housed 
in the same building as the continuation students, administra~ 
tive efforts to keep adult school students from walking into 
and disrupting classroom sessions were extremely difficult. 
Students entering American Legion High School may elect 
to ai:t.end either a morning or an afternoon session of 180 
minutes each. The morning session extends from 8:45A.M. to 
11:45 A.M.~ whereas the afternoon session extends from 12:05 
P.1"1. to 3:05 P.M. Both the morning and afternoon sessions 
are divided into four class periods of approximately forty-
five minutes each.l2 
Students attending the sbhool must complete seventy-five 
days bf successful work in any one class before receiving 
five semester units of credit for the course. Success ex-
ped.ences are emphasized, with no student being allowed to 
progress to th~ next lesson until he has successfully com-
pleted the previous lesson. 
The instructional program of the school is as varied as 
thai: of the five comprehensive high schools of the 
district, and includes a few which are unique to continuation 
schools or to the lunerica.n Legion High School Campus. The 
school contains a cyesis or pregnant girl program and a 
nursery or infant-toddler-program for the children of young 
ll 
Ehlers, 9.12.~--~i.-t::_. , p. 6. 
12 
Russell L. Chimento, "Amc~rican JJeg·ion High School 
Student Handbook 11 (Sacramento 1 California: Sacrament.o City 
Unifi~d School. Dist..r.-ict, 19 72) , p. 14. (Ivl.irneosrcaph.ed.) 
~-
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mothers attending the school. A program unique to the school 
is the American Legion Open School which is housed in 
classrooms of the first English Luthern Church located just 
13 
a hundred feet from the campus proper. 
'I'he Cyesis (Greek for pregnant) program at A.merican 
Legion High School is for pregnant girls, ages 14···18. The 
legislative enac·tment of Education Code 6809 allowed for the 
-~~~~~~~14~~~~~~-~~~~~pl:vv±s-±on-----af s-'-ca--c-e-J:unds tor ·tne support orthe prog-ram.----
Girls enroll(~d in t.he program are required to take three of 
five courses. These include Philosophy of Womanhood, 
Physiology, and Child Development; two elective classes are 
al.so required for a total of five classes per day. Students 
part.icipat.ing in the program ·take pa.rt in many small group 
and individualized activities which are s·Lructured t·o help 
th d . 4 f't t" . 15 .em ur1ng an~ a· er ·11elr pregnancy. 
All courses offered may count towards the student's 
graduation. The course numbers are the same as those offered 
at t.he regular high schools. 'rhere is nothing in the course 
name or course title which indicates that they are special 
. 16 
courses for pregnant g1rls. 
13Ib}:_~., pp. 2!:-i·-26. 
14 Dale F. Ely, Selected California LaT:J's Rela·ting i.:o 
~1ino_Es (Los 1\nqeles: -·-coTlege-·BoOi(sfOre·;~L9-68T;·p-:-65-.-
p· ~Chimento, loc. cit. 
16Ib. J 
. lC.. 
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A nurse, four full-time teachers, and a part-time 
psychologist are available to help the ninety-five students 
enrolled in the program. These school personnel help pregnant 
students \'i'i t.h their course work and any health problems that 
the student might encounter during her stay at the school. 
All pregnant minors between the ages of 14 and 18 must 
be referred t:o American Legion IJigh School before they reach 
home following conception if they so choose. Pregnant minors 
thirteen years of age and younger may be recommended for 
h t 1 . 17 ome · eac 1J.ng. 
An infant·-toddler nursery has been established to provide 
care for the infants of the girls at:. American Legion High 
School. 'I'his nursery offers opportunities for observing and 
working wi t.h small children frbm ages three. months to three 
years. A full-time counselor, social workers, and a school 
psychologist are available to mothers as the need arises. 
There were t.hir·ty infants enrolled in ·the program in the Fall 
of 1972. 18 
The Open School is a program unique t.o American Legion 
High School. '.rhi.s program, though physically remov<::~d from 
the ~nerican Legion High School site, ]•. <• .. ::. a part of the con-
tinu.a.tion program" Student referrals to the Open School are 
\' 
·~-
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made by the principal of American Legion High School. A 
screening committee composed of the principal, the Teacher 
Corps team leader, a co'Qw.;elor, and a teacher make the final 
determination as to whether a student would benefit from 
this program. Students referred to the_Open School are those 
continuation students with extreme behavioral p~oblems or 
those who are chronic truants. 
The Teacher Corps project is supported by federal funds 1 
and sponsored by the California State University, Sacramento. 
The school is staffed by a team leader and five certificated 
teachers doing advanced w0rk toward a master's degree in a 
specialized area of their choice. These teachers are not 
employed by the district, but receive a federal stipend for 
living exponses <::'..nd all ·tuition expenses while att~enclin~r 
California State University, Sacramento. Each of the teachers 
assigned to the Open School is assigned five pupils each. 
The school maint.ains an enrollment of twen-t:y-five studen)cs . 19 
It is the goal of the Open School to provide a supportive 
educational service in conjunction with the Sacramento City 
Schools, County Probation, ~r.he California Youth Authori·ty and 
the Communi-ty. 'l'he greatest studen·t concern is t.o increase 
his success experiences as much as possible. Wi t:hin ·the 
scope of a st.u.dent--·centered curriculum, a learning experience 
developed to raise levels in reading, mathematics, social 
science, and science has been provided. 
19 
0 
~ 
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Beyond subject improvement, it is believed that the 
teacher-strident ratio provided, approximately 1:5, will 
increase the personal attention that the teacher gives the 
individual student and aid greatly in resolving personal 
conflicts and improve the student's self-imagE~. 
Though the Open School has the same course offerings 
as American Legion High School, it has a flexible schedule 
9:00 A.JI.1. to 12:00 P.M. and a second session meeting from 
1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. Students with special scheduling 
problems may take courses beyond the regular scheduled times. 
If the need arises, students will be provided educational 
services up to 10:00 P.M.20 
As mentionE!d previously, .AJneri.can Lf2gion High School 
provides continuation school services to five large, (grades 
10-12} senior high schools located within the boundaries of 
the Sacramento City Unified School District. Student referrals 
to the district 1 s continuation high schools are made by t~i ther 
the district hearing officer, a high school principal, or a 
school counselor. 
How successf1..1.l the dis;t:rict' s_ continuation school program 
is remains an ~nanswer~d question. The use of school reports, 
field observations, and student and staff evalua-tive comments 
l1ave been the yardsticks for measuring the school's successes 
and failures. One yardstick fm~ t:he determination of the 
20cl' ~ ..... 
- .l.J.men .:o, op. c:tx. , p • 
.......-~ ... -_.._ _____ . 26. 
~---
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success of the program is the increasing number of graduates 
receiving diplomas from the school. In 1967, the first 
graduating class, there were seventy-five graduates. This 
number has increased to one-hundred and ten students in 1971. 
II. OPINIONS OF EXPERTS IN 'I'HE FIELD OF CREA'riVI'rY 
CONCEHNI'NG THE CHAHACTERISTICS AND CREATIVE 
BEHAVIOR OF Rl'.:B!U,-I,IKE OH. DIVERGENT YOU'l'H 
'l'he opinions of experts expressed in this review of the 
li te.:cat~ure wen~ based upon information obtained from the 
expert's direc-t involvement: in, and knowledge of, careful and 
sustained investigations relating to the divergent behavior 
of creative individuals. 
Most:. of the. opinions of experts in the field of c:ceativi ty 
do not refer to the divergent behavior of continuation students 
specifically. Continuation ~igh schools were established 
as an integral par-t of t.he secondary school programs of the 
St. t f ~ l'f · 1'n lq6 1~. 21 a eo. ca 1.orn1a - ~ The recent establishment: of 
continuation high schools has not allowed investiga1:ors suffi-
cient time to thoroughly study ·them. Many opinions of experts 
do, however, refer to youngsters with deviate personality traits 
~~~--~~----~------------·-···-··-~- ······- •• •,J,, ' •• ,._ -·· ,_ • . •••• - •• • 
which are char<w·teristics. qf ma.ny continuation high school 
students. 
The continuation schools of the State of California pro-
vide an ideal laboratory for the study of .~l?:Y~:t:'gent pc~_rsonali.ty 
traits or the rebel-like behavior of young adults.~ Ehle~~~ 
f; 
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characterizes many continuation students as those youngsters 
referred to continuation schools from comprehensive schools 
because of serious. anti-::-soqial behavio;r;,, drug use, excessive 
~----
hostility, serious non-conforming behavior, runaways, and 
.. ,_., ..... '.. --
students.displaying erratic behavior because.of their home 
22 
_]:?]:='Oblems. 
(Torrance ~efers to the behavior problems of many qrea_tive 
youngsters. His thoughts concerning this issue are as 
..... '""'· ... - . . ..... ~ .. "" ~~ 
follows: 
..• In most classrooms, highly creative children are 
handicapped by their creativeness and are regarded as 
behavior problems. Frequently, such children are 
diagnosed as having learning d~sabilities. For these 
reasons, I have suggested that highly creative childrev 
be designat.ed a new category of handicapped children. 2 :3 
Torrance in the same article, ~reative Kids, discusses 
t:he ab·u?,~ and TI1~-sur1derstandi,31.g that many creative youngst.ers 
experience because of their •;precocious nafure Many of 
l - . ' . ~ . • ' • . ·.· • • •.• - '' . 
these youngsters, he continues, are relegated to a circle of 
"hopelesL; 11 children in t_he rear of the room in order that 
they might. not dis-turb ·the normal classroom routine. He 
continues with his discus~ion by stating that the creative 
youngster is often seated next to the teacher where she might 
keep an eye on him and thE~reby ex~;!rt a more st.ringent. con-trol 
l . f . d . t 24 over 11s noncon-ormlng an precoc1ous na ure. 
---·-~-----------·-
2" 
.... <Ehlers, 92_:___9i i:. , p. 4 0. 
2 3E. Paul 'J~or:cance, "Creative Kids, 11 };oc!~:¥.~_s ~~~-~~~!.:Lo~ 
(January, 1972}, p. 25. 
24!J:>i.d.' pp. 25-·28. 
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Torrance, in referring to the beliefs of other experts 
on creative behavior, agrees that the future criminal is 
often a child who has had little opportunity to use his 
creative abilities in socially accepted ways and that these 
youngsters may use their creafive potential to plan and 
25 
carry out an illegal act. 
Getzels and Jackson point ou.t that _!::-.!?:~ __ §Qg_ia_J,.Jzation 
the child. Corrrrnenting further, they st.at.e that. creative 
thought is stifled by authoritarian t.eaching techniques and 
that the child who succumbs to socializing conforming 
pressures learns to renounce, suppress, or redirect drives 
and impulses which deviat.e from the social norm. 26 ,James A. 
Smith adds that "tho (?ocial:Lza1:io;._ proc(iss 1;nay give -us the 
masses of. non-·enti ties who are nE-~i ther individual~.:.: nor self-
reali.Zf:!d ci t.izens. Rigid Jchou.ght processes result.ing from 
socializat.ion pressures may be warning signals t.hc.'..t WG are 
over--organizing children and over-conforming Jchem. u 27 
Barbars H. Kemp, in discussing ~E:£..-~.2~1t.h -~~--Haven~~-
~c:ry_ed, characterizes cont.inuat:ion st:ud(:!nts in the following 
manner: 
25···J . d 20 
- !::.2::!:--.. ~... , p • . L\ • 
26 ~ra.cob tv. Gei.:?:els and pJ·Jilip w. ,Jackson, Creativit~y 
and. J:nt:elliqence: Bxp.lc)ra t:Lons 1':r:i .. th G:L fted Stucleri t:s ___ ("iJe·'-'7. York: 
,J ohn--wl~ 1 ey-&-f:Tc·!u::·;--y:n·c:-·~-]~9-6-21-,-p--;~TI""i:--------------·--.. --.. ---·-
-= ~
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.•. They are creative, motivated, and proficient in 
areas where their interests lie. If they feel a thing 
has little or no relevance to ·t.heir needs, as they 
perceive them, they will consider it useless or a 
waste of time; this is particularly true of abstract 
ideas, plans for the future, or subject matter which 
they_have never understood in terms of the purpose 
. th . ' 11 d J... • 2 8 . 1n . e1r oveYa . e uca~1on. 
Donald W. Hackinnon, comn1e11'ting on Wha·t.. I'-1akes a Person 
Creative, _E~:1.9::f:~E: _ f,>Ql11E?. qf th~ c.har·acte:ri . .$i;::i,c::; of: t:he creative 
.J2~-~.§.()J}_ tq t:hoE?e of cont:i.,nuCJ,t:ioD students described by Kemp 
in i.:.l~~. above s.t:<:ltem~:rrt.. He states thai: "the creative person 
is relatively less interested in small detail, more concerned 
w.H:l'.t meaning and implication. He is relatively uninterested 
in policing his own impulses and images or those of others. 1129 
.~J:'h~. g_:r-eat:i.ve child is . many times t:ypified a.s an indi--
vic:ill.al vlhO. c;Leates tensions or ''disruptions ~\vi thin. classroom 
.•••A __ • • • • • • • • • • ', • • : 
gr()'Q.P$. Smith dc.~scri.bes the creative persc)p a.s one who often 
/ 
cause~ tension~ within a group because he pres0nts a threat 
-.........., ___ ·~~--·--·-···~-- "· :.-· .. -_/ 
to the plans of the group. This type of youngster, he con·-
""'--.. ---... ,._.~-·· ,..-.. - -
tinues, strives for autonomy and solutions, he seeks to find 
ways of by-passing blocks to creativity developed by others 
and to subdue restrictions and organizational controls. 30 
28narbara. H. Kemp, The Youth We Haven't: Se:nred OIIJashingt.on ~ 
United stat.es Department--of B:e'f:tTfi1;Edtlcati(m ,--a11dv·7elfare, 
1966) f p. 74. 
29nonald w. Mackinnon, "What Hakes a Person C:r:E~ativE~," 
Sa~:~_rd~Y-~·~Y-i_m~ (February, 1962), pp. 15·-17. 
~ 
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Ehlers,_ )in describing types of continuation st:udents and 
•-.... •• ,~,,~~--•• -•-•''""'"" '•V••"-"'''''•" •••- ., .. • ""• ••• •••• • • • ,•,,-,'"'• '•~ '•' < •'• •' ' 
their general characteristics, c01mnent.s on the mental and 
social conflicts experienced by the continuation high school 
student. He describes many of them as students with serious 
anti-social behavior -- drug users, overly hostile students, 
serious non-conformers, runaways, and students displaying 
erratic behavior because of home problems. 31 __ Getzels and 
Jackson relat:e creative behavior 'co -confTict) as flley summarize 
the E'reudiaE concepts of creative acti vi t:Y in the following 
sta.tement: 
••• (1) Creativi·ty has its genesis in conflict:, and 
the unconscious forces motivating the creative 
"solution" are parallel to the unconscious forcE.~s 
motivating the neurotic solut:ion. (2) the psychic 
function and effect of creative behavior is the 
Clis'?harge of pent·-up E-~mo~:ion. result~~g from conflict 
unt~l a tolerable level ~s reached. ~ 
__ f:'t1Jc1E;:J:lts ___ ?re I11?~lY times referred to continuati011 schools 
because of insubordination and non-conformity. The highly 
creative child is many times bored with routine and structured 
classroom assignments. Smith comments on ·the problems of the 
highly creative child in the s·tructured classroom in the 
stat:ement: t:hat follows: 
... Studies of creative children as identified by 
1:hese t:ests (l:.ests which measure creativity) show · 
that the creative child is often treated along punitive 
lines.by his teachers. His many questions and answers 
31Ehlers r ~2.2: ____ ~..:1· t ,, 1· p. 4 0. 
32Get.zels and Jackson, S?P:._ _ <?i_!:·, pp. 91·-92. 
~---
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tend 1.-.o irritate the rigid ·teacher who often puts him 
in his place-~sometimes before the class--and thereby 
brings disfavor on the child. This resulting boredom 
and inability to concentrate may eventually cause such 
a child to withdraw within~himself and a valuable 
member of society is lost.33 · · 
Ehlers, in discussing types o£ continuation students and 
their general characteristics, indicates that deviation from 
established academic and social norms from within the school 
is one of the many reasons for the referral of comprehensive 
high school students to continuation schools. 34 
self re1icmce which inhibi i:s a person's ability to sense and 
grasp basic reality. He continues by discussing how the loss 
of self reliance undermines the person's creative powers by 
weakening his trust in the essential validity of his own 
. v/ 
processes of tho11ght and imagination. Crutchfield postulates 
that conformi t.y tends to destroy creativ:L ty by alien.ating th~ 
creator from a reliance on his own thought processes, and 
-.. .. ... . .. -· . ·-· .· .. -._... ''-. ,.~. . '.' . 
from contact with the basic realities of his own environment. 
The non-conformist, according to Crutchfield, is able to break 
free from the powerful constraints and restrictions of habitual 
. £ d . 35 or conform:Lnq ·thought and o- s·t.ereotype · percept.1.on. 
3 3 Smith , .!:?..~_:__E} t . 
34 Ehlers, loc. cit. 
35 
- RLchard S. Crutchfield, '~Conformi t:y and Creati\.re 
Th.:i_nkinq," Ccmi:empora:cy Approa.ches t.o Creative 'Nd.nking, 
e d. 0 Howard r[:·-Gr"l:~be :r:-··n.Te;~·-·y()-rT(:""'""-A:EfierFo11 ___ P.reE:-:-s;--:r9 6 4 r; 
pp. 120·-124. 
r.: 
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Glen H. Elder, in discussing 'rhe School~~~S[ __ of __ Q~d:s.i:...<!er~-' 
describes continua·tion high schooJ. r;·tudents ··as non-conformis·ts. 
- . - ... . . _..-, ..... :.~·-····-· ' . 
Many of these s·tudents, he continues 1 have been unwilling to 
~ 
knuckle under the social pressures exerted by thei~ peers. He 
states that "labeled as 'outsiders' by both the comprehensive 
high school staff and pupils, these youth include working 
- 1 . 1 d d . f 'J « 36 stuaents, paro. ees, pregnant g1r s, an aca em1c a1 .ures. 
relates how a person in just exi$ting and becoming a part of 
the social framework of a community can many times lose his 
identity and his ability to be a free and independent creative 
thinker. He expands upon this notion in the following: 
... I believe it is the real feelinqs, w:L thin a vi t.al 
experience., in an ini:imat.e relation -Eo nature or other 
selves, t.ha t constitute the creative encounter.. When 
a person 1 s involvement in a situation is based on 
appearances, expectations, or the standards of others: 
when he acts in a conventional manner, or according to 
prescribed roles and functions, when he is concerned 
with status and approvalr his growth as a creative 
self is impaired. When the individual is conforming( 
follmv.Lng .· imitating, being like others, he moves in-
crea.sin<JlY in the direct.ion of self-alienation. Such 
a person fears issues and controversies. He fears 
standing out or being different. He does not think 
through his experience to find value or meaning, does 
not permit himself to follow his own perceptions to 
some natural conclusion. He avoids directly facing 
disput'2S and b(~comcs anximis i1\ si tp.ations v,rhich require 
c· (:::. -[ .c: .. , · • . , · -- • "' ,.- d 1 .c .:J -· ~ ., ,.. ·, ., • , 3 7 
•. , ..... r.···uWcU:::cnuss r.ul se ... L-'L\lbC-..J\ E: • .ty. 
36Glen H. Elder, Jr., The Schooling of Outsiders (Berkeley: 
Bay A:r:ea Educational Research ··s·;~-rVT"ces~l966T·-;--pj:J"·:·-r:·25 . 
• , -7 
,) Clark Jvloustakas, Creat:i. vi ty and Conformity (New York: 
Van Nostrand H.e:i.nhold company-,-yg-g·7·r;···-p-:31r;-··-------
~-
-
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Kemp relates to ~ .. :t:h§ nQ.l}:9Pn~9tm:Ll1gi :t:~l?~l-::,J~ke }:)ehav~or 
of cont.i!'lua.:-t.ic:m §lsUc1entg: _as she notes that many of them have, 
among other divergent trai ·ts , the following personali t.y 
characteristics: "anti-intellectual attitudes7 indifference 
to responsibility; nonpurposeful actiyity, much of which is 
disruptive; and a disregard for promptness, school rules, and 
structured classroom activitieso 1138 
Donald W. Mackinnon points out that the creative person, 
regardless of the level of his intelligence, and this is 
especially true of the artistically creative 1 is charact.erized 
by a relative absence of repression a.nd suppression as mecha-~ 
nisms for the control of impulse and imagery. He con.tinues 
in stating tha.t: 
•. !.E~Pn~s?J01,1 .C?P§:Lai;:eG against c:r,:ea:t:ivity, regardless 
of how intelligent a person may be, because it makes 
unavailable to the individual large aspects of his own 
experience 1 particularly the life of impulse and ex--
perience which gets assimilated to the s~~ols of 
aggression and sexualiJcy. On a number of tests of 
masculinity-femininity, creat.ive mEm score relaJcively 
high on femininity, and this despite the fact that, 
as a group, thc~;y do not present an effeminate appearance 
or give evidence of increased hmnosexual interests or 
. . 39 e.xperlence. 
of cont.inuation students .. wi·th those of higl1.1y greati.ve persons 
···----~·--~----·..-··"·--~>-~--·····"·-· 
3 81\emp , };gc ._ d:.!:. 
39 nona.ld w. Hackinnon, "vfuat. Makes o. Person Creative?" 
Creat.i vi.ty 1 Theory into Practice, V 1 No. 4 (October, 196 6) , PP. --·p~ 2 =Tsrr~----------·-.. ·-·--·-·----·-·-··-
;::;__ 
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~~l<?n he describes the majority of t.he creative to be intro-
verted and relatively free of conventional or social restraints. 
He continues by noting that the creative person's behavior is 
dictated more by his mvn set of values and by ethical standards 
that may not be piecisely those of others around him. 40 
Robert E. Bo·t:·ts discusses the Profi'le· of a Continuat·ion 
High School and makes mention of several reasons for the 
school. He points out that students are referred to Will J. 
Heid High School for many of the same reasons they ,are .:r-·~{erre.d 
:f::!:>.~·~her(~ontinua·U.on high schools. 'I'hese include.~una,gg~ptable .. , 
behavior 1 excess:L ve suspension, multiple failure, late enroll·- . 
•• ~v••••'•••-.. ••• •• , ~· • • • •• •··-·· ,· !. • -<. • ' ··•·· '' • • 
ment, working· part~.ti.m(~ 1 married or. pr~gncmt, and adjustment 
problems. Botts no'ces that. the cont.i.nuati.on school program 
. ... ,, . ·" . , ..... . 
is flexible and developed t.o suit tf1e Jleqqs. of t.hese deviate 
studen·ts. He continues by discussing t.he nonparticipatory 
and nonconforming nature of these students as rela·ted to thei.r 
resistance in taking part in scheduled extracurricular activities. 41 
Barron rela·l:es to some of ·the personality characteristics 
of,. continuation high school students as described by Bott.s. He 
ment.ions that the creative child is :rnany t),m~$ n1,i,sunderf]tood 
"'-~··-~'-"'·"'"'""'·"' ...... _. 
by t:eache:r.s and is often idon:ti:Ued as a problem child. He 
continues his critical discussion by stating th.at the creatiV(.::! 
40]'1.. d 
. .DJ . . • 
41F.obert. B. Botts, "Will a·. Reid! Profile of a Continuat:l.cm 
High School, 11 Phi. Delta Kuppan (May, 1972)., pp. 574..,·576. 
--------·-~-.. --~-···-=-~--~ 
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child sometimes seeks out or brings about a disordered or 
disharmonious situation or condition in order that he might 
crea·te a new arrangement or situation which appears to be 
more superior and acceptable to him. 42 
Elder describes .. fgp~j,l11JaJ::ipn stude11ts as being non~·con·-
formists and as resi.st.:LJ.?.g any socializin,g P:r:~~sur~s exerted 
by either adults or their peers. 43 Taher Razik while dis-
s·tates that "the creat.ive person has a particular view of 
himself and the universe that may be different from that of 
others. He is a dist.inct individual and exhibits what one 
. ' . . . ' ,,44 w-r1.ter calls a co:nst.ruci:;J.ve non~·conform.rt.y • · · 
(Ehlers indicat:es 'chai:. many compreherisive high school 
st.uderits are referred t.:o cont:inuat.ion hisrh schools bc~cause 
teachers have found that: working with theJn in a re9ula'c 
classroom situation is most difficult, and in some cases 
almost impossible. These are the ones, he cont$.:m1es, \"'ho are 
desCJ::-ibt::!d as hos·tile, withdJ:"m·m, delinquent, hyperactive, and 
immat.ure. 45 · .. Bo·tts notes that even though ·these stude.nt-:.s 
comprise a small pE-~rcentage of the typical class, they are 
. • . '·~--~- ,_.o .. _., , .... ' • • 
42rrank Barron, 11 Crea.t..ivity Can Be Cultivated Curriculum 
Specialists Find, 11 New York Sta·l:e Education, V, No, 5 (April, 
19 6 3) 1 pp • 1-· 3 5 • -------·---------·--------.. 
43rnder, .:!:29_;_ td..·~· 
44Taher nazik, "I<.ecent Findinqs and Dev(~loprnents in 
Creat.ivi ty Studies," Crea.t.i.Vi'ty Thc~o.ry into', Prac-t:i~·ce, V, No. 4 
..... _,. .... .,.----...~--.--r----·-.....--.,...__.,.-.::.;__., __ __,__ .. ______ ,.... ___ _ (October, 1966), p. 163. · 
4 ~-JEhlers, lod. cit. 
~-
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ye.ry ol:nrious_ t_o qlJ a,:r:-ot1n<'l . thetu, and take up most of the 
teacher's attention even though they do the least work. 46 
Razik expands upon Ehlers' notions of the non-conforming 
continuation high school student. 47 Razik's description is 
listed in the following statement: 
•.. Consideration of some characteristics and atti-
tudes of creative people can help show why the highly 
creative child is not discovered and rated as favorably 
as some of the others in schools. 'rhose wi t.h high 
t---~-~-~--~.c-L--ea: ti ve ab .Lt·.tt±EB are not anv ay s sa 'EJ=-s:t,-::a:---=c=·tc-:o=r=y:--::s:-:it~~ uc:-a=e-=nJ:t:-::s=-.------_= 
They often resist group work and may want to follow 
their own interests f somet.imes stubbornly. Creative 
children often do not pay attention in school and seem 
unwilling to accept what they ar(~ told. If, as research 
suggests, school programs are not providing sufficient 
oppor-t:uni ti(~s for developing creativity, these character~ 
istics and attitudes of highly creative children would 
be likely to manifest themselves in ways that seem 
extremely difficult and unacceptable. 'I'he non~con··· 
structive aspects of creative talents would be pre-
dominant because abilities are not being used in 
construct.i ve vrays. 1-m underst.anding of the problem 
behind the behavior is the first step toward helping 
teachers an~ coun~elors re~e~~ne ~ome of t~eir ideas 48 about creat1.ve ch1.ldren and 1.dentJ.fy them :.u.1 classrooms. 
'l'here are further indications that non-·confonuing behavior 
in the classroom may be one of the chief reasons for the 
referral . of_ comprehensive high school students to the con-. 
tinuation high school. Elder, for instance, has described 
many continuation students as being_ ~-C)l:~-~C::()D:f:c:JX:Jl!~sts, and as 
stubborn and unwilling to succumb to the sqq:Lali:z:tng pressures 
46Botts, ).oc . _ _£~_t:. 
'
17Ehle:rs, ~:..~~.:..-~!.!.:. 
4 8 Ra z i k , ?.J~-~---~~~. , p . 16 5 . 
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of ·t.heir peers and authority figures such as teachers, 
t d 1 . 49 paren s, an po 1cemen. K~mp,on the other hand, has 
described continuation education students as being qre~tive, 
motivated, ~nd p:rof~cient_il). areas where their interests 
1 . 50 1e. ~~.?!:~s coT}te}'l,clS that many ·tec.H:~hers find nonconforming 
students undesirable because of their disruptive behavior. 
Many of these students, he adds, are troublesome to teachers 
because of theJ.r inabiTlty to a<I]ust to a comprehensive 
. . 51 
classroom s1tuat1on. 
Torrance has also found indications that teachers, as 
a general rule, rate highly intelligent students as being 
ntore desirable, more ambitious and hardworking, more friendly, 
and less unruly. He continues discussing J:\\:lflcQncept.i.ons of . 
teachers concernin.q creative children by saying· that beca.use 
- -... ~--~.... ,- ..... 
of the limi t:ed concept: of giftedness and emphasis on academic 
ability, it appears quite natural that those students who 
answer questions correctly, produce conforming assigned work, 
and are able to produce evidence tha·t ·they understand \vhai:: 
the·textbook says, are considered to be the most desirable 
and r.;uper1or students. The creaJcive child, ~r.orrance con·tends, 
r.·2 does not usually fit this model.~· 
4 9
r:::lder, _L~~~-?i:.:!:.. 
50 Kemp , !:_C::£.:__c~!:_. 
SJ.B '·-'-·o •t '·(:: o-c L0 , .,.oc. CJ_ • 
- .. -----·------· 
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.Ehlers ;typifies (:()_l'l~~l"lua:t~()n l_li.:gl.L E;G.l1.0D.L s.tudeni:$. q.s 
being hostile -t:owards authority figures, and often unwilling 
'." ••• '-'•' ... _ ., ? •• , '- • • ' • ···-- •••• ~' •• 
to cooperate in a conforming way. These are the studenfs, 
"-··-." --~·-·---····· _, ··" ·' .. -- ·-·- . ,_,_ ... - -. -·· . . . -· ... _,, .. 
he contends, .~h9. g,re _q.ssJgn~c1.t9 th,e continuation schools 
-2:2:_<::.~~1~<:~ _th:ey a:re G()t1siq.ereO: .. :t,Q.be :leE;S q~s.:i.x0ble _g,s. E;tudents 
by the compreneni:J.iYe :Q.igp_schogl_ teach.e.rs and because t_hey 
'" ____ .-._ .,._,,•---c.~ ''"' ~-- . -
are just too hard to handle. 53 
Razik contends, however, that disregard for authority 
figures may be an indication of high creativity. He expands 
upon this notion when he contends that creative people usually 
are not impressed by what other people think, and the words 
of authoi ty often frust:J:·a.tes them. He continues by 0:iscussing 
-~~!:e non-·confo:rming nature of the creative person when he indi·-
cates ·t:ha·t creative adults, even. when under strong pressure 
to conform, con·tinue to remain :r:elati vely independent.. He 
also contends tb.at i:he strong trait of independence on the 
part. of the highly creative youngst.er may many times cause 
him'to lose interest in school. and possibly drop out. Razik 
reaffirms this in the following statement. '·'Here again, in 
the school situation, the cre~tive child may be 'squelched' 
or influenced by his peers, perhaps not to conform entirely 
but to lose interest in school and friends.~ 54 
-·--·--sr------------· 
Ehlers, loc. cit. 54 ------
Razik, ?P· s-Jt., p. 165. 
-~--
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James Regan, in describing th~ "average" group profile 
of ~c_ont.inuation high school students, states tha·t 1'he .LGol}-
tinuat.ion school referral) has been a discipline_proble~ in 
terms of the criteria established by the administration of 
the regular schools, and this behavior pattern has contribut-
ed to his transfer to continuation school. u 55 'l'hese students, 
he contends, are generally harder to get along with and are 
prone to be unpredictable in their behavior in a given situa-
tion. Regan continues by indicating ·that one of the more 
common types of referrals is the studen·t who repeatedly demon-· 
st.ra·tes overt aberrational behavior to the point of dismissal 
from regular school. l?requent emotional outbursts of b;::J:1c:nr·" 
ior such as fighting, insubordination, lack of cooperation, 
disrespect, insolence, and a total disregard of authority, 
r:6 
almost invariably results in transfer to continuation school.~ 
Regan discusses the individual pro:Eile of Bt.uden.ts 
referred to cont.inuati.on school for lack of moti v·a.tion and 
indicates that these studen'cs exhibit a behavior in school 
which general.ly identifies them as being withdrawn. These 
st.udent.s, he contends, have been the subject of repeated 
conferences with the principal, vice-principal 6r counselor. 57 
55 
James H.eg·a.n, Bulletin~ An Evaluat:i ve Study of a 
continuation High sd:loo1-(I!:l1gene!----u:tiiver-sTf.yoT._c5i.-egon, 1972), P-.--Ts:-----··-·---·--·--------
56 
Ibid. I p. 23. 
---57 
Ibid. , P· 20. 
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Getzels and Jackson are of the opinion that many students 
who appear to be withdrawn are thought of as being odd or 
different by either their peers or their teachers. They add 
that many parents and teachers are of the opinion that group 
involvement and a gregarious personality are synonymous \vi th 
characteristics of a well adjusted child. They point out 
that group involvement or togetherness activities are not 
requ.~recr-tor many creative and inventivE~ acts. They continue 
by s·tating that it may not be advisable to insis·t upon group 
involvement as ·the most desirable type of activity for all 
youngsters. It is their feeling that gregariousness should 
not be overemphasized in ·the onE"; direction, so tha·t almost: 
any desire for aloneness is viewed as at least incipient 
rnorbidi ty. They con·tend that to be vli thdrawn, or to w·ant to 
be alone should not be misconst:ru.ed vlith oppo:rbiurn. 'l,o want 
to be alone or to work in isolation are not unhealthy character 
traits within them~elves. They, in fact, urge or encourage 
able students t:o \vork on their own interests, even if it ffi(:?.ans 
. 58 being withdrawn and working alone. 
,,.Ehler~''poin·ts out that the nonco~:npetJ.t:ive nature of many 
··---... -...~ .. ~, -- .... ,.,. . .. _ ...... - . .. . ... 
entering continua·tion students is due :to poor ·motivation. 
These students, he contends, have ~xperienced failure so often, 
that they find i i.: difficult to a·tt.empt. anything new or 
challenging. He continues by stating that continuation 
.. 
58Getzels and Jackson, ~P...:_~<:;i t., p. 126. 
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students lmv in motivation consistently try to find .reasons 
for not doing assigned work and question the relevancy and 
need for required courses and assignments. Group discussions, 
he adds, are often unsuccessful when applied to continuation 
. 59 h1gh school students. In describing the difficulty that 
many teachers have experienced in atb~mpting group discussions 
with continuati.on high school students, Ehlers makes the 
... Cont.inua.tion st:udents aJ::-e typically non·-competi ti ve 
and the variei:y of ass:i.gnment.s going on ina-giVen ____ _ 
classroom at a given moment provides security for the 
continuation student. He is not directly or subtly 
being compared to the speed and achievement of the 
fellow next to him. He personally feels that he is 
a~com~0ishing more because he is working vli thout frust.ra-tlon. 
Ehlers continues: 
•.. Often teachers new to the continuation program 
desire to change the typical individualized instruc-
tional approach to one of group interaction and are 
often soon bitterly disappointed, Frequently the 
teacher '"ho is trying to develop class discussions 
with con·tinnai.:ion students will, if the atmosphc~re is 
p~rmissive, !ind ~hat some st~dent~ are6~rudc and d1srespectful, vlhlch results .1.n bealam. 
(. Torran~e) contends ·that th~ mgt:~v;;tt,:i,gl} Q"t J:ile deviate 
'',...._._ 
yom1g3:3t:.e1?._~?. ~:Lequ~nt~y d.ifficu.1 t and t:r-yi_11g. He s1:ates that 
"by motivation I mean arousing, sustaining,_and directing 
behavior--in ·this case, pToductive creative behavior, learning, 
and achievement t.oward a worthwhile career and con·tribut:Lons 
60,..b'd 
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to society." 62 He adds that it is difficuJ.t·to determine the 
potentiality of a child on past indicators of success such as 
school grades when he has not been motivated through most of 
his experiential life. He stresses this point by indicating 
that even in the histories of many of the nations of the 
world, most prominent men such as Thomas Edison, Albert 
Einstein, Franklin Roosevelt, Eleanor Roosevelt, and John F. 
I~TIITrndy--'ch.ere was llft1.e J.naJ.cation during the1.r early youth 
and adolescent years that they had the potential of achieving 
even a fraction of the status which each attained. He con-
tinues by stating that Goertzel and Goertzel (1962) report 
that 60 per cent of the over 400 eminent people in their study 
had serious school problems and i)c is likely t.hat their school 
records would have indicated lack of promise. Many of these 
creative people, he notes, were bullied, ignored, or were 
bored by their fellmv students. 6 3 Torrance surrnnarizes his 
observations in the following statement: 
... I feel sure that workers in the Disadvantaged Youth 
Opportunity Centers now being activated will find that 
many of their clients will have these characteristics 
in common ""Vvi th the eminent men and women in the Goertzels' 
s·tudy. •rheir problern will be to see cre<:lti ve pot.entiali-
ti~s \·Jl;er~ the~ ;xis-t a~d ~o _mo~J .. va:t: a~~_ ?f:;~-de 6 ~uch yot.:.th 111 U:1e a.d:n.eve.men t of the1r po L-ent1alL ty. 
62E., Paul Torrance, "Motivating the Creatively Gifted 
Among Economically and Culturally Disadvantaged Children," 
ThE:~ Disadvantaged and Potc~ntial Dropout, ed. John Curtis Gowan, 
-(SpringfTei(:t ,--~ill~G1()is :-ChiirTes ---c:~'.i7iloinas, 1966) , pp. 302-30 3. 
63 Ibid. 
64
rb'd 
__ !.:_:_• I p. 303. 
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In discussing why pupils reject school, Robert D. Strom 
states that many potential dropouts begin rejecting school 
'~.,->. _,_,. . _, ' ' . ., • 
before they ever attend. He indicates tbat the failure of 
brothers and sisters tend to be a negative influencing factgr 
in their attitude toward school. Many of these students, he 
contends, have had few success experiences. even during their 
early years in school. Many of them, he adds, consider 
themselves to be paw·ns for t.he success of others v1hen he is 
daily forced ·to compete in situations vlhere he has little or 
no chance to win. The dropout, he continues, is likely to be 
a loner, rejecting or being rejected by his peers. Strom con-
tinues with this notion by indicating that the school dropout 
is many times resentful and prejudiced toward those different 
from himself. The dropout's home, he continues, often reflects 
a cul·tu:cal pattern or status whi.ch .. is. different or .. incmnpat:Lhle 
with that of teachers and most of his peers. The nE!ga:L:.i:ve 
. ,.,,., ... , ., . 
attitude of the school dropout toward educational institutions 
due to a failure syndrome and other related reasons, S't.rom 
contends, h.?.J.s caused many of t.h.ese youngsters to be suspi.d:ous 
of any form of academic m<~asuring instrument. Epecia.l pains, 
he main-t:ains, must. be taken in order to properly· orient these 
students to tests, and school work in general, if valid and 
meaningful data is to be obtained in the evaluation of these 
students. Perhaps, St:rom conjectures, v(e have to reevaluate 
.. 
otu:·· curriculum in terms of: t.he potential dropout, and review 
[ 
r: 
:__::_ 
1:; -
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our present stance concerning the academic and creative 
potential of adolescents who have overtly rejected our present 
educational institutions. These youngsters, he contends, may 
have abilities which have been untapped and which migh·t 
f·lourish if provided an ins·tructional curriculum and learning 
environment which is more in keeping with their expressed 
65 needs. 
non-·confgrm:~s,t.s and nega.ti \_'C in their a t.ti tude. towe:u:d any form 
of highly structured educational experiepq~. 66 George D. 
Stoddard states that "conformity rules, not because people 
67 
crave it bu·t because tb.ey fear deviation. 11 Botts contrc~nds 
that this fear of: diverr:Jency may be one of the reasons why 
many comprehensive high school sb.1dents resist. being. sent to 
continuation hi.9h schools. 68 Harold H. Anderson expands upon 
Stoddard's statement as he notes that: HE~stE~rn cul tt1res ha.ve 
been brainwashing their children into conforming modes of 
behavior for generations. They have, he adds, stifled the 
-
65 Robert D, Strom, "A Realist:.ic Curriculum for the I 
Predict.i ve Dropout," Tht~ J)isadvanta.ged a.nd Pote·nt:ial Dr'o'pout, ~ 
ed. J'ohn Curt:i. s Govmn·;·-Ts:p-r::G.ig£Ic~Tcr;--mTnoTs-:··-c11arTE.~-s·-c-.--- I 
Thomas r -:1:-96-G~)~,~pp--;;---29-3·~ 309. _______ ___, 
6 6 Ehlers, £.P...::_s:_i '!:_. , p. 4 o. 
67 George D. St.oddard, "Creativity in Education'~ Creai:5.vit;y 
and ri ts Culti.v<:rtion, ed. Harold H. Anderson, (New· York :···--narp0lr 
and Rmi·;--T95"9 r;-· p :--·181 • 
68
nober'l: E, Botts, ''An Interview Wit~h 'l\·m Coni::l.nuation 
High School s·tudents and Their ·p::cincipal, 11 Con.tinl.l'cd:ion 
E:duc.::tti.on: A H.!:>port of the 19GB Summer Wo:d(f.~fl()~-;s--r.<'rac;ramento~ 
cor1fi-ri.i.1aB.on --I~'2111cal:::LO:O-"Assc:>·c:~Ta:t.ron:~-r96T:\T~-15l:;-:··-r:.13 • 
-
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creative urges of childJ:-en in s1nall bits and pieces .at home 
and in the schools. This polite form of brainwashing, he 
contends, is not sudden, or drama·t.ic or easily detected. He 
ind.:i.ca·tes that in cases where the child has not revolted, the 
spirit becomes heavy, t:he motivation is sluggish, and student 
activity lacks direction, meaning, or purpose. He continues 
by sta·ting that when t:h.e spirit of discovery diminishes through 
con.·orming pressures, the spark of creat:Lv1.t:y. becomes stifled. 
He adds that it is in the deprivation of the child of spon- f ..---.---
taneous experiences tha·t children becomE! uncreative, un-- ~ 
. . . . 1 . . 69) 
.1.magJ..nat1.ve, self-consc.lous, se .f-protectJ..ng conform1.st:s. / ' 
·' 
. ' . . 
Don \~. Fowler divides. contin~at:Cc)n. high school sbiden.t 
referrals int:o four majo_r: groups. 'l'hese include students wi t.h 
.......... -~-----~--------·-···--. --···-·· ····-········ .. 
behavioral rel.ated problems, academic problems, economic 
'' .. '. . ·-·· . ' .. " '·'·' ·-- ... -·-··'. . ' . 
problems, and physical problems. Most of the students attend---
ing continua;d.on high schools, he contEmds, have found the 
social struct.ure and the instructional programs of the compre·--
hensive high schools to be too structured and too conforming 
for ·them to successfully complete their requirements for 
graduation. Students referred to continuatio~ schools, he 
adds, found th~ir leaving schools to be rigid and inflexible 
in terms of -t:;.he st:r:Lct~"J,eE;$ and. number of rt1les which mm;t be 
observed and obeyed. 'J?hese s·tudent.B, he points out, also 
69Harold H. 1\nderson, "Creativit",y as Personali'cy 
Developmen-t," CreaU.vi ty and its Cu.J.ti.vation, ed. E, Harold 
Anderson (Nc~w Yor}:~----IIa:r}:.1e:c anCf--1fciw~-T9-59T:-·-PP. 119··-·141. 
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found the curriculum of the comprehensive high school to be 
too regimented, too impersonal, too narrow in terms of course 
offerings, and too irrelevant to suit their divergent needs. 70 
John Curtis Gowan supports t.he concerns of continuation 
high school students concerning the inflexibility of compre-
hensive high schools when he relates creative expression to 
a flexible, unstructured, and non-authoritarian type of work 
counselors, and teachers tend to repress and subdue much of 
the creativity that. might emerge from students working in such 
an environment. He adds that a strict authoritarian home at-· 
mosphere would also be stifling t:o the innate desi:ces of many 
younqr,:;te.rs t.o expand their horizons to discover and create 
new and exciting products and concepts. Curtis expands upon 
these notions in t.b.e following statement~ 
..• The compartmentalization, stereotyping and anti'"' 
~ntraception of the authoritarian personality prevents 
creat.i.ve functioning. Hence the degree t:o which \ve 
have been tarnished w:i.th authoritarian prac·tice dimin··· 
ishes our creative potential, and narrows the possible 
avenues of creative-endeavor. Investigations ~ith the 
California Psychological Inventory, for example, show 
that flexibility (creativity} and tolerance (lack of 
aut:hori t:ariani sm} are well correla·ted. '.Phis view of 
creai::.ivity sugges·ts t.hai.: children can be helped to 
prr2ser,r-:'! tb.eir creativity by non-~authori.t.arian a:!:titudes 
6n the part of parents and teachers, especially by not 
ha.ving nt:~tJc:ltive evaluations put upon their ini tia.l 
efforts. The importance of the child's being first the 
recipient. of, ancJ. later the producer of, sound (1·at.her 
than pejorativ<:!) evaluations is a moni: important adjunci.: 
---·-----··---·-----
70 non W. Fowler, Individualized Inst:ruction in Cont::Lmtat:ion 
Education (Fresno, CallTorn.i·a-;--J.;·r. .. e·sno -count:v --o{fCce oi- t.li_e _______ _ 
sur:)-e:i?fi1Fendent., 19 6 8) , pp. 2-3. J. 
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to his becoming productively creative. For this kind 
of evaluat:ion is ·the way in which creative fantasy 
becomes. bonded in useful reality. Like sistole and· 
diastole, they are th~ complementary components of 
'effective surprise'. ll 
William Hill is of t:he opinion that ·the public schools 
have treated deviate or divergent student behavior in a most 
unacceptable way. He questions the use of suspen~ions and 
expulsions as a means of dealing with sb.1dents having deviate 
~:vergenL persona ity traits. It lS better, he points 
out, to develop pro~rra.ms within the comprehensive schools 
which might better serve the needs of these divergent. you·ths 
than it would be to isolate or cast them aside as undesirables 
or unwanted segments of our soc.ie·t:y. .'rl1e sc::h,ools, he remarks, 
fail in t.heir public trust of providinc;r (;lll_ E:Jqual 9ducat::LqnaJ .. 
__ ..,.,.~--·~c····.-.~··1 -···· ·-- -.• ··'" 
opportun:Li.~y t:.o all yo1.rth .whep large s~gruents. qf our school 
popula:tion, o.s is the case of students referred to con·tinuation 
high schools, are. relegated t:o confinement in:::·ti tu·tions such 
as Juvenil~ Hall, and other reform school types of institutions. 
'J:hese insti t.ut.ions, wi 1::h their st.rict autho:d.'carian adm:Lnistra-
tion 1 further suppreBs any deviation from ·the norm, vlhet:her 
these deviate forms of behavior are desirable or not. Hill 
expands upon these notions in the statement below as he questions 
societ~'s connotation of deviate or divergent behavior: 
71John Curtis Gowan, "What Makes a Gifted Child 
Creative?" Creativity: Its Educational Implications, ed. 
~rohn curJcis-Go-v1a.n (NewYO:rk":--·-John-Wiley--&-sol113;--yi.lc·., 1967), 
p. 11. 
,, 
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•.• v~hat is divergent youth, or what the psychologists 
would like to call, deviate behavior? i-'Jhen we talk 
about these things, obviously, we have to have a defini-
tion as to what is deviant, what is divergent. It is 
obvious, if you are deviant or divergenti you have to 
be deviant: or divergent in something. 'I'he real question 
isn'·t what. is deviant behavior, but what is ·the something. 
We are not too su:r_·e about wha·t the something is; least 
ways we are pret:Jcy sure about ur:l but we are not sure 
about them. We get up tight about kids wearing long 
hair, using four letter words, and being creative in 
the bright and odd shaped paintings they paint and the 
clothes they wear. At the Youth St.udies Center where I 
work, we've go·t a something or other going on out there, 
~----------------~r~Lcb--~-~ufte~JGB~~~A~vfe~J~eSc-~here--f~L awt~~1~.-~,~-----------= 
does not disturb you. You don't think of people as -
being Negro, as having long hair, as smoking pot or 
whatever. 'l'hey blend into the situation. It is people 
like me that look a little odd, a little square, a 
little divergent, a lit.tle deviant if you like. And I 
expect for you and your school the norms have changed. 
Kids this year have really long hair, both the boys and 
the girls. If you could go back five years, some of 
the kids who you think are okay, now you would have 
been up;:;E:~t about, A girl who hew her dress two, three 
inches above her knee J.ooks a little square, a little 
dowdy, sp you wonder what kind of a repressive mother 
'-~l:-r .. '~-Ja<:' 72 Q J.\·.:. 1. ,:.) Cl 
Once again, then, Wi11iam Hall exemplifies how some of 
the divergent behavior of some students mayb~~.creative, and 
that the precocious and impatient:. nature of some creative 
studen·ts may cause teachers to stereo·type them as behavior 
problems. In short, highly creative students are sometimes 
suspended or expelled from school because they are mis~nder-
s·tood. It seems quit.e plausible t.hen, that .society, through 
ignorance or indifference, stands the chance of losing some 
of its most beneficially contributing mm~ers. 
72 
William Hill, "Divergent Yout.h: \A,'lhat Can A Special 
School Do l"or 'l'hem? 11 f~~~1:.i~~\1.0J:i~~-~~9.~'?-~.!~:!:?n :._~-~~o:r:t; __ ~.!. 
·the 196 8 Summer Workshop:.>, eeL Robert E. Botts (Sacramento: 
C~ont:'In'llaFion Edi:lt~-i:l'Eion"'Xs"so~;iat:Lon, 1968) r P· 41. 
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Summary and Conclusions from Revi.mved Opinions of Experts 
---------·---. -----· 
I 
i 
In summary, creative behavior, in the opinions of many 
experts in the area of creativity, seems to be influenced by 
t3---
the following settings~ 1) the loose family structure of the P-
creative child, since early childhood, .has allo\:'led them great 
autonomy and freedom for exploration and decision making; 
2) many creative childnm come from homes where there is n~t~~~~~~= 
a great deal of emph.asis upon con.formi ty to social norms; 
3) creative children, even when under strong pres~ures to 
conform, tend to remain relatively ind<~pendent; 4 J creative 
children have often been described as rebel-like youngsters 
who are :celat.i vely free of conven·tionc:Ll ox- social rE:~straints, 
and as having the1r own set of va~Jes and ethical standards. 
Authorities in the 
described qc,.mJ:inJJ?tJ.on. ~ttucJ,~pt:s, ?S ho~'>tile, di.srupti ve r non--
.,,. ,,. . - . . . . . - ~ ..... "" .. _, _ .... ·' ,_,-; ···- ,.,.__ ''·~-" . ·,, ·'' ., .. , ,, ., .·.:.· 
conforminq, anti .. -social, insubor:dinat:e, and rebel·:-li.ke in 
'.·.... •• ' ., • • .. ... ~ • • • ' •• " • 0 -" '" ·" " ._, ·' ·' ---~ ' • '· 
their behavior. 'l'h.E~se autb.or:L·ties have also indi:cate.d that 
mony continua·tion high school r~tudent:s come from hcmes "''rhere 
-
ther:e has been a. loose farnily £.tructu:r.e wii:h. little paren:!:al I 
~ 
supervision. Expert opinions in the area of continuation II 
st.udcmts come from homes :i.n w·hich. they have bem1 allov1ed a 
decision making. 
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In reviewing the opinions of exper·ts in the fields of 
creati vi·ty and continuation education, there seems to be 
sufficient evidence to indicate that there might indeed be a 
.............. ,..-~_. .•.. --~A"'"·---'~'-""''·'· -,. · · '•···· ......... -.·~"·--·c ... -.- .. · • • · 
-==-~~~~?~-~~~~:!? -~e!:WE?.e}l_)~h,~_.P9.:4SP.P8l.ity. :l:.J;?;~:I::~. ascribed to some 
continuation students and those of creative individuals. 
Expert opinions seem to indicate that the same set"l:ings 
of family struct~re and personality traits influence, in a 
positive direction, the creat.i ve behavior of both the con.·-
tinuation high school student and the creative individual. 
These same opinions sug·gest. that comprehensive st:udents are 
more conforming, more apt to do as ·they are +.:old, and, early 
in life, are more s-tifled in their desires to explore and be 
creative. 
In conclusion, this review of the literature seems to 
indicate that there is sufficient evidence to support the 
·----~--·· ··-·-·······. . ... _.,. . .... _. .. _._- ...... , ................... ._,_ ......•... -· ....... ~. -·--·~., ... -......... ---~-" ,_,,, - .. -. .,_,, .. -····-· '···· ·- ... ··:··-··-· 
hypothesis 'chat rebel~·like or divergent continuation high 
. ...,.~~•~•~ •· """' .,.,.. -~~ ~ ~. ' .. •"/"" '" ."' , .. ' .·•·f'" < ,··. _ .• ' "• •• ,. : ... "'· ,- '• '•' •• _--,...., •• _. •'' "-'•' '"·' '' •. ·•. ,·' ,._,.,,, ~---- •• >· 1 .... "" "'·-~·• o•,n' ·• , .,_.. • ., _,. "- · •·· "" ·-.._ ., .. ··''•·• ' ·'' '" \'•> ·-·· •·' ,..,, •• '·· ': • • ' .'····· , •, o· , · ··.> 
school s·tudents of equal intelligence are more creat.:i vE~ than 
··--·-··"·" . ._._ . ., . --· .,_,,.., ... , .. _______ ,,_. ·-· •'·"''""'•'•''''""''··-·· 
their comprehensive high school intellectual count.erpu.rts. 
III. RESEAH.CH IN THE PIELD OJ? CHJEATIVITY WHICH DEALS 
SPECIFlCALI,Y WI'l'H CHJ\Rl-\.CTERJS'l'ICS F,ND CREATIVE 
BEHAVIOH. OF R:CBKL-·I,IKE: OR DIVEHGENT YOUTH 
There is much literature:~ relating to research in the area 
of creative behavior. Re::;earch dealing with t:.he crea.i::.i VE-) be-
havior of rebel-like or divergent youth, as described in this 
study, is quite scarce. This lack of research in the area 
~-
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of creative behavior of rebel-like or divergent youth may be 
due to tvm factors: t:he development of tests for the evalua-
·L~~--... ·--- ...... -~ •·.• ' 
tion of creative behavior is relatively recent, and has drawn 
---~- -.. ... . .. "" .. . . .. .... ~-_._., ··· .... , .... ,. .-· ._., ,. 
relatively limited attention; and most of the research in the 
area of creative behavior has been limited to educational 
institutions which have not been specifically developed for 
the enrollment of rebel-like or divergent youth. 73 
articu.tar.Ly relevant to the present. investigation in 
its n~fer:cal to the rebel-like behavior of continuation high 
school students is a recent f>tudy by Robert R. Argo. Focusing 
on the divergent personality traits of continuation high 
school students, this investigator.used a ~a~eE~n4 pencil. 
pe.+::E:J..QJ1pJ).t.y.test:, the FIRO-,B·,. t.o study Jche interpersonal 
relations of ·those student::;. In making a comparison of com-· 
prehensive and continuation high school students' performance 
on the F'IBO-B, be found !.~~~~ cont.inuation [J.igh. school students 
had a high~l~.)Jlg~;x: pf J:;f')?f3l··like behavior" ;chan did ·the conrore-
_ .. ..---...~~.-~~- ' . . . ' . . . ' ··' ·'· .,·. ·' -· ~--. ' ,.,. 
hensi·1.re hiqh sch.ool st:qdent:s studied. 74 
... ___ ~--.~--- '· ..... 
Argo's investigation indicates that 29ntinuation high 
- . ~·-··"'""'--··~~·-·~-- '·""""-''• . --··---~-----·-- .. ·- ~ 
elusion, affection, and control. He .indicates tha.t: the 
gn~atest oxtrE\mes in scorE.~s on the FIRO·~B test ·vvere in the 
? 3E. Paul Torrance, Biblioqraphy; ~rorrance 'J'es·ts of 
ere a t.i ve 'rhinkin~r (Athens :--Ge().rgiit-;--·c~8org1a ST.'-LiCiTes of -
-C~r-e·:.-.-t-1.'~;~:;-I:;·:~~h-;--;.....-;~·:-:· ·r1111 e l 9 71 ) r p 5 -· 111 
•• .-C. •• v <..o .>i:: ••• u\ ~ v l. y I. ~- . f ·- - I P . • < • 
74 nobex:t H.. Argo, "A Cornparison of Comprelwnsive and 
Cont:Lnuat~ion Hiqh School St.udent.s' Performance on the FIHO-B" 
(unpublishE.~d Ba~>ter's p:r:o:jcctr California State University, 
Sacrament.o, California., 19'70), p. 25. 
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areas of expressed inclusion and wanted inclusion for the 
comprehensive and continuation high school samples studied. 
He points out: that his data indicates that comprehensive high 
_s_~h99Letudents have a. greateJ:: need for group approval than 
do continuation high school students. 75 
While studying the effects of_~eed for appr?val and 
general anxiety on divergent ·thinking scorc~s, Neil D. Rosenblum 
.. c:J:E:P:rovct.~. in the statement belm": 
•.• The highly creative individual has been described 
as confident in his own ability, likely to resist ex-
tern~l pressure and criticism, stimulus-free and likely 
to disaqree wi·th conventional standards of success, '.Phe 
writers-reg~rd divergent thinking as a relatively stable 
composite of complex abilities which are importantly 
re1at.ed to, but not: equivalent ·to, creative i.:hinking· 
(cf., Gvilfordr 19671. It seemed appropriate, therefore, 
to postulate a negative relationship between need for 
approval and those aspects of creative ability ~easured 
by divergent: thinking t:esi:s. Ss :high ori Marlowe and 
C:r:owne 1 s Eocial Desirabili·ty Sc~ale (19GOJ would be ex.,...· 
pect~ed ~o ~cor~"' f?"w~.r ."o~- -~uc~--1~:ea~u~~s than persons lovr 
on the .. ,oc.t.al dc.Slrdblll t._y JnE.a"'urt-_. 
Eales reports that _cont:inu~ttior~ f>qhpols in.th.e Stat\:! o:[,. 
comprehensive high schools of the stat.e. Re points out tha·t 
55 per cent of the continuation schools in the state enrolled 
between one and three per cent more minority students than did 
the comprehensive schools during -t:b.e 1971~·72 school year. He 
adds that: whit:e student:~:..; consti 'tl.:tted 6 8 per cent of the total 
-------------~------
75rt.. d 
.!..) ]. • 
76Hc~i.l Do Rosenblum, '1 'l'he Effecb~ of Need for Approval 
and General Anxiety on Divergent ~eh:!.nJd.n9 Scores 11 (paper 
presented to American Education Research Associ~tion, Minnesota, 
Harch2, 1970). 
-
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enrollment while students of Spanish surname made up 18 per 
cent, and 11 per cent of the enrollment was black. 77 
~rohn N. Flanders investigated examples of innovative 
programs for disadvantaged and minority groups of the Upper 
Cumberland Project in Tennessee. Programs inves·tiga·ted in-
eluded a demonstratiori program in guidance and cgun~~~ing and 
one in cultural arts. His study indicates that there was 
-~···~--~ e or no SJ.gn_~ficar1t, difference in cx-~a,t.iy~ .test scores 
between the minority gro11ps tested and a control of white 
--~-~-- ...... -~ .... -,,.--.,."-""''·'~--· .•.. ., ·"''"'"·'·.,. ·.· . 
students tested. He points out, however, that after intra-
duction ·to the demonstration program in guidance and counseling 
and the one~ in cultural arts, there was a significant improve-· 
ment in )che mean test score for the group participating in the 
project as compared to the mf.;an ·test score of the control 
78 group. 
Selec·tion procedures of comprehensive high schools for 
1:he r(~ferral of studEmts to cont.inuation higb. schools throu.ghout 
the s·tate of California are as varied as the number of schools. 
Reasons for the selection of students referred to continuation 
schools are, however, quite similar. ·'Ehler§) lists most of the 
consensual reasons given by comprehenE.~i ye high school adminis·-· 
trators for the referral of students to continuation high 
-------~---·--------·--..-- ~ 
Tl Eales , 9.1?_: __ !?,_:!:_!:_. r P. 5 • 
7BJohn N. Flanders, "Guidance and The Cultural Arts, 
School Enrichment Programs, A Model for:- America" (Project:, 
Upper Cumberland, L:L vingston, 'rennes~><::)e, 'I'echn:Lcal University r 
CookeviJ.le, Office of Education, [D.H.E.W,], Washington, D.C., 
19 6 9 ) f pp " 3 2 .,. 3 6 ' 
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were .mentioned more often than other reasons listed in his 
d . 79 compen 1um. 
Nichols and Davis compared National Merit Scholarship 
semifinalists with bet·ter than -~YC:::t::!1.9~ .?<?()res on tests of 
creativity with an unselected sample of undergraduate students 
on personali t.y characteristics. 'I'he investig·ators discovered 
·the Merit Scholars to be more intelligent., dominant, forceful, 
.. t:de9J:Lf;ti,c, rebeD.ious, moody, lazy, w:i. tt.y, and cu.lt.pre¢1. 'I'he 
Merit Scholars identified themselves as being less interested 
in the social and athletic dimension. 80 
voic~_~i.J>y continua~~()!l: _:;-;~c1.~_012nt:~. ~n an interview vli th con-
tinua:U.on high sch.ool studen·ts and their principal, Robert E. 
Botts. Botts points out that the physical education.require-
ment for graduation from California public comprehensive high 
schools may be the cause of some students voluntarily seeking 
entrance in·to continuation schools. 'l'hese student.s, he adds, 
may not. like to ·take showers, or care t:o confm~m to t.he regi-:-
mentation required of students participating in most physical 
e ~ t' " . 81 .ouca-~on programs. 
,Jame.s H.f!g<-Jn, in making an evaluative st:udy of continua-
tion high school~3, identified several characteristics of; the 
79 
· · Ehlers , ~)2-~--· c~ t. , p. 4 0 • 
8 0 James ,l. Ga1la~rher, n He search Summary on t:he Gifted 
Child Education'' (Springfield, Illinois: State Office of the 
Superi.ntendent of Public Instruction, 1966), p. 36. 
H 1Bo~-·'-·c• l~· L~:> r loc. cit. 
I,l 
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typical dropout or potential continuation high school 
referral. His findings indicate a relationship of person-
<$"'_,._, •. ,.., . . <;~.-:-•t· ... "'.~!->"1~;. ·•; -:.~.-- !··~··><-"'! 
ality traits which might poss~}:)ly_be commor1. :t:pbq~::11 th~ 
·.:-____,___,..,....._,,~-~----~-·-·.-•'" ·-·~·"~''"''' ....... -~· -· ' .· ·-· .. · .. ·.··-· ····' .·'"•'" . ,, ,• ',. . . .. . . , ... ' ...... '. . . .. . 
highly creative person and th~ cc:>ntigya,t:i,on .h.~,gJ:1 E?C!h()Ol 
... ~ •• ,-" .. , ....... __,. -·'< ·<•~- .· ,:~---~·." .-. . ·. . . '. . . . . . ·, . 0. ., • • • • • • ' • • • 
referral. He points out that these students reject school, 
they are often discipline problems in the school, and they 
are generally lonely individuals, vlith some emotional problems. 82 
have been identified by H. I. Stein in the creative individual. 
Stein enumerated the characteristics of creative individuals 
as found in studies of the creative adult. He points out 
that the creative, person has some of the following character··· 
.ist.ic~~: 
... The creative person is less repressed, less in-
hibited, less formal, less conventional, Bohemianly 
unconcerned, radical, low authoritarian values. Little 
interest in interpersonal relationships, do not want 
much social interft~tion, introverted, low on social 
values, reserved. 
He continues: 
... Other characteristics of the creative person 
include a tendancy toward emotional instability. He 
is emotionally unstable, but capable of using his 
emotional instability effectively; not well adjusted 
by psychological definition but adjusted in the broader 
sense of being useful in work.B 4 
Don Ferguson took a poll of fifty continuation high 
school counselors to determine which four adject.:ivf!s they 
82 Regan, £P• ___ ci_!:_., p. 2 · 
8 3G J J 1-. ,.,a _ .. ag1•er, 
84 Ibid. 
~---
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felt best described continuation high school students. The 
four adjectives most mentioned by the counselors included 
the following: 
... T~ey_a~e ho:tile; poo~ly 1~o"t:ivtf~ed; rebellious, 
or rebels, Lhey are nonconform1sts. 
He con·tinues: 
•.. These students are rebels. I think this is true. 
These are students that for various psychological 
reasons have chosen to rebel rather than to-conform in 
the regular public school. The rebel-like character 
of continuation high school students is reflected in 
their hostility toward authority figures. No doubt 
about it, these are very hostile students. They are 
people who have been rejected from the normal school 
activities and are going to a type of 8 ~chool they envision as a second string activity. ) 
Getzels and Jackson related nonconformity, __ teacher pre-
#.:~ ·Y""'" !'""' • .• ~~ • -. • • ... . • • . •. • • . • ·- . ,. • 
ference, and other traits ·to "high IQ", and nhigh creativity 11 • 
'l'he research project. sample v1as obtained from t:he Uni versi t.y 
of Chicago IJaborai::ory School. All of ·the sJcudentf,; from sixth 
grade through the senior year in high school were administered 
a broad series of measures on intelligence, emotional adjus·t-
ment, mo:r:ality, and creativity. The selection of samples 
resulted in 28 youngst.e:cs in the .. >.'.'l1igh_ ~Q" .. g:_:~;gtlfJ §))d 24 in 
the "high creativi·ty" group, roughly equally distributed by 
... " ··-- ,. ' .. ---~ ---·.- ... .,., ... "•'"'·. '· ... _., .. · ._. ·.· ... -. 
sex. The two groups were t.hen compared on all of th·2: other 
measures that were colleci.:ed. Descriptions of some o:f their 
87 
results are listed in the following paragraphs. 
8 5non F'ersruson 1 "Self--Discipline and f!elf...,Understanding," 
Robert E. Bott.::; (Ed.) , Continua·tion Education~ A Rep·ort of 
the 196 8 summer workshops -lsacrV.mEinto ;--ca-l.-Lforn1ri:--continuat:ion 
t:cfiicalJ:-on-xs-;::;c;·c-i~iEic)ri~----1 ~rG s) , P. 21 . 
H6 ·b'..::~ 
. I. ].u. 
87c .. 1'e.·tz·(_~.l.~ -nd J·-~,,~c)l1 
- J a l d.vh .•. > f 
B--=--
~ 
~~ 
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Some of the results arrived at by Getzels and Jacksori 
indicated, for instance, that teachers showed an apparent 
preference for the "high IQ" child_over the average of the 
............... --•·-··~~·~'~"·••··~···-···-~·. /,,,__, --,·.~ .. • .. • ;,..•..>··J-"•'' .. ''"·'·' ..• · •;,,. '•I 
total school population. The rating for the "high creativity" 
students was not significantly different from the total school 
population. In addi t:ion to t:.his, the "high IQ" group appeared 
--1 .• --·-· • • - ... , ,.,.-.,-. •. • .., .. • •• 
t:? __ ~~-.-~.<:>~~p()~~d <Jr social conformists while th~ "rd.gh creati vi ty 11 
. ·?.?.:P -~~s. -~1?S,~-X _ a_E;(>CJ"al. ana: D(Yt 1nt.Luenced by common cul·tural 
\Ta~1J:es. 'J?hey also found a close relationship i.n the "high IQ 11 
group between sel:f-ideal and qualities that t:hey believe t.he 
teachers prefer. There \vas a limited rel;J.tionship between 
teaC?her-approved values and'self-values .in the 11 high creativity" 
8H group. 
the c1:t:()Pout. .. Stnd t)10 pq:t;~}1j::ial dropout is likely t:o come from 
a f~rnily vzhich. is s.urv:Lval qrient:ed. He indicat.es in his 
study ·that these younqsters mof3t. often come from families in 
wh:Lch there .is );}:.ttle or no close superv·ision. 'l1he chilc1 1 
bec<.~.uso of t:h1::~ loosE~ supervisio11 0nd pornti;:}sive attitudes of 
.. -~--·:.·:.;?r--·-·,·-····· ·' •'. ,, ,. .. ; . -·-· . ·. ·-
t.he parent in tht~ homE~;- h; free to '.vander, (111.d C7.xplo;Le on his 
own. He poin·t:.s out that this non-st.:cuctured, survi\lal--l.ike 
roll of t.hL~ dropout, and the pot.exrtial dr.'opou·t is charact.er•·· 
is·tic of those youngs-ters who make the decision t.o drop ot.1t 
88rl--·' d 
• J.)l • 
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of high school soon after they are confronted with the 
regulating and conforming policies of the schools, and the 
compulsory attendance laws of most starces. The studies 
eluded to by Bennett relate to the findings of Getzels and 
Jackson below. 89 
The Getzels and Jackson study on social and personality 
traits of high IQ families and high creativity families 
1n~e that in terms of the family background, "the overall 
irt"lJ?Y::<?.f~sion of t}~E! hJgh ,. IQ .. Jqrn.i.l:JT .. is.,.,that. it is O.l'l.C?.. in which 
individual divergence ~s l~mited and risks minimized, and the 
''. "·'· ' ..... ~,.······ } .. , . . ~ •••• ,..., -'""""' <: ;v. •· ·'•·8 
overall impression of the high. creativity family is t:hat it 
is one in which individual divergence is permitted and risks 
are accept:ed. " 9 0 
A descriptive research study by ,Tames Regan iden.:tifies 
conU.nuation students as bei~!lg avE!rage or bel()\v average in 
......... , .. 
. t 11' 91 -~~!!.~ J.gence. A study directed by James Gallagher related 
t:o differences in the attitude and family values of low 
IQ-high divergent boys and high IQ-low divergent boys gave 
i..lrl(~Xpected results \vhich need further corrobora:tion. This 
~.tudy 1 however, indicates t .. hat. 11 a significant relationship 
wc.i.s found ·with t.he fathers of t.he lov.r IQ-high divergent boys 
89 ;ram,~s c. Bennet-t, "Educationally Unappreciated Yout.:h·--
ScopE~ and General Overview· of Problems, 11 ~~he DisadvantacJE:-~d 
and Pote.ntial Dropou·t, ed. J'ohn Curtis Gow.ai:i (Springfield-:: 
cha'i-:Ie-s--c-:--··rhorrias-,-J~~rG 6) , p. 21. 
90 Get.zels and ,Jackson, op. _ _:.~i;: .. , pp. 65-76. 
91 Regan, ~12.: __ ci.'!::, p. 18. 
;:;:_ 
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significantly lower on achievement inducing than the fathers 
of the high IQ·~low divergent boys. n9 2 
Anne Anastasi developed correlates of creativity in 
•::J.,., .• -.,.,..,.. '.'>' ' ' 
children from differing levels. Her study indicates tha.t 
"''·-· ""·'~-
high school studen·ts score higher on tests in creativity if 
t.hey come from homes in which the parent.s are permissive 1 
and flexible in allowing their youngsters sufficient freedom 
description of Anastasi's relating to the home environment 
of creative youngsters is similar to that given by Bennett 
in his description of the home environment of disadvantaged 
youngsters. 94 
In hc~r study, Anastasi a.c1d~{ that. in homes ra·ting high in 
the deg-ree· of impulsivity and free exp:r:ession allowed the 
child, both. moi:her and father are tolerant: of impulsive and 
regressive behavior on the part of the child, and <:tllow him 
considerable freedom of expression with little or no re-
strictions. She adds to her study by referrirHJ t.o the 
greater gains 1n scores of disadvantaged youngsters on tests 
-{ 
of crE~a.tivity over those of middle-·cla.ss youn.gste:rs. She 
makes the following observation: 
... This effect of greater gains in pre and post-teat 
scores by disadvantaged youngsters over middle-class 
92 
Gallagher r l~E-~ __ cj..:..t..-
93 
Anne Anasta,si, 11 Correla.tes of Creativi·ty in Childx.'en 
from 1'wo Socioeconomic Levels 11 (Bronx, New York: Department 
of Psychology, Cent.e}: for Urban Bdu.cat:.Lon), p. 22. 
94 
~-
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youngsters, which has been found by other investigators 
with disadvantaged young~ters, may well h~ve masked the 
effect of the creativity training obtained in their 
everyday living. It is also conceivabl~ that the dis-
advantaged children had an initial advantage on certain 
aspects of the creative tasks, since they tend to have 
an open, un:i.nhibit.ed approach to life and a free-wheeling 
response style. Thus they would have profited less than 
the midc..Ue···class children from the "disinhibi ting" 
effects of the greativity training. In this connection 
it is noteworthy that on the nonverbal pretests the 
disadvantaged children did about as well as the middle-
class children or bet:ter. 'rheir poorer performance on 
~-
~ 
~ 1:'0--
c--
~--
the verbal retest.s may have resulted fr the straru.Jt-".~'---------~= 
~e~~ ~nd u~familiar~~~ao~5the tasks and from their deL1c1ent verbal sklll~. 
William Hill. indicates .. .:th.C't:f: _the hippie cult or hipr_j:e 
~S:>Y:§)fllQl'lt h.as capturE:"!¢1. the imagination of many· q()ntil)UCit~on 
_h;ig!1 -~gl}op]. studen.ts. The hippie movemen·t involves experimenta..,.., 
U.on wi t.h n!~vl ideas anc1 materials such as mind expanding drugs. 
He points out that. this experiment.a.tion with the n~;w mind ex·· 
panding drugs i.:3 the s·tuden·ts 1 way of seeking more vi'cal and 
important experiences. 'l~hese studen·t:s, he cont.inues r tend to 
be more open and accepting of unconventional behavior in 
. . 96 themselves and in the1r peers. 
E. C. Schaefer studied the self-concept of.creative 
•,-._· . .;~_;"'":.· .. ,-·'.'• < ... ,, .-.-.~.-. · •.. ·~.•.·,·,_,,.,.,N~---···-•--'"··----•· ·'·'····.···::,,. "• .•. " ,.. .. . 
adolescents and found that theyJ~as was the case of continua-
.... -.·-··"·"""··· 
tion students discussed by Hill above, tended 1::.9 .. h~, 1.noxe open ... 
. -- •:.· .- ~-'. .. " , ..... ' . 
obtained this openness response after administering the Gough 
Adject.i ve Check List to 800 hig·h school boys and girls. l-illlong· 
95Anastas~, loc. cit. 
-
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other traits checked by the experimental creative group were 
nonconformity, dominance, autonomy, aggression, and change. 
The control groups, on the other hand, obtained significantly 
higher means in defensiveness, conformity, self-control, order, 
! ::1 d f' 97 nur·:urance, ana e·erence. 
Schaefer investigated case studies of_~xceptionally 
crea·ti ve high scf!.ool g:irls in an effort. :t:(). bring into. sha,rpE?r, 
achiey_ei:ngp.:t. He conducted case studies on ten high school 
senior girls SE-)le.c·ted from an ini·tial sample of 200. The ten 
girls were selected on the basis of teacher reconmlendations 
and scorE!S obtained on tests of creativity,. Among the ex-
periment:al factors which seemed t.o make a significant conb:i·· 
but.ion to tb.e e<:trly development of the girls' crea.ti ve life 
style were noncontrolling parents. Parents of the girls were 
permissive and allowed them to take risks in the exploration 
of their personal environment. 98 
Schaefer also found that there were a number of other 
traits associated with the creative person; these included 
autonomyr and r::::mot:?.onal Sei1SJ.tlvJ_ty. Though the girls 
97E. c. Schaefer, "The Self~-concept of CreaJcivE:~ 
Adolescents, 11 ~l'he ,Jou.rnal of Psychology, LXXII (1969), pp. 2 3 3-· 2 4 2 • ---····------··--------~---------·"-
98E. C. Schaefer, "A Psychological Study of 10 
Except::i.o:na.lly C:r:ea.t.:L ve Adolescen·t Girls," Exc_er:_*:;i.o!~~.l. 
('! . 1 .:1 . V"''X'VI ( 19 ·- 0) . .!1 'J 1 . 4 (j] 
• .:..l:.:~.:.:..~·.'Ee~~.r .:..?>. • 1 , , pp. "..:1 . - "' •• 
I 
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indicated a need for high achievement, they did not live up 
to their own expectations. The girls, Schaefer points ou·t, 
fantasized quite vividly and were quite good at the game of 
"conning". 99 
M. A. Wallach and N. Kogan investigated the distinction 
--<-··--·'·" .. , •"f.'"· · •,-; •. -c•. __._,.,· ;.; ,· .. ,•.,·_ ,.-, .·;:., , ·'"~-- · 
between intelligence and creativity. The investigators 
~: .. .. - -· .. . .. ' 
suggest ·that. creati_y~t~:z .... 9ssentia1ly involves the presence of 
, .. _.,-._._..,,_. •. ,~·~-·"-•'.•.J,.,,•Ib· J, · ' • ••· 
a playful, pe1~·rnissi ve tas]< e1t·tj. tude. To test t.his hypothesis, 
-- .. ·---· .. . 
151 £ifth-grade chi~dren were asked to generate five different 
kinds of associat.~s in a game·-likt~, non-evalua·tional context. 
_;I:_~~~-~~.2::~~:t~n2.~.J:~-~.t§, and .!:~.~-~-~ }}: .~:J:'.~~:~_ivi ty v1ere administered 
to . the'" children p<.l.:ct:icipai.:ing in the study. 'l'he Jrltf!lligenci'} 
and creativity dimr:msionE; were studied through ()bper.:yai:ions 
.. .. . . 
based on disrupti~e att~Ption-~eeking behavior, social rela-
...... _ .... ,_. .......... -, ........ --.~~--"· ... ~·-'-- _., ... ~ -. . .... --~--·---· . . . .. ·' ...... ··-· -~"""""""'"'""'"'•'•'"' .-............. "'". 
tionships with JJ~)?rs, ~cl~-:--c;o,rifi(l.Emce, intereE3Jc, and at~tention 
---~~--~---~-------···- ---~~-·--·-- -
span for \.York. Analysis were made for four group: Hwse high 
in both creativity and intelligence, those high in onr~ and 
low in the other, and those low :Ln both. 'l'he investigators 
found t:hat pupils ~>co:ci.l~g· hisrl1 in CJ:'~c:t~:}~Y~:\j' yv_ere me>.:t'e. pJ~~Y:flJ.J., 
~E-~;"~-~"?_?:ypti.~r~~ ·'in qlassroom si tuat.ions ·than were those who 
scored high on intelligence tests but low on tests of cre-
t . . ~- 100 a J.Vlcy. 
9 q. ']· . c1 
. J. )l ... 
lOOM. A. Wal.lach and N. Kogan f 11.7.\ New Look at. the Crea-
t:i.vi t.y~Intelliqencr.:: Distinction 1 " Journal of Personality f XXXIII ( 196 5) , pp ,. 34 8··· :369. -·-·--·-··-··----·-·------------------·-
-
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The findings of Wallach and Kogan may have some relation-
ship t:o creativity as it relates to continuation high school 
students. Though their sample was composed of students in 
grade five, and the continuation students studied are in 
gl"ac:i~£:3- ~leven and ·twelve, there is_a commonality of disrup-
tive behavior 'lnd at:.ten_tio:n §eeking in both groups. Robert E. 
Botts, in discussing the profile of a continuation high school, 
poJ.ntE)dly states that disruptive behavior is one of the reasons 
for t.hE:'! referral of many_compreltensive hig-h l:jChool students 
101 to continua:f:ion high schools. _ 
H. .A. l\_lker and others investigated mul t.iple-·choice 
questions and student characteristics. The characteristics 
studied were: nonconformity, creativity, ability to recognize 
ambigui·ty, pn?.fex·ence for complexity, and t.est-·wiseness. This 
paper also reviewed previous attempts to examine 1.-:he criticism 
that mul tiple···choice aptitude and achievement questions 
penalize ·the highly able student and rf}wards the less able 
one. The subjects included in this study were 108 under-
graduate males. This _inyestigatio~ also presenteE) original 
resem:-ch which explored relationships bet.vJeen p~r_formance on_ 
multiple-choice questions and thE'~ cha.ract:eristicE> which critics 
have sug-gested differentiate st.udents who are re'\.varded ;from 
·~-.----, - .. , , .. "''. _,,... -- -···~- -. ·- . 
. 102 
tl)ose who are penal:!.zed. 
-----------·-
lOlrbid. 
102 T A 1\''J· t J · nu '] ti l·=>~·C't · ,, Q. ,c·t·' -.,. ,., d h. • .I:"•..L -,._er e a .. 1 1'.\u .. -~P- .c; llOlC,:c .ue." 1u.1., an 
student Char ac te r is tics -~.,r ~ ourn_lQ.:...~C?_~-E~ u·~~ at.:.~_o11J3.:..Gs yd~_o logy_, 
LX (1969) I pp. 231-243. 
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In continuing the discussion of Alker's investigation, 
analyses of the data for the total group of subjects studied 
and for various subgroups revealed that the results neither 
d , t d h 't' I 1 , 103 supporte nor reJec e t e cr1·1cs calms. 
Alker's investigation indicates that the nonconforming 
...,,_., ___ , __ f·•·-··· ..... 
character trait of continuation high school students discussed 
by (Eihlers 1 9 4 would be neither a hindrance nor an aid to them 
·- .. , .. 
when taking rnul tiple .. -choice tes·ts. Highly creative individuals 
and nonconforming _ones may be equally affect.ed by these person-
ali t.y traits in thej_r ability to take mul tiple···choice tests. 
It appears as though neither nonconformity nor highly creative 
behavio:r will benefit t:esi.: takers in the ·taking of mul t:Lple··· 
choice tes·t:s. 
Donald Corrs.ett in a f3peech given to members of t:he 
California Continuation Education Association reflected on 
classroom planning and organizati.on. In this speech, he 
discusst?.s the E~:c:r-at.:ic rnoti.-va·tiort of continl.lc.ltiol1 hi.gl1 scl1ool 
st:ud.ent!3. Hs commsnt:ed on the need t:o provide a stimulus to 
keep them interested and involved in learning activities 
pertinent: in t:b.eir development into consi.:rucb.ve and pro·--
ductive citizens. He also mentions that many of these students 
ar.:·e se1f·-motiva.t.ed but:. :rc:;quired guidance along more const.ruc-
tive 1e.<:i.rning pa.ths since much of tr.tc-dr motivat.ional energy 
.L ~ '} 
. u JJ"l ' :1 
... )lCi. 
10 4Ehle:cs,. loc. d. t, 
• ~ 
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. t' . d' t d 105 J.S many ·1mes m1.s 1.rec e .• An investigation relating 
motivation to creativity has been done. One vv'hich may have 
some bearing concerning motivation and continuation high 
school students is listed below. 
S. c. Ward_.investigated ·the rate and uniqueness in 
children's creative responding. He administered three 
ideational fluency measures to 34 seven and eight-year-old 
boys. H.esponse rate and uncommonness v1ere compared with 
results from published studies using college students as 
subjects. In agreement vli th earlier findings, subj ec·t~} 'i-vho 
produced more ideas ga.ve them at a higher rate. Creat:i ve 
children (those having high response fluency) did not differ 
from uncreo.ti ve ones either in their propo:rtion o:E unconunon 
responses throughout the task or in the rate at which their 
successive responses became less stereotyped. The possibility 
was raised ·that children identified as creative differ from 
others solely in personality and motivational characteristics, 
rather than in ability characteristics. 106 
There is a general belief among mos·t researchers in the 
area of creativity that the creative act is not a function of 
a single trait or ability, but that it is a phenomenon (or an 
event) that is probably based on a series of relatively 
105 Donald Co:r:·n.ett, 11 Somc~ Reflect:ions on Classroom Planning 
and Organization 11 Cont::LnuaU_on Education: A H.eporl:: of the 1968 
summer \A~ or k shops f e(L··-T~ober E-E < ····B-oi: t·s·--Tsac:r.: a.m-eiito:--cair:EO-rliTa 
Ccm·tE1uatf()n""]~d·t1cation Association' 196 8) r p. 49. 
10 G S . C. Ward, "I<.a te and Uniquen.eF> s in Children 1 s 
(, · t' ., }"'" ·1·' .. ,. " C'1 ·'] r'l Do 'Pl >') -~, -'-~rea .J. Ve :'>E.Sp011.<.. J.D':1 , l.L ..... ~-V -··.OJ: Titc;rl c. r XL (1969), pp. 870-8 7 8 • ··-···------·--·-----···-·······-·· .. --
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independent types of variables. S. P. Klefn and w. A. 
Owens, Jr., arrived at this conclusion while investigatinsr 
the life history and ability correlation of mechanical 
ingenuity. In this study they examined the predictive 
validity of certain tests of mechanical ingenuity as well as 
the concurrent validity of various measures of interest, 
backgrounds, and personality dimensions thought to be related 
to sc1ent.ific creativity. The investigation included 528 
engineers who had bec~n enrolled in mechanical engineering 
curricula at the time of testing but were currently engaged 
. h d . d 1 t t + t. . t. 107 1n researc , es1gn, or eve oprnen- ypes o~ ac 1v1 1es. 
Klein and Owens, upon completion of their correlation 
determinations, concluded with the following statements: 
.•. Predictive validities of .23 and .35 were obtained 
with a content-relevant ability measure against a weighted 
composite criterion made up of pa.-tents, publi cat:ions, etc. ; 
but when scores from this test were placed in a regressive 
equation along with concurrently validated scales from a 
life history questionnaire, t:he correlation beb•Jeen 1:he 
regressj_on scores and the criterion ranged from .41 to 
• 69. The factorial scalf~S that made the major contribu-
tions to this prediction were designated as drive, inde-
pendence, research orientation, and positive home and 
educational background.108 
Klein and Owens dr-c>Veloped a concluding sta·tement, listed 
below, \4hich appears to be pe:ctinent to this study. There are 
indications in the study that the creative behavior of those 
107s. P. Klein and W. A. Owens, Jr., HJ3 65-·18, "Life History 
and Ability Correlates of J:vlechanical In~Je:nuity,n Research on 
Creati vi t.y: An Jl ... nnotated List of He levant E~rs H.epox·t.s (I;}:Tiiceton, 
Nc~i:iJe-rs~ey·:--~-Ed11't~at:-Lon&.T- Tes-ETng ··serv.fce~--T~f?oT-,--·-p-p-.-21-2 2. 
108rbid. 
~____:___ 
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tested is due to a series of relatively independent variables 
and limited to a single event, personality trait, or character-
istic: 
... These findings, along with the skewness of the cri-
terion scores, supported the general position tJ:1at p 
..Q~§c:ttive act. is not a functi.on, of a single trait. ol:' -
a.bi~~-ty, but:. :is ... a. pbenom~DPD (.or a11 eventJ that. is 
J:?J:-:C>?C1bly pftse(i QlJ a ~eries 2o9rela.tiyely independent types of related var1ables. · · · · 
An investigation relatin to earl predictors of later 
creative achievements was completed by S. P. Klein and F. R. 
Evans in 1969 ~ 'rhese inves·tigators examined 2337 seventh and 
eighth-grade students and obtained predictor data in the areas 
of a.cao.emic skills 1 and past. creative achieveinen.-ts. 'I'h~:. t:es·t 
9?~-~~~~~.!?.!2.9-i-.!e. 'l'he ·test was administe:ced t.o the si:uden·ts 
after i.:hey entered the i:welft.h grade. 'I'he results of the test 
were used as the criterion data.llO 
Klein and Evans summarize ·their findings in the follov1ing 
statement·~ 
... Correlational analyses indicated: 1) the best pre-
dictors of creative achievements were past creative 
accomplishments; 2) 7t.h-grade academic skills also 
correlated siqn:i.ficanJcly with the criteria 1 3 J the combi-
nation of past achievements and academic skills pre-
d.ic·ted the cri teri.a between . 4 0 and , 50; and 4) Jche 
parti~ular criterion area (e.g., science vs. art) and 
th~ st.udord:: s se~ mo~riated t.he maqni'cude of the :fore-· 
qoJ.ng n~lab.onsh1ps. · 
109 rbid. 
llOs. P. Klein and F'. · R. Evam;, "Early Predictors of 
Later Creative Acll.ievements," Paper Presc~nted a·t the l1,med.can 
Psychological Association Meeting, Washington, o; C., 1960. 
111 J-1· ·' "J 
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Barbara of her comments to the work 
of Klein and Evans above when~~e character~~§s continuation 
students as being cre~tive, motivated, and profic~ent in areas 
wherE"~ their in·teres·ts lie. She points out that if they feel 
~ thing has little or no relevance to their rieeds, as they 
P~:r:qQive thern, they will consider. it uselep$. or a waste of 
time. She has also indicated in her discussion that many of 
Q,GtJ:. y~-~-~~s of cqpt:,in,:uq.tj~on high schoQl. student:s have many 
creative aspects to them ~.f viewed objec-t.:ively and not from 
··-·~-~-___, ...... ~--·- .. ,. ....... _ .. - ' ... . ... . . . .... ···· .. .. 
an ethical or legal point of view. These creative acts, she 
cont.J nues, may have been 9ccuring early in their lives but 
\vero .rJ.ever considered to be creaJc.i ve because they were thought 
to be unpalitable, undesirable, and possibly bordering on the 
~--- -.- ---- . . . .. ' . 
malignant or criminal. type of q.ctivity. Educators, she adds, 
should. strive t:o :red:Lrqc;t. the malicious t.ypes of creative acts. 
of continuation high school students so that they take a more 
~. t. ' . 112 cons ~:.rue·- .1. V(~ Den'c. 
Ehlers;)las described continuation high school students 
f... - -: 1 1 .• 1 'J f . t 113 as _(tn· ... :Lsocl.a , .. 1osu. e, anc _as noncon .ormJ,s -.s .. b.ccording 
t.o thf~ criterion. of D. A .. Rock, F. H. ·Evans, and S. P. Klein, 
the predic·tion o:E creat:.i.vi ty on t.he part of continuation hig-h 
school studentB f~hould be faciJ.i tat:ed by their asoci.<=tl or. 
ant:.isoc~.Ci.J.- l:l~havlo_:r:. D. i.\. H.ock and others did an investigation 
113I''hle· rR 
-' - •- I 
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in which they tried predicting multiple criteria of creative 
achievement:s \vi th moderator variables. They applied a moder-
ated regression technique on two samples of males and females 
for each of which there was multiple predictor, moderator, 
and criterion informat:.ion. One of the moderato:es, a modi. fica-· 
individuals who had li ti:le or no inclirwtion tovmrds social 
unci.:1on:~ng tended ·to be considerably more predici.:able i:han 
the remainder of tJ:H:1 sample or the group t.aken as a \.Yhole. 
Within the lovl social groups, girls appeared to be some~'7hat 
more predic·table than boys on i.:wo of ·!:he t:hree cTeat.ive 
achievemen·t cri i::eria.; hovJeve:c, the g-reat:est: di.sc:r:epancy 
appeared in the ~·,rriting crit.erion, 'V!The:cc~ t.he girls were 
substantially more pred:Lct.able. Finally, the low sociability 
groups were characterized by greater predictive accuracy 
regardless of whethE-~r "t.a.:Llored" or overall prediction 
. 1.14 
equations were used. 
Regan did an item analysis on the I.Q. scores of 
continuation high school students. His findings indicated 
that the mean I. 0. score for continuation student~> included 
in his study was 96, just slightly lower than average. He 
1"1 AD A ,..., 1 '" p .,., E . d c I) I"] . III) d . t. 
· •• x 0 • Js.oc.~'-. f ,, ., l'-• · va11s, an .. >. • , .eln,. 1: re lC 1.ng 
Multiple Criteria of Creative Achievements With Moderator 
Variables," Hesearch on Creal::i vit.y: 1\:n .Annotated List of 
l::.e, G\1 ~, l~ .;. 1·~ T "·- -·-J ;-<~ -n·-:)·~::·~~;--·c·-=-l') -J=-~L·-:;:.·c··,-e·--:.l:.-o-11 .. ·-··- i:.'(E-;-w-:--J-="'E-:.y:~-e-~7-:---F··-c~-·u:-c-:;-., t:-l'-o····r~-l·a····-J-· \. -,.~L :-: (".(,.._I,\,... ~~ .t.:) .'\:..._,.-'t. ...1.. L .. ,.) ••" ,\}, •".,. - f }.\ r' •·-;,-~,) •..J. ~ I .t Cl. C • 
rll .. ~~---c~-:;:--·-r-:--;-r-cl:;-y:::--:-r---.. ;·~-;:------... ~o··-7-0 \ . 21.1 
.!.. ( .• :>t~J . .Og ,J(; .. _, VJ.C,_~ r J .. > I I' p • ·• ._. • 
;--·-
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also found that certain groups of continuation students 
studied had higher than average I.Q. scores. ':l'hese included 
those referred because of use or pqssession of drugs arid 
narcotics, and those who went to the continuation school on 
a voluntary basis. These two g-roups, according to Regan, 
make up approximately fifty per cent of the continuation 
high school population. 115 
tested in his s·t.udy, he found .~~~].~!..~.Di::eJ:L~g~ence Js !l<?.t: 
§~_gl}?:.:f::J:s;f-tD.:f::.Jy sorre~ .. ate9. with cr§?-tiyity.l16 .. §~~!~~1:f3 ~:11? 
J-ackson contend that ·this low correlation between creativi ·::y 
~~~".-··-·--~-----""'" - •' <" .. 
a.nd I. Q. does not mean · t:.ha t: · there is not a E<:?.~~-t:j~cmship . 
bet.ween these .two .nK~asures. It signifies rather that a 
~.~Et:c:dn c.mlQ1J..nt .. Q.f int.Qlltgence is requip~d for. creat.i yi i:Y ,. 
They continue by stating that a high I.Q. is not the most 
salient characteristic of the highly creative person. They 
add that: .1J.r1ruly JiiJQ J;.'e})eJ.l.i,o:us l)e})avi9r .. i? .~()t: limited to 
1 I •. . t. . d. . d 1 117 .mv. . ~Q ~ anct nqpqre,a. · J_ ve J.rL J. v.1. ua s. They expand upon 
·this notion iri ·the follo'i>ving st.atement: 
•.. He need to distinguish between j,D.d.~pend(;~D.<;!_0 and 
i I un:cul ines s, between ind:i v:Ldrw1i. ty and :rebelliousness. ! t 
We have seen that our creative student~ were qciil~-- i ~ 
superior in s(;holast:i.c achievem<'.mt. Despite this, t 
lJ.SD > • 1 r< '1-d:... g cU1 r .::...~--'?..~ • 
116,J. P. GuilfoJ~d, 11 C:reab .. vity: Its Measurement. a.nd 
Dev(~lopment, 11 (P.n address presc-m'ced to educators in Sacramento 
Cmmty, Sacr.ament~o, California, Januar:y 20, 1959), p. 8. 
117Getzels and ~rackson, OJ2_.:__~?:!-·, p. 125. 
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the teachers showed no special preference for them as 
students, whereas they did show a special preference 
for the high I.Q. students of similar scholastic 
achievement. The creative students may indeed be more 
difficult to get along with. But it must be realized 
that their behavior may have its source in independence 
of thought rather than in m~lice. Since their values 
differ from the values of other adolescents, they are 
likely to view objects and events differently than other 
students. Their wit may be seen as threatening and 
perceived as hostility. But it may be an expression- only 
of their own deep struggle to reconcile their im~ge of 
the world with the more conventional image. And, may 
not the f E~e 1 in g_o__L__±_hreat-<"J.Dil_tJ.lE'-pe.rce-J:.Ltj __ r;Jn O-t~hG-s.-t-i_] LB.'-------~= 
be as much our fault as their intent? In any event, it 
is necessary to distinguish honest difference from 
malicious disruption, individuality from rebelliousness, 
independence of thought from unruliness. If we wish to 
foster intellectual inventiveness, we may have to risk 
granting· the creative studt'!nt grea·t:er autonomy, and 
perhaps even to reward behavior that fails to comply 
with whaJc vJe are prepared to reward .118 
l"red M. Amram and David L. Gise investigated creativity 
training for motivating disadvantaged students. The resuJts 
they obtained from their study indicate that creativity training 
should be included in the school curriculum, particularly for 
socially disadvantaged students. The inves·tigators indicatE-} 
that among the courses select:ed for the study is creaJcive 
problem solving·. Results from the study indicate tl}gj: ,9:.t;'_(':!a_~ 
t~_yj::.!:Y, i:;ra.i,)1ing gives the "\.mderachi.ever the mot:ivation and 
sJ~}):J t() solve his own problems by showing. him thf.! proc~dures 
of problem definition and sol utj7on ~ Sixty·'"three junior college 
students, of average ability but. with meager cultural back·· 
grounds, complet:ed ·the six~week session, Results from the 
~ ~ 
~ 
!! 
- B2 ~· 
study indicated that the students were challenged by such 
ideas and tasks as becoming aware of surroundings, finding· 
idea-spurring questions, listing and modifying attributes, 
completing a "what if ... " series of situations, and other 
devices for stimulating imagination. .The ihvestigators im~ 
plemented problem projects that the s·tudent.s could pursue 
after the session. Pre- and post-tests indicated large gains 
in creative skills and self-concepts, and although it is 
uncertain whei::her t.hese were en·t:i.rely due to this pari:icular 
study, the investigators indicate tha·t evidence is mount:ing 
that creativity training should be included in the school 
• • J 1 q 
curriculum, particularly for the soc1.ally handlcapped. ·· -
Amram and G:Lse s·tudied the comparat.ive gains in pre··,. and 
post-tests of students not classified as socially disadvantaged, 
and of students classified as disadvantaged, Their results 
indicate that both groups did equally well on the post-test. 
'I'he group of disadvantaged students, however, had a signi:E:L~ 
cantly larger gain in their mean scores than did those students 
not classified as socially disadvantagea. 120 
F. Barron investigated the originality of a selected 
group of adu.l t normal males as related to t:heir personali t.y 
and intelligence. When intelligence was used as a variable, 
thE-) highly in·telligent and original subjects were found to be 
119J:i'red H . .A1~1:cam and David L. Gise, Cr·eat-.ivi t.y Training: 
1\. rrool for l'1oti vating Disadvantaged St:uc1eji{.s ___ THinil8ap"()]-::l_.f;·: ····--
Uni ver.-:s i fyof-·Mi.nnesota-;--1 9 (~n··~--pj?:-r-=-rs·.---· 
120--) . "t 
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socially effective, personally dominant, and verbally fluent. 
When intelligence was partialled out, the creative sub:jects 
had high levels of drive, feminine interest patterns, and 
an "openneSS 11 to experience. Barron concluded that the _role 
of intelligence in the behavior of creative adults is a 
regulatory one which controls impulsiveness and permits the 
' . t b d . 121 creac1ve person o e pro uct1ve. 
Florence r. .• Rambo investigated pup.Ll characteristics 
relaJced to creativity. She used ·as her sample one·-hundred 
and twenty-seven subjects from the regular and special classes 
of a public .j.unior high school. Her samples were~ divided 
into three different levels of intelligence. Generally, the 
rE~sults of the data analyses in this investig·ation indicated 
that wi·thin each of the t:hree intelligence levels pup:Lls who 
were high in creativity were not significantly different in 
1 . 122 per son a. )_ ty. 
.. --- -~-- ... ,·~·<•· .,,_ ·-·- _., .... 
their fJ·tudies which show i:hat .'!=~?:~12-~.:r::_s __ h.Cl..Y~ _q, _ggcid.ed. pxs:·-
f::_:_::nce f?r conf_or!nJ11_g !JtU,Ci(!l}tp I>~;Lt)} __ )1~~gll:.,._Jq SC()_!'E)S _over 
students identified as hiqhly creative. They point out that 
~....,--.v,· .•.. ·.~•·' ·' ... ' . ,. . .. .. ~-·' ., .... ' ..... ··• . ".. ' . ' , ........... _ . : ' ·-<·.•···--·:·• . ... ·-' .. , . -• .~. ·~· • • ' • ,, . ., - "•"·' -·~~·•--• n-<"·'·''-"'•"" ~ '' ,., . ., •, 
teachers prefer the high-IQ student over the creative student 
--._..__~~----~--~-.----•·"-·'y_,., __ ·-··"· ~~ ···· ''"" '•• "'' •·· • '"'"·< ... 'r·~----"~'"-'~•>,,,.,.,.~.~"··~-"'"" • -~·· .. .-·~·-•<·~-~··'"' 
because the high-·IQ child tends to hold a ~~Jf-imc-tge. __ wh:Lcb . .is 
......... -._. _,. ">·'•····""• - ·•.· ..... ·-·--·-·-·... ...... ' ...... · ...• '•'-· .. .- ......................... , ... ,_ .. , ........... ~-·- ,_._._ .• , .• ,. ........ ·., .,._ • .,_, ·---·~· , .... , 
consi.st.ent with i--rhat the student feels the teacher would approve. 
·•·•-v,, ........ u-·'"'" 
12 J..r;, n II 0 ' ' ] ' t • T 'J ~ ' t 1 ' ' d ~. Darronr rJ.q:u1a .. .i. -y J.n "~e,a,:lon :o Persona .1xy an 
Intellect., n ~S.>yr·J~aJ.:__~.~--~~~!-..!:'on~~:b_!_z, XXV C1957), pp,. 730--·742. 
122e:torence L. Hambo, Pupil Characteristics Related to 
Cre at: j_ vi ty ( un pub J j_ she c1 d i s se":i::~EiiFro·n.-;--ur1rv-:-e-]~f.3-n::y:--·oi:·--c;e-org:C~i'' 
XtTi"ert":s ,--c~·eorgia, 1?. 57) . · 
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They continue by saying that the creative youngster is more 
inclined not to conform to the model student image which is 
B--
most acceptable ·to the non-creative. oriented teacher, The ;= r:;--
creative youngster, they contend, considers high marks ~nd 
goals that lead to adult success in life less important than 
does a member of the high-IQ group. He has a much greater 
interest in unconventional careers than do his fellow 
4-------------------~l~~-----------------------------------------------------------------== 
students. · -
Eales determined tha~t::.-~.5. percentof the con·tinuation 
high schools in the State of California have a Black student 
body ratio which ranges between one and t.hree percr;-:mt: g-reater 
124 than that of their feeder comprehE-:msive schools. An in-
vestigation done by N. V. Fuqua concerning an analysis of 
the. relat.ionships and differences among measures of creative 
thinking and selected other factors in educable and less 
edudable groups of Negro children seems pertin~nt to this 
study. Fuqua studied fourth and sixi:h grade Negro children. 
He meafmred and. analyzed the ·rela.tionship and the differences 
among measures of creative t:hinking and ot.her factors 1 in.,.. 
eluding intelliqence. He concluded that 88 percent of the 
pupils who scored high on t.he measure· of creative thinking 
- 85 -
would have been missed had the intellectually excellent group 
been selected exclusively on the basis of intelligence test 
125 
scoreso 
In an analysis of creativity in culturally deprived 
adolescent boys, Neil n. Covinsrton found that there was no 
relationship beh·:een crea·ti vi ty and eight demographic factors 
which were asseHsed. Demographic. fact.ors asse9s_~d included 
.E_Cl.ce, birth order, size of. fam.:i_ly, age,. grade, mar~ t.al status 
?~ parents, father's education and mother's education. A 
significant n:~lationship was found between the ·white subjects' 
creativity and friend's £xpectations. Their creativity was 
also related to their own lev~l of aspiration. Creativity was 
not :relab::?d to level of asp.irat:i.on in the Negro subgroup, pro-
bably because mosJc of the subjects had rela-tively hig·h levels 
. . 126 
of aspiration regardless of their level of creatlvlty. 
In summo.rizinq this review of related li-terature and 
research, the investigator concluded that there is sufficient 
evi.dence to support the hypothesis that rebel-like or divergent 
continuation high school students of equal intelligence are 
. . 
12 5. J v ]-' . H A I\ ] • f t. 1 'D 1 J • . t -· ., N. " :•uqua., n ,_,na .. ysJ_s o.: "le J.,e. aclonsJU.p ano. 
Di£fc'!rences Among M~~asures of C:reat.:i.V(--! '.t'hinking and SE.~lectcd 
Other Factors in Educable and Less Educable Groups of Negro 
Chl' lc,r 0 l1 If ('·f·l-)"1.-)] l' c::ol·>'-"(.'1 ;1(\(~·'-o•~-.,] dJ' CQC>l'''-'lrl[J' (Jr· ¥'f•oyrle un·J' -~n·>~CC''l' ·'c·v • L~·'·* 1 Lhl_ \....lL ~ \.,.).,,., ... J u .... l ... .J....{..:L. -.u._c __ " .. c. ... _ .l r V';(".'-... . .. ~\ ~.;::.:..L-....J •• .l 1 
1966), . 
126 Nei1 H. Cov.ington, "Crea:t::i.vity in Cult.ur.:Gly Deprived 
1\dolesc:ent Boy::.>, 11 (u;:1pubJ.i shed doctoral CJ.i.ssl=:rtat.ion r '.Phe 
Florida State University, June, 1968). 
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more creative than their comprehensive high school intellec-
tual counterparts, 
From the studies reviewed in the area of creativity and 
rebel-like or di vergen~t b.~havior, it appears that t:b.e social 
and emotional qualities which characterize the creative person 
are also present, in varying degrees, in.~ebel-like and di-
yerg•2nt cont:inua,t.ion high school students. 
Finally, this review of relat.ed literature and research 
has revealed tb.at J~lothing has :Qeen done in the field of crea-· 
tivit:y which is comparable to this research in v.rhich creat.ivii.-:y 
4as bean related to the rebel-like or divergent behavior of 
continuation high school students. Therefore, the investigator 
has concluded that such a study is valid. 
The literature and research which was pertinently related 
t:o this investigat:ion has been reviewec'1 in Chapter II. ~('his 
review was und.ert.ak.en in three specific areas: 
1. Crnmnents on the essence and function of the con-
tinuation high school.s in the State of California 
and. spec:i.f:Lcally American Legion Hig·h School. 
2. Opi.nions of experts in the field of creativity 
concerning the characteristics and creative 
behavior of rebel-like or divergent youth. 
3. The findings from research in the field of 
creativity which deals specifically with character-
istics and creative behavior of rebel-like or 
di vel:·gen·t yout.h. 
The research design and the procedure 0hich was used in 
the present study will be presented in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIP'l'ION OF 'rHE DESIGN AND PROCEDURE OF THE S'l'UDY 
A description of the design and the procedures used in 
the development and regulation of this investigation are pre-
sen ted in detail .i,n "t:his chapter. The descript:ion of the 
desig·n and the procedure used are discussed under five main 
(1) selection of the sample, (2) selection and 
administration of i.:he in.strument.s, (3) descrip·tion of i:he 
instruments, (4) research methodology, and (e) statistical 
procedur~~. 
I. SELECrJ'ION OF rrHE SA11PL:8 
~['he samples included in this study weJ::e selectf:)d from 
t.:he eleventh .:wd t:v.relft:h g:r.·ade;s o£ trtm separate senior high 
schools. One of these schoc:>l, Luther Burb<:mk Senior High 
School, was randomly selected from a population of five com-
prehensive senior high schools in the Sacramento City Unified 
School District. 1te five senior high schools included the 
fDllowins.T: C. I\. McC1at.chy Senio.:c High Schoo :I., Hira.m Johnson 
Senior High School, John F. Kennedy Senior High School, Luther 
Burbank S('!.n:i.o:c High Schoo1 1, and E1acra.mento Senior High School. 
'X'he random selection of the comp:rehensive. hi<Jh school 
included in the study ~!7<.ts done by arranqing the names of ·the 
five comprehc~nsive · sen:Lo:r hisrh sc:!hools in alphabetical oJ:-der 
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and assigning each of them a number ranging from one to five. 
The numbers from one through five were written on each of 
five square bits of paper \vhich were about one·-half inch on 
an edge. The bits of paper were placed into a hat and 
·thoroughly shaken until ·they were well mixed. 1\n unbiased 
observer was asked to close his eyes and pick one of the 
slips of paper from the hat. 'l'he number chosen was four, 
the number designated to Luther Burbank Senior Hi~rh School. 
'l'he · ot:her senior high school selected for this invest.i·-
gation was a continuai.:ion high school, .American Legion High 
School. American Legion High School is one of two continua·-
tion high schools servicing the five, grades 10-12, stm:Lor 
high schools of ·the~ district. All si.:udents at:tending 1\merican 
Legion High School are between the ages of sixteen and eigl:rteen 
years of age. The other continuation school, Lincoln High 
School, services sixteen through eighteen year old ninth and -l; 
t.ent.h grade coni.:inuation s >cudents referred from the five seJ.1ior: 
high schools, grades 10-12, and the eleven junior high schools, 
grades 7-9. The Lincoln Con-t:i.nuat.ion Hiqh School is J.ocat.ed 
a.pproximat.ely five miles West of lllilerican Legion High E:chool. 
'rhe Lincoln Continua.t:ion High f.Jch.ool shares a common building-
facility with Lincoln Oppo:rtuni·ty School. The total school 
enrollment for the Lincoln Bchool is approximat::ely 200 con·~ 
tinuation students, and 225 opportunity school students. 
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ElevenJch and twelfth grade sixteen through eighteen year 
old comprehensive and continuation high school students were 
selected for the study because they were the most convenient 
group to work with, and because they were geographically the 
most readily available. The housing of ninth graders in the 
eleven junior high schools of the district, and the housing 
of tenth, eleventh, and hJ'elfth ~1-raders in t.he five senior 
lngh schools of the district. made it. exceedingly awkward to 
select a random sample of students from the grades 9-12 levels. 
Therefore, the study was lim:i ted to those eleventh and t.welft:.h 
grade cont.inua.tion high school student.s housed in .the 1\merican 
Legion High School. 
Students selected for the study were not ranked into 
separat:e groaps by ei the:c age or grade level. The sample of 
eleventh .:1.nd bA'(~l:Eth gx·ade stuclent.o from Jl...merican Lc-)9ion High 
School, t.he co.nt.inuat.ion hi~Jh school, wer.'E:; 1 umped int:o one 
group, and ''Ji th Jche ·total popula·t:i.on of the sch.ool st~ra·tified 
into three ranked IQ levels 1 Loi.v, J.Viediumi and High, a sample 
of forty st.udents \vas randonlly selected from each IQ level .. 
This same px.·ocedu:re was follovvt::d for the selec·t.ion of samples 
from Luther Burbank Senior High School. 
No e:Ei'm:·t \·Jas made t.o d.is·tinguish the st.udent~::~ by either 
g:rade level or age.. 'I'he desisrnat..ion of a specific grade level 
of either srrades eleven or t.weJ.ve to continuat.ion h:Lgh scho<H 
st.uden·ts :Ls questionable because of their high f:ai.lurc rates 
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in subjects taken in grades nine and ten. Therefore, no dis-
tinction as to grade level or age was made in the random 
selection of student samples from either the continuation high 
school or the comprehensive high school participating in 
the study. 
There were approximately 58,908 pupils enrolled in the 
76, grades K···l2, schools of the Sacramento C.i ty Unified School 
Of the total K-12 district enrollment, approximately 
6, 559 elew.mth and twelfth grade students \'.rere enrolled in the 
five comprehensive high schools. 'l'he to·tal enrollment of the 
comprehensive high school randomly selected for the study, 
Luther Burbank Senior Hig·h School, was 2, 323. 'J.'he eleventh 
and twelfth grade enrollment of Luther Burbank Senior High 
School was approxj.mately 1,444. The continuation high school 
sarnpled, American Legion High School, had an eleventh and 
twelfth grade enrollment of approximately 320 students. The 
enrollment of 320 student.s a·t Amer.·ican Legion High School was 
based upon the continuation high school needs of the district, 
anc1 upon the Californi<i. St.at.<'~ requirements of a "necessary 
small high school 11 as def:'u1cd and regula:t:ed by Educat.:ion Code 
sections 5553, J.7663, and 17664, and the California Administra-
t- .• .. C .:l " 'T' ' t· ] ,- t . "[ 15 l _J_vc .oue, _J_ .e _), sec J_on ... _. 
J.J.ohn Tf>l. Voss, Handbook on Cont..i.nuation Education in 
ca 1 if o rni a ( s acr amen t()-;ca]J:f o rn:Ca ; -·Btt:rea u-o-.r-r::T0~rnen Di:'i~y- and 
s·econd."a'r~i''Education, CaJ.ifor:nia State Department of Educat:ion I 
1968) f p. 84. 
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The IQ scores of eleventh and twelfth graders pax:ticipat··· 
ing in the study were used as reference indicat6rs for the 
comparison of the creativity of students in the two partici-
pat.ing high schools. The IQ scores of eleventh and twelfth 
g-raders in t:he comprehensive high school and the continuation 
high school were strat.ifi.ed into three IQ levels: J:.,ow IQ, 
75···90; Medium IQ, 91·-110; High IQ, 111 and above. The 
+-~~~~----.s-ep--a:rcr'ti.on o:f t.:11e IQ scoref3 for students in grade tvvelve was 
relat.ively easy since twelfth grade IQ scores were readily 
avaj.lable from the district's computer listing of recently 
t.aken IQ tes1:s. 
All twelfi:h grade st.udents were given the ~o!::J~-·2:'!2.9..-!:EiL~~­
Intelliqence Test2 in October of 1972. These test scores were 
---·-•~-----~·--·w~-----·~•••--
stored, by schoo~~' :Ln the memory banks of the distJ:-ict's I.B.M. 
Model 360 compute1.'. The computer listing of twelfth grade IQ 
sco:res for Luther Burbank, t.he comprehensive high school 
participating· in the study f and Alne1:ica.n Legion High School, 
the continuation hi~Jh school paxticipating in the study, were 
obtained from the district's coordinator of testing services. 
'J:'he IQ scores of elevEmt.h graders part.ic:i.p.a:ting in the 
Eib.1dy \vere not as readily av,lilable as were t.hose of the 
twe,l:Eth gra.c'l.en; participating in the study. Dist:d.ct and 
State mandated IQ tests were given to students in grades six 
and hvelve. Since ·the comput:er listing of IQ scores is given 
2r. Lo:rqe r B .. L. ~I'horndike, and Elizabeth Ha(JE~n, 'I'he 
Lo rqe-- 'J'ho rndi ke In t.el.U qence 'I'es ·b:,; (Boston : Hough ton JYfif"f l:i.n , 
I~).6'lff-;:---·----- --·-··------·····-·------····----·---··----·----·-·-----
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by school, it would have been very difficult to tracie the 
elementary schools from which the eleventh graders were 
originally derived. IQ scores for the eleventh graders were 
obtained from the cumulative records of each student from 
each of the t.wo participating high schools. These scores 
were made available to the investigator by the registrars 
of the Luther Burbank, and the American J:.,egion High Schools. 
for each of the two schools into three IQ strata., 40 student'.s 
for each IQ strata were randomly selected from each partici-
pating school, using a random start in a table of random 
') 
numbers . ...) 
There v•tere a total of 120 smnple students randomly 
selected from each of t.he two pa.ri::icipat·.ing schools.. Porty 
student names were randomly selected from each of three 
stratified samples of t.ho. cornbined eleventh and twelfth grade 
populations of each of tho two participa·ti.ng scJ:wols. The 
coro.binE~d elev(~nt.h a.n.d twelfth grade populations of each school 
were st.:r.·at:Lfi.ed into ·three different IQ levels: Low IQ, 
75-90~ Medium IQ, 91~].10; High IQ, 111 and above. The popula-
tion of each stratified sa~ple is listed in Table l. 
3H. A.rk:Ln, and R. R. Colton, ~~!?~Le_!:; .?~-~E __ S~c-~!:_L?._ti_~~:_<:t!~!'!.. 
(New York: Barnes & Noble, 1950). 
; 
I 
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TABLE Ia 
Sample Distribution 
--------·--------·--=====:==:::;==================· =======--=--=~ - - --· - . -·-- -· ·- --
Schools 
Included In 
•rhe Study 
Tot.al 11th 
& 12th Gr. 
Pop. of 
Each School 
Total llth & 12th Gr. Population 
Divided and Ranked Into IO Levels 
--·-·-------·-··--·-· .,--,---Low IQ Medium IQ Ihgh IQ 
75-·90 91-110 111 & Above 
-· ·------------t--------1-------~-----·------ --·--·---
Luther Burbank 1,644 34:9 475 401 
45 
--
Discrepancies in the sum of the numbers of IQ scores 
listed in each of the three stratified samples as compared to 
the total population of each school is due to the deletion of 
those scores \'i'hich -v·1ere below the 7 5 IQ cutoff. The number of 
selections from each IQ level was reduced from 40 to 30 because 
of mortalH:y due to the disqualification of some comprehensive 
students because of un~ertainty relating to their status as 
either comprehensive or contj,nuation high school studeni.:s. 
'I'he opinions of comprehensive high school counselors v~ere 
obtained concerning the status of the forty students selected 
for each IQ strata. If one of the forty student's counselors 
gave any indication that the student might be a candidate for 
enrollment. in the continuat:ion school, the student 1 s name was 
then deleted from the list of names randomly selected for 
each of the IQ strata. 
I 
I 
I 
-
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The final sample size of thirty students for each IQ 
strata was selected because of the small size of the continua-
tion school included in the study, 320 students, and because 
of the difficulty in persuading continuation students t0 take 
group test.s. 'I'hese charac·teristics which might also includf::! 
the poor attendance of continuation students, produced a 
t.otal comprehensive high school sample from Luthr~r Burbank 
Senlor Hlgh School of 90 students, and a total continuation 
high school sample from Arnerican Legion High School of 
90 studen·ts. 
II. SELEC~C'ION AND ADMINISTRNriON OF THE INS'I'RUi'1F.N'l' 
'l'he main premise of t~his s·tudy involved t.he comparison 
of the creat.ivit.y of eleventh and ·twelfth grade continuat.ion 
high sch6ol students stratified into three IQ levels of 
Low IQ, 75-90~ Medium IQ, 91-110; High IQ, J.ll and above, 
with the creativity of similarly stratified comprehensive 
high school students. 
A discussion concerning the selection and administration 
of the~ two in;3b:umeni.:s includ.ed in th.is study is listed below: 
~rhe Lo:rqe-·'rhorndike Intc11icrer,.ce-'J'e.st. 
---.. -~ ....... ._-:: .... ~ ...... ____ -----.... ,--~--""-~ .............. - ....... --- ------·----.... .:::... .. _- - ...... _,. .... _..., __ ,_,,_ 
:i.n the stratifica-tion of the composit.e eleventh a;:1d ·twelfth 
grade population of each of the two comparat:iv.::-; ::;chools :Lnto 
I! ; 
I 
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three IQ strata of Low, Medium, and High. This test is a 
State and district mandated test, and is given to all sixth 
and bvelfth graders in the Sacramento City Unified School 
District. The test was administered to district twelfth 
graders in October of 1972, and to the present eleventh 
graders four years ago when they were in the sixth grade. 
The !_,o_rsr~:··Thornd_~ke Int~li.g-enc~_Jest 5 \~7as administered 
to ·t .e Luther Burbank Senior High School twelfth graders in 
the school auditorium. The five counselors assigned to the 
school monitored the test during the 120 minute period that 
the test. was in progress. The tvm counselors assigned to 
Am(~r:i.can Leqion HigJ1 School monitored the testing of the 
hvelfth grade continuation high school st.udents in ·the school 
auditorium durir.g the prescribed 120 minute testing p(~riod. 
The tosts were collected and corrected by the school counselors 
at each of the participating high schools. The corredted tests 
were then sent to the district's coordinator of testing who 
had the responsibility of compiling and listing student test 
scores. The district's coordinator of data processing took 
the responsibility of progx·a.mming and storing the test data 
in the memory banks of the district's I.B.M. Model 360 ~omputet. 
When they were sixth graders, the eleventh grade students 
from both schools participating in the study were administered 
the LoYge~·Tho.rndike Intelligence ':Pest by their sixth grade 
_ ...... _.__..,. ______ ..... ..,. _ _..,~ '""" __ ..,....,...~---·-.--.---...---... - ................... -
" I' 
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teachers and the elementary school principal in their respec-
tive school auditoriums or multipurpose rooms. The test 
scores of the sixth grade students who came from the ten 
elementary feeder schools were transferred, along with their 
cumulative records, to each of t'he three junior high schools 
which ultimately fed into the Luther Burbank Senior High 
School. The registrar of Luther Burbank Senior High School 
was respons1..5Ie tor the fil1ng and storag·e of studenJc cumula·-
tive records at that school. 
Eleventh graders referred to American Legion High School 
were adminis·t:ered t.he Lorge-,Thorndike In·telligence Test when 
___ .,...,..._ ..... , __ _____..,.~._..-----------
they were sixth graders. There were fifty-seven elementary 
schools in the Sacramento City Unified School District which 
fed into eleven junior high schools. These eleven junior high 
schools ultimately fed into the district's five senior high 
schools. ~1e five senior high schools were feeder schools to 
the district's q:cades 11-·12 continuation high school, American 
Legion High SchooL The cumula·tive records vlhich included the 
· student 1 s intelligence ·test score accompanied him during each 
of his school transfers. 'l'he sttiden·t' s cumulative record and 
intelligence tes·l: score must be t.ransferred to at least t.wo 
schools before reaching the registrar of American r,egion High 
School. The school regist.rar of American Legion High School 
has the ultimate responsibility of filing and storing the. 
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cumulat.ive records and accompanying· intelligence tes·t scores 
for students attending this school. 
'I'he crea·ti vi ty of comprehensive high school students 
of three IQ levels was compared with that of continuation 
high school st.udents from three differen-t: IQ levels. Creativi·ty 
was measured using the ~9_r_£_c:tr:~e •rests of Creative 'J'h:i.nkino· 
J:£::~g_?-')_!..._~,ig~1ral }!'or_~ .. 6 These tests were designed by E. Paul 
Torrance in 1966 and are a revision of his 1963 edition of 
the Minneso·ta Tests of Ci::-eati ve Thinking. 7 'J'here are two 
-----~~-----'-~-·--~K~·--~-·---···---·-------------=-0 .. 
•rhe E:_iSJ.~lY:"_al_ .. .!:~?..:~E.~. 13 version of the tests v1as selected in order 
to simplify the administration of the test. Instructions for 
the adminisi::.rat:.ion of the bqo diffe:cent forms of the test are 
no·t the same. Each ·test: must be administ.ered sepax:ately. 'I'be 
district testing office. 
~l'hc~ t.est was aclrnin.istered a·t each of t:he two participating 
schools by three counselors. The counselors at each school 
were assigned thirty students each for a total of ninety at 
each schooL St.udents y;;(:;re not ass.:Lgned to counselors on the 
basin of IQ. 'tbe tests were given at each of the tvm schools 
during the week of February 25 through March 2, 1973. 
& ;; 
I 
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Counselors were briefed by the investigator on the 
directions for the administration of the test as outlined in 
the booklet; ~.2EE_anc~_!;~~st.:_5?.f._~~~::~_C!:_ti ve Thinking, DiE~ction~­
~nu~L.-~.~d S!=!o!"iE:_9:__ Guide, Figural 'l'est BO?J0..:et B. B rrhe 
booklet contains directions which were clear and precise, and 
were easy to follow. 
Students were allovved ten minutes for the completion of 
eac. ·1ree act1vlt1es 1ncluded in the test. In 
addition to the thirty minutes required for the taking of 
the test, fifteen minutes of time was needed for instructions, 
and the orienta1:ion of st:udent:s to test t.aking procedures. 
The completed tests were sent to the Personnel Press Scoring 
Se:rv.1ce in Athens, Geor~ria where t.hey were correc·ted by 
scorers who.have been professionally trained to hand score 
were returned to the investigator approximately three weeks 
after they were sent to the scoring service. In addition to 
expert scoring c1f the test, the scoring service provided raw 
and derived (T scores) scores which were entered on Scoring 
Worksheets. 
8r·].. 1 'l'" ---~· .•. , rj-·~c·'- oi: ''1"8" ,_.;v, 'T'l 'L'r kJ'n D' ·c·-·tir'J1"' 
... !:!..!.-_~. I ~~.:?_X: J:_:~E~~-~: ..... :..:::.::_~s _____ :._ ~---.. :-.!:!:.~=--~::.. __ ::_.~·.: __ _l..:._:..:..3:L ___ .::~':::.'? __ ~:·-=..:.:.c:_ 
Manual and Scorinq Guide, Fiqural Test Booklet B (Princeton: 
---------·""--·--·---·--·~··----:...::...Mo--0-00-·~·----·-·~· .. •-··-·--:-::o _____ .,_.~--···~--··------...-·:...-,v-~-· .. 
Personnel Press, Inc., 1966). 
;; 
~= 
l 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTS 
The Large-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, Multi-Level Edition 
---------· ----~ ~-
The Lorc:~e·-'rhornd:Lke Intelligence~ •rests, · Mul t;L-Level 
Ed_!!:J-on 9 was used to select students for the three comparative 
IQ s·trata for each of ·the two participating schools. The test 
was designed for use in grades 3-13. 'rhe st.ated purpose of 
the ~cest is t.o identify students who would fall into each of 
t:he three comparative IQ categories of Low IQ, 75-90; Medium 
IQ, 91--110 i High IQ, 111. and above. 'J~he:L·e are seven forms of 
t:he ·test designed for differing grade levels. rrhe t:wo forms 
used in this study w~re Form D, a sixth grade test, and Form H~ 
a test for grades 12 and 13. Form D was used in the stratifi-
cation of eleventh grade students into three comparative IQ 
groups, and Form H was used in the stratification of 12th grade 
students into three comparative IQ groups. Three scores are 
available for all seven forms of tbe test. These include 
verbal, nonverbal, and a composite score. Only the composite 
IQ score was used in this study. The multi-level form of the 
t:es·t contains fif1:y··-bm pages, The reliability for the test. 
scores were .83 to .91 for the verbal battery, .80 to .88 
nonverbal battery, for different grades. The standard error 
of measurement for the test was 3.75. The data for the 
standard er:ror of measurement was based on ·the odd·-even re-
liabilities and consequently may be slightly underestimated. 
g.. I B L 
- ..L. .~org<~, . . . 'l'hornd.ike, & ElizabE:~th Hagen r ?._F_~--~}:t. 
'-;-
r 
' 
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'J~he TC?rrance Test~2~~Q..~~-~ive Thinking 
The ~~rr~~~ests of _Creati~"'!~. ·'rhinking were designed to 
measure four aspects of ''creative thinking," Fluencyt Flexibility, 
Originality, and Elaboration. Two scores for each aspect of the 
test are provided, verbal and figural. The test booklet used in 
this study is ti·tled T~in~i-~g C:t:~~-at_~v<:;_!-Y -~i-~~~--PictuEes_. 10 'I'here 
are two forms of the test, E.'i9U£~~-~_or_~~' and !:~igu~_"!:l__!"orm l3_. 'J:he 
E:.~-9-~_al J!~~~~~ version of the tests was used in t.his study. I?-_9'.~'?.:1:.. 
seven pages of tests. 'l'he tests included in this form are: Picture 
Construction, Picture Completion, and Circles. In designing these 
tests, Torrance attempted to recreate as nearly as possible the 
creative process. A copy of these tests can be found in the 
Uni ve:nd.ty of the Pacific Libra.ry, Stocki:on, California. 
The test-retest reliability of these tests has been studied 
by several investigators. The test-retest reliability of this 
test was obtained by Torrance in a study of 118 fourth, fifth, 
and sixth grade children in St. Croix, Wisconsin. Goralski 
obtained similar results in an investigation of student teachers. 
· 'J.'he following test···retes!: reliability scores vlere ob·ta:Lned: 
Verbal Fluency .93, Verbal Flexibility .84, Verbal Originality .88, 
F:i.qural Fluency . 71 1 Figu:co.l Flexibility . 7 3, Figural Originality 
.85, and Figural Elaboration .83. 11 
10E. Paul 'l'orranc0, 11 'l'hinkins:r Creati vqly WiJC;h Pict.u:ce;3," 
•.rorrance Tests of CreativE:.: 'J:'hinking 1. F.igu:r.:_al. ~C.est,Booklet B 
Trriil'c(~-Fc>r\·:-· ··· ... J?e ·r:·s·o i1i·i!~T--r:>:c:es s -;-t11C-:-,-~-I~r6'"Gl-:-,...~~~--------~----~----~ 
lll·" J:->·l·ll mo··rJ~a'-lC"' 'I'Cl'J····tliC(-" '11 es·l·c• o-F (~ .... E,"'tl.V'·' r••t-l~Xlkl'r1g 
.J • • c C . J. . •. c J ~-c. r . ' ~ c.; - ... . • •• •. \..,.._:} _._ ~.J~ _. r..)~ • C... J.l .. ~ 'l.. f 
Norms·- 'I' e c hn i cal Manu a 1 ( P r'fi'i c e'toii·:-------f;·ei· s(;i1n er·-:r·i:·ess·~--I n c:··~---T 9 6 6 ) . 
= 
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IV. RESEARCH METHODOT .. OGY 
This investigation represented an ex pos·t facto type of 
research. This study is classified as ex post facto research 
~-
because i.t was not. possible to manipulate t.he independent 
variable, enrollment and nonenrollment in the continuation high 
school, and because the subjects came to the study with their 
di vergeni:: behavior ready-made, as i i.-: were. •rhere was randomi~· 
za·tion v>li thin but not across the t.wo schools participating in 
the s!cudy. 
'l'he ex post. facto character of thin i:nvest::i.ga·tion J.s in 
evidence. The investigator started with the dependent variable, 
crea·tivi.ty, and among t.h.e many possible influential ind(~pendent. 
variables, he se.lect.ed t.he dive:cgent: behavior of continna.ti.on 
high school student:s. 'I'his s·tudy :LneJ.udeB relationships which 
aLceady exist. in the individuals studied. No effort was made 
to manipulate the indepe.nden·t variable, the di VE-3rgent. behavior 
of continuation high school students. 
Students participating in the study were self selected. 
No effort was made by the investigator to overtly select a 
certain kind of student for the conti.nuation high school par-
ticipating in the study or to select a certain kind of student 
for the comprehensive high school participating in the study. 
The st:udents v..rho at·tended the comprehenr;ive high school r and 
those vJho attended the continua.t:ion high school. came, as it. 
were, already assigned to their respective groups. 
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This design was chosen because it best suited the needs of 
an ex post facto type nf researcl1. The randomization provided 
,the necessary internal controls for history, maturation, se-
lection, testin~r, :i.nstrumen·tation, regression, and mortality. 
It might also be pointed out that the schools selected to par-
ticipate in this study were not selected from among volunteers. 
Even t:hough the E:ampling procedures were laborious and 
restrictive, every effort was made to provide adequate controls 
for internal and external validity. The results of this study 
should be generalizable within the limitations stated in 
Chapter I. 
V. S'I'JI.'I'IS'riCAI, PROCEDURES 
'l'he hypot:hr~ses stated in Chapter I were restated in the 
null form and tested by appropriate statistical tests. The 
level of significance for rejec·ting t:he null hypotheses was 
set at .05. Thi.s level of significance was consi.dered to be 
adequat:e by the investiga.tor for this in:Ltial st.udy of tl1.e 
comparat.ive differences between the creat:.ive bE-J·l.avior of 
eleventh and tvJeJ.f:th ~p:ade cont:.inuat:ion and comprehensive hisrh 
school studerd:s. 
The particular kind of data collected in this investiga-
tion reg1..1.ired the use of the Student: is t···ratio test: to ·test 
the null hypot.heses . 12 'Phe 'I'ol.~~lC~----~f'e_~_!:..~---~~-~!_<:_5::t:i~_!..!.y _ _:_ 
12 Audrey Ha.be:r and Hichard P. Hunyon, GE-me::ral Stat:i.s tics 
(Henlo Park, calj_fornia ~ Add:Lson-Vve:sley PublF~l1Ii1g--co1·npa·J1~T;-
1969) 1 pp. 224~235. 
I ; 
II 
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Fiq_ural.Y._ were used in measuring the variables of F'J.uency, 
Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboration. 
Hla· Eleventh and t0elfth grade continuation high school 
st.udent:s who .rank high in intelligence will score in Fluency 
significantly different from eleventh and tvrelfth grade compre-
hensive high school students who ra~t high in intelligence. 
Hlb· Eleventh and twclft:h grade continuation high school 
students who rank medium in intelligence will score in Fluency 
si<;Jnif:i.cantly different from eleventh and twelfth grade compre~· 
hensive high school sJcudents who rank m.edium in ini::ellig·ence. 
n1 c. Eleventh and twelfth grade coni:inuation hic_rh school 
students who rank low in intelligence will score in Fluency 
significantly different. from eleverd:h and tv!elft:h qrade compre·--
hensive lligh school studentr.:; \vho rank low in intelLigence. 
H2a. Elevent-h and twelft;h grade continuation. high school 
students who rank hiqh in in·telligence vd.ll ~:;co:r.·e in F.'lexibili t:y 
si<;:rnifican·tly different: from eleventh and twelfth grade compre·-
hensive high school students who rank high in intelligence. 
n2b. Eleventh and i.:we1ft.h grade contfrmat.:i.on high school 
student.s who :r:ank medimn in :i.ntelligence will score in Flexi·--
bili ty significantly different from e1event:h and tv;elft.h ~:rrade 
comprehensive high school students who rank medium in intelli-
gence. 
rr2c. Eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high school 
students who rank low in intelligence will score in Flexibility 
= 
;._.:_ 
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significant~ly different from eleventh and twelfth grade compre-
hensive high school studen·ts who rank low in intelligence. 
HJa· Eleventh.and twelfth grade continuation high school 
students who rank high in intelligence will score in Originality 
significantly different from eleventh and twelfth grade compre-
hensive high school students who rank high in intelligence. 
n3b. Eleventh and twelfth g-rade continuation high school 
nalit:y significantly differen·t from eleventh and twelft:h grade 
comprehensive high school students who ra.nk medium in int.elli.-
gence. 
H Jc. Eleven·th o.nd t.vvelft.h grade co:n.tinuo.ti.on high school 
studr~nt:s who rank lov-.r in inteLLigence will score in Originality 
signi.fic<'1.nt:ly diffe:cent from eleven·th and h.7elfth grade compre·-
hensive high school students who rank low in intelligence. 
H4a. Elevent.h and b'Telf"tll grade continuat.ion high school 
student.s who rank high in in·telligence will !:>core in Elaboration 
significantly different. from eleventh and twelfth qrade compre··· 
hensive high school students who rank high in intelligence. 
H4b. Elevc:~nth and hvelft.:.h gT"a.de ccmtinuation high school 
students who rank medium in intelligence will score in Elabora-
tion significantly different f:r:o:m eleven·th and bvelft~h g:rade 
comprehensive hig·h school s·tudents who rank medium in intelli-
gence. 
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H4c· Eleventh and tvvelfth grade continuation high school 
students who rank low in intelligence will score in Elabora·tion 
significantly different from eleventh and tvlelfth grade compre-
hensive high school students who rank low in intelligence. 
The paradigm for this analyses is included below: 
---------
Groups ~['ested 
IQ r.evel 
High IQ 
(111 & Above) 
----------··---- --------------------Depc:}nden t-------------·----·-
Medium IQ 
(91 ·- 110) 
--------------J·-----·------------------Var iable-----
I.O\v IQ :~-~~~-~-------- ___________________ l _____________________  
The dependent variable in the above paradigm includes 
scores in the area of creativity dealing with Fluency, Flexi-
bility, Originality, and Elaboration. 
VI. SUfliJ:JLA.EY 
ChaptE-~:r. III has discussed t.he design of the study and 
presented the procedures used. It has discussed the design 
and procedures used under five main headings: (a) selection 
of the sample, (b) selection and administration of the instru-
menb.:.:, (c) description o:f. the in;;t.ruments, (d) rE?.search 
methodology, and (c) statistical procedure. The level of 
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confidence for accepting the hypotheses was established at 
the .05 level. A listing of the hypotheses investigated in 
this study was also included. 
The findings of the statistical analysis described in the j_ 
above discussion were presented in Chapter IV. A brief inter-· 
pretation and analysis follows each set of data present~d. 
CHAP'l'ER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Chapter III included a description of the design and pro-
cedure of the study. A set. of relevant hypotheses comparing 
the creativity of low, medium, and high IQ continuation high 
school s·tudents was formulc:rted fo:e t.he creative ability factors 
o-= l"l.uency, FJ.e:xj_biTity, OrJ.ginality, and EJ aboration. 'l'he 
number of each hypothesis will follow the same system used in 
the preceding chapter. 
•rh:Ls chapi:er pres(:::nts t;he finding-s of this investiga.t.ion. 
'l'he chapt:er: is orgcm:Lzed into eis-rht sections. 'l'hese include 
the following: (1) findings in Fluency of low, medium, and 
high IQ st.u.den b:~, ( 2) findinqf:~ in Flexibili t.y in lovJ, medium, 
and high IQ students, (3) findings in Originality in low, 
medium, and high IQ students, (4) findinqs in Blaboration of 
lov.r, medium, o.nd hi~Jb IQ student:s, (5) find:Lngs relating- t.o low 
IQ students in Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboratiorr, 
( 6) findinqs 1:elatinq to m:2di ·um IQ st.udents in Fluency r Flexi-~ 
bility, Originality, and Elaboration, (7) findings relating to 
high :ro stud(:mt:s in Fluency, J?lE-~xibili t~y, Originality, and 
Elabo:cat:ion, a.nd (8) .a summary. 
Each scct.::ion, 1··· 8, \-vill include a liBt.ing of a releva.nt 
rmll hypothesis. r.rl!,e resulb::; of the statist:ica.l tests employed 
to test these hypotheses are reported in tabular form. Each 
section will also include a short evaluation of ~he tabulated data. 
~-
i_: 
; 
F 
I 
L 
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I. FINDINGS IN FLUEI\JCY OF LOW, MEDIUM, AND HIGH IQ STUDENTS 
Three hypotheses were stated in Chapter III relating to 
the creative ability factor of Fluency. These hypotheses are 
restated in the null form as listed below: 
Hla" There will be no significant difference in Fluency 
between eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high school 
students who rank high in intelligence and eleven·th and ·twelft.h 
grade comprehensive high school s·tudenU:; who rank high in 
intelligence. 
Hlb. •rhere will be no sig-rlifica.nt: differencE-~ in Fluency 
beJcween eleventh and twelfth grade con>ci.nuati.on high school 
students who rank med_i..um in intelligence and eleven·th and 
tv,7 elft:h grade comprehE:~nsive high school students 'i\rho rank 
medi '.J.m in intelligence. 
Hlc· There will be no significant difference in Fluency 
beh~'een eleventh and t:WE-)lft.h srrade continuation high school 
studenb:; 'i¥ho rank lov;r in in·tell:Lgence and eleventh and t;v:elfth 
grade comprehensive high school students who rank low in 
intelligence. 
Table I indicates that for a.n N of 30 in each group 
t.est.t';)d, there is no siqnificant d.ifference be·tween low IQ 
comprehensive high school students and· low IQ continuation high 
school students with respect to Fluency as it applies to crea-
tivity. ~1e statistical data of Table I indicates that the 
l·lul"l llvpOJl-lleq "l' c ul T,Ja!": (d.(~~"' .... (."'P. t·.c>d. 
• • • o .i • • OJ •·- OJ Jl a ' -• ~ • • . ~ 
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TABLE I 
STUDEN'T 1 S t-TEST USING RAW SCORES FOR FLUENCY ON THE 
TORRANCE TEST OF CREATIVE THINKING~-FIGURAL B 
BgTWEEN HIGH IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (CHS), 
AND HIGH IQ CONTINUATION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (CtHS) 
--------,~-...-..------------------··----·-------~-~--·-·--
Source 
High IQ 
Mean 
Scor·es 
standard 
Deviation 
·-------·---·--
N t-Score 
p 
(. 05) 
+-~~~~__,(CHS_J--) ~~~~1~4 ._.._111'-------~~~~4--lLl,___~~~-:W!-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
.775 N.S. 
High IQ 
( Ctl-:IS) 15.27 5.43 30 
Table II indicates that for an N of 30 for each group 
t.est.ed Ute:ce is no significant. difference between medium IQ 
comprehensive high school student:s and med:Lum IQ continuation 
high school students with respect to Fluency as it applies to 
crea:tivi ty. ~['hE~ st.a·tis·tical. da·ta. of r.rable II indicates that 
the null hypothesis H1b was acc~pted. 
TABI.g II 
STUDENT 1 S t-·T.ES'I' USING HAN SCORES FOF. FLUENCY ON 'riiE 
'TORRANCE 'J~ES'l' OIJ' CHEA'f.'IV.E 'I.'HINKING---F'IGURJ\L B BETVJEEN 
M:EDIUV-1 IQ COMPHEHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL S'EUDENTS (CHS), 
AND MT.'J)J"UV IQ co·,,rPINU.l- TION IJ··l-~'r:,. C'CifOO.,.. c'r·U[ ·o-.;rms ( Ct·Hc} . ..1J.:. •. ll • 1 .L\L. ••. ~ .. . .l- ·'-' l ,) ... .lJ ,_, .. JJ;,l,J. • . 0 
-··---·-----~---~....._, __ • _____ ,.w ____ ~, ... M..,_, _____ ~----------..-- .. .-*•~•-•-••-·--·--•~·------~---··-----.----
----···-A--•-•••--•--"'--._.,----,.,~--:- .. ,__--·---~--- ... --.~----~···--~--· ___ ,.,_,-.--~-----·~·- .. ----··--·-------------·-------·-
Source 
l"1ean 
Scores 
'... ......., ..... 
Standard 
Deviation 
p 
N (. 05) 
----~- -··---.: ........... ,.......,.~-.... -- .. -~.~,...---~----.. ---·-·--···· .. -·--------.. --···-~~-·~----... _______ _..._y_~-~----........ .-...... -•·-----·---· 
i'·IE:~di urn IQ 
(CHS) 17.07 8.80 30 
.873 N.S. 
Medium IQ 
(CtHS) 15.27 7.07 30 
I 
~ 
ll 
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Table III indicates that for an N of 30 for each group 
tested there is no significant difference between high IQ 
comprehensive high school students and high IQ continuation 
high school students with respect to Fluen6y as it applies to 
creativity. The statistical data of Table III indicates that 
the null hypothesis Hlc was accepted. 
'J~ABLE III 
STUDEN'l'' S t--TEST USING RAW SCORES F'OR FLUENCY ON TJU~ 
TORRANCE TEST OF CREA'l'IVE 'I'IHNKING-~FIGUH.AIJ B 
BETWEEN LOW IQ COHPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL S'rUDENTS (CHS) , 
AND LOW IQ CON'i'INU~.TION HIGH SCHOOL S'l'UDENrrs (CUIS) 
Source 
·-----·----···-· 
Mean 
Scores 
Standard 
Devia·tion N t-Score 
---·---------·-----~·----.-~.-----------'------· 
Low IQ 
(CFW} 14.73 7.00 30 
p 
(. 0 5) 
.746 N.S. 
]:.,ow IQ 
(CtHS) 13.57 4,93 30 
--------------
Table IV summarizes the findings of 'I'ables I, II, and 
III relating to the creative ability factor of Fluency. 
Statistics in the table indicate that the mean scores of all 
the groups tested are clustered together with little deviation. 
The statistics in U1e table indicate that all three null 
hypotheses, lila' ~lb' and Hlc' were accepted. 
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TABJ:..E IV 
SUMl\1ARY OF S'l'UDENT' S t-·TES'l' SCORES FOR FLUENCY ON 'l'HE 
TORRANCE TEST OF CREATIVE '.r.HINKING FIGURAJ.:..--B BETWEEN 
LOW IQ, MEDIUM IQ, AND HIGH IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL 
AND CONTINUATION HIGH SCHOOL S~rDDENTS 
Ability 
Level 
Mean Scores 
···--·-----.-·--';-·---.----.-Comprehenslve Cont1nuat1on 
High School High School 
-------1---··-------·!--·-------
t·-Score 
p 
(. 0 5) 
J.JOW IQ 14.73 13.56 1.17 .746 N.S. 
Medium 
II. FINDINGS IN FLEXIBILITY OF J.JOW, HEDIUM, AND HIGH IQ S'.rUDENTS 
Three hypotheses were stated in Chapter III relating to 
the creat:L ve abili·ty fa.ctor of Flexibili·ty. These hypo·theses 
are restated in the null forw as listed below: 
H2a. There will be no significant difference in Flexibility 
bet..:~\reen eleventh and t">·velfth (Jrade continuation high school 
students wh.o rank high in intelligence and eleventh and bvelfth 
grade comprehensive high school students who rank high in 
in·telligence. 
H2b. There will be no significant difference in Flexibility 
between eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high school 
sJcudents who rank medium in int:e11igence a.nd eleventh and 'bvelfth 
grade comprehensive high school. students who rank medium in 
intelligence. 
! 
i 
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H 20 • There will be no significant difference in Flexibility 
between eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high school 
students who rank low in intelligence and eleventh and ·twelfth 
grade comprehensive high school s·tudents who rank low in 
intelligence. 
Table V indicates that for an N of 30 for each group 
tested there is no significan·t difference between high IQ 
comprehensive higll schoo.rstudents and hlgh IQ con)cinuation 
high school students wi t:h respect to Flexibility as it applies 
to creativity. The statistical data of Table V indicates that 
the null hypothesis n2a was accept:.ed. 
'l'ABLE V 
S'rtJDgN'I' 1 S ·t-~rEST USING RAW SCORES JI'OR FLEXIBILITY ON THE 
'l'OHHANCF: 'I'ES'l' OF CHENr.IVE 'l'HINKINC}--FIGURAI) B BE'l'WEEN 
HIGH IQ COMPHEHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL S~I:'UDENTS (CHS) r 
A.ND HIGH IQ CONTINUA 'I' ION HIGH SCHOOL S'l,UDEN'l'S ( CtHS) 
Source 
Mean 
Scores 
s·tandard 
Deviation N t-·Score 
p 
(. 05) 
_________ ,_,_....... __________________ ., __ _ 
---·----------· 
High IQ 
(CHS) 
Hi9h IQ 
(C·UIS) 
11.90 
12.43 
3.36 
4.38 
30 
.530 N.s. 
30 
_.._-~--.--~-..-..'¥--,-.-.,.-.~..._..,_~-·-- ... --..----------·--·~··---·~· ... --.. .__ ... ____ .____ .,.., . .._.. _ _... . .......,, ___ ,..._~·----·-
Table VI indicates that for an N of 30 for each group 
tested there is no sic;.Jnifican·t dif:feD2nce bebveen medium IQ 
compn~hens:i.ve high school st~udents and rnecUum IQ continuation 
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high school students with respect to J?lexibili ty at it: applies 
to creativity. The statistical data of Table VI indicates 
that the null hypothesis H2b was accepted. 
'l'ABLE VI 
STUDENT 1 S ·t-TEST USING RAW SCORES FOR FLEXIBILITY ON THE 
TORRANCE TES'r OF CREATIVE THINKING--FIGUR£\.L B BE'l'WEEN 
MEDIUM IQ COHPREHE:NSIVE HIGH SCHOOL S'rUDEN'l'S (CHS), 
AND MEDIUM IQ CON'rJNUATION HIGH SCI-IOOI, STUDEN'I'S (CtHS) 
-----·-------------... -~-----------------~----,.._----~--~-~---·----
Source 
Mean 
Scores 
s-tandard 
Deviation N 
p 
(. 05) 
-------------------------
Medium IQ 
(CHS) 
Medium IQ 
(CtHS) 
11.97 
10.27 
-----·------·-· 
4.89 30 
1.365 N.S. 
4.76 30 
Though the t-Score obtained in Table VI appe~rs to be 
relatively high, it is still below the accepta.ble·lHvel of 
significance for the rejection of the null hypothesis. For 
twenty.:·nine degrees of freedom, and a level of significance of 
.05, ·the t-Score for a t.wo-tailed test must exceed 2.045 before 
the null hypothesis can be rejected. 
Table VII indicates that for an N of 30 for each group 
t.est.ed there is no significant: difference betwec~n lm·.r IQ compre·-
hensive high school students and low IQ continuation high 
school students with respect to Flexibility as it applies to 
creativity. The statistical data of Table VII indicates that 
the null hypothesis H2c was,accepted. 
f~---
I. 
I 
I 
I 
J-; 
~ 
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'l'ABLE VII 
S'I'UDENrJ~' S t-rl'ES'r USING RAW SCORES FOR FLEXIBILI'I'Y ON THE 
'EOHRANCE 'l,EST OF.' CREATIVE THINKING--FIGURAL B BE'r\lilEEN 
LOW IQ COI'1PREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (CHS) , 
AND LOW IQ CONTINUATION HIGH SCHOOL S'l'UDENTS (CUIS) 
--------- ------· 
p 
Source 
Mean 
Scores 
Standard 
Deviation N t-Score (. 05) 
------------------------------
I,ow IQ 
+---------~CHS+) ________ ~J~l~3~--------=4.~?r--------~3~!--------~------------------------
Low IQ 
(CtHS) 10.23 3.34 
------------------·--·-·-----
1.049 N.S. 
30 
•rable VIII summarizes ·the findings of Tables V, VI, and 
VII relatin~r t.o the crE,ati ve ability factor of Flexibility. 
Statistics in the table indicate that the mean scores of all 
·the groups t.esb:~d in the comprehensive high school a·re 
clustered and close together. The mean scores of the con-
i:inuation high school s'cudents tested are more di ve:r.sified. 
'I'he mt~an sco:ce of the~ high IQ 9roup if> relat.i vely grea·ter 
than the clustered low and medium IQ mean scores. The 
statistics in t.hF "l:<:lble indicat:e i:hat all 'chree null hypoth·-
eses, H2a, H2br and H2c:' \VE:~re all accepted at the .05 level 
of significance. 
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TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY OJ? STUDENT 1 S t·-TEST SCORES FOR FLEXTBILI'rY ON 
'J~IIE 'l'ORRANCE 'rES':!.' OF.' CREA'riVE TI-IINI<ING--FIGURAL B BE'I'\.VEEN 
LOW IQ, MEDIUM IQ, AND HIGH IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL 
AND CONTINUA'l'ION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Medium 
IQ 
High IQ 
11.97 10.27 
11.90 12.43 
1. 70 1.356 N.S. 
.... 53 
.530 N.S. 
•-a~--· ___ ,......____ .._ _ , __ ,,_____ _ . .....,. ___ 
III. FINDIJ:.lGS IN ORIGINALITY OF LOW, J..1EDIUM, P.ND HIGH IQ STUDENTS 
Three hypotheses were stated in Chapte~ III rel~ting ±o the 
creative ability factor of Originality. These hypotheses are 
restated in the null form as listed below: 
H3a. There will be no significant difference in Originality 
between eleventh and t\1elft:h grade continua-tion high school 
students who rank high in intelligence and eleventh and twelfth 
grade comprehensive high school students who rank high in 
intelligence. 
n3b. There will be no significant difference in OriginaliJcy 
betwc:oen elevent:h and ·twelf·th grade continuation high school. 
students who rank medium in intelligence and eleventh and twelfth 
. grade compt.ehehs:Lve high school st:udents who rank medium in 
intelligence. 
; 
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H There will be no significant difference in Originality 3c' 
between elevent:h and t.welfth grade continuation high school stu·-
dents who rank low in intelligence and eleventh and twelft.h grade 
comprehensive high school students who rank low in intelligenc:e. 
Table IX indicates that for an N of 30 for each group 
tested there is a significant. difference betw·een high IQ compre·-
hensive high school studen·ts and high IQ continuation high 
crea·tivit.y. The mean score of the high IQ comprehensive high 
school group was significantly greater than that of the high IQ 
continuation high school students. As indicated previously, for 
twenty-nine degrees of freedom, and a level of significance of 
.05, the t-Score for a t~o-tailed test must exceed 2.045 before 
the null hypothesis can be rejected. The t-Score value of 3.578 
listed in Table IX safely exceeds the minimum value of 2.045 
regu.i.red for rejection of ·the null hypothesis H3a ~ 'l'he high IQ 
comprehensive hi~fh school group ·tested appe.ared to be more 
' 
original in the.ir responses than were the high IQ continuation 
high school group tested. 
'l'l\.BLE IX 
S'l'UDENT' S t-'l'ES'l' USING RAI'i' SCORE:S FOR ORIGINl\I,I'rY ON THE 
'l:OHHANCE 1'ES'l' OF CREA'I'IVF.: 'J.'HINKING· .. ·FIGUHhi. B BE'rvrEEN 
HIGH IQ COJ.vlPREHENSJVE HIGH SCHOOL S'.t:'UDI.::N·rs (CHS) r 
AND HIGH IQ CON'I'IlJlfA'JIJ:ON HIGH SCHOOL STUDEN'I'S (CtHS) 
Source 
Hiqh IQ 
( ('IfC) ~..J.: ).) I 
Hi ·h IQ (c2·w·) ·· 
,, L. ~io'J 
Mean 
Scores 
32.53 
22.30 
Sta.ndo.rd 
Dev:Iation 
11.60 
10~53 
N 
30 
30 
p 
( • 0 5) 
3.578 ** 
~ 
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Table X indicates that for an N of 30 for each group tested 
there is no significant difference between medium IQ comprehen·-
sive high school students and medium IQ continuation high school 
students with respect to Originality as it applied to creativity. 
The statistical data of Table X indicates that the null hypothesis 
H3b was accepted. 
S'J'tJDEN'i' S t··'l,EST USING RAW SCORES FOR ORIGINALD~Y ON 'l'HE 
'l1 0H.RANCE TEST OF CREA'J'IVE 'I'HINKING--FIGURAL B BETWEEN 
MEDIUM IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL S'l'UDENTS (CHS), 
AND MEDIUM IQ CON'I'INUATION HIGH SCHOOL S'I'UDEN'l'S (CtHS) 
----.. ---··------.•w-·-·-----·-----·--------~-·---~-------------·-.......,__,.._,_ 
source 
·Nean 
Scores 
s~candard 
Deviation N 
p 
t-Score (. 05) 
-----··--·~...------,..._,.------~---·..-..-··~ ...... ·--·~--...-.....,..._~-----. -.-.------~-~---- ... ~----
Medimn IQ 
(CHS) 29.27 12.60 30 
l. 733 *N.S. 
Medium IQ 
( Ct:IiS) 23.57 12.87 30 
*N.S., P < .10 level of confidence 
Table XI indicates that for an N of 30 for each group tested 
thE:.re. is no sig·nificant difference between low IQ comprehensive 
high school students and low IQ continuation high school students 
wi i:h respect i:o Original:L ty as it. applies t.o creativity. The 
mean score of the low IQ continuation high school students was 
larger than t.J1at of the low IQ comprehensivE~ high school students. 
Upon further analysis with the Student t-Test, the mean scoie of 
the low IQ continuation g~oup was not quite large enough to 
generate a siqnifican·t i:,-.~Jcore. The stat.istical data of 'l'able XI 
indicates that the null hypothesis H3c was accepted. 
F 
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'l'ABLE XI 
S'rUDENT 1 S ·l:·-'l'ES'J' USING RAW SCORES FOH ORIGINALITY ON THE 
'l'ORRANCE TES'l' OF CIU~:A'l'IVE 'l'HINKING---F'IGURAL B BE'l'WEEN 
LOW IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL STUDEN'I'S (CHS) , 
AND LOW IQ CON'riNUATION HIGH SCHOOIJ S'I'UDENTS (CtHS) 
------·--· 
- ... -.-...-.·-··-· --------- -------------------------
Source 
Low IQ 
(CHS) 
Lmv IQ 
(CtHS) 
Mean 
Scores 
18.93 
24o 33 
Standard 
Deviation 
11.86 
12.16 
*N.S., P < .10 level of confidence 
N 
30 
30 . 
t-Score 
1. 742 
p 
(. 05) 
*1\J. s. 
Table XII summarizes the statistical findings of •.rables IX, 
X, and XI ~elating to the creative ability factor of Originality. 
Statistical data relating to the Originality mean scores of 
high, medium, and low IQ comprehensive high school student.s 
tested are much more diversified and spread out than are those 
of ·the low, medium, and .high IQ continuation high school student~s 
tested. The O:t·.iginality mean scores of the low, medium, .;:l.nd high 
IQ continuation high school students tested are clustered within 
a comparatively short range of mean scores. 'l'he data. in t:he 
table indicates that the null hypothbsis stating there would be 
no differencE:J in the Originality scores between low IQ compre-· 
hensive high school students, and low IQ continuation high school 
students 'i>J.af:: accep·t:ed. 'I'he null hypothesis no difference between 
Originality scores of medium IQ comprehensive high school students, 
and medium IQ continuation high school students was ·also accepted. 
Both groups f~iled at the .05 level of confidence. 
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Table XII indicates that the high IQ comprehensive high 
school students and high IQ continuation high school students 
had Originality mean scores which differed beyond the .01 
level of significance. 'I'he high IQ comprehensive high school 
students tested appeared to be more original in their responses 
than were the high IQ continuation high school students tested. 
':CABLE XII 
SUMl\1AH.Y OF' STUDENT'S t-TEST SCORES FOR OI?.IGINAI..PrY ON 
THE TORRANCE 'I'E$'1' OF CREATIVE 'I'HINKING--·E'IGURAT..r B BE'I'WEEN 
I,OW IQ, MEDIUM IQ, AND HIGH IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL 
AND CON'I'INUA'I'ION HIGH SCHOOL S'I'UDEN'l'S 
---·--·--~·----· ----·-----·--..·---·-~....----~~-, -----..... ~ .. ----.----.. --_:_ ___ . 
-·· - .... ---~----.. -:----·-·~--~...-~. -----............. ---. -. --;~-.... ~-~-.:'""---- ..... .-. ... _ ___,_~----------- --------
1
. Mean Scores ~ 
Abili·tY. comp.re1iensive ·coi1Tinuafiol P 
Level . High School High School Difference 
1 
t-Score (.05) 
---~···---···-- --------·--- . . ----------:----1------·----·-·-----
Low IQ 18.93 24.33 -5.40 -1.742 *N.S. 
Medium 
IQ 
High IQ 
29.27 
32.53 
----~--............... - .. -"':'"" .. -:--"'') 
23.57 5.70 1.. 73.3 *N.S ,, 
2_2_·~~-o ·--L-~_o_._~~---· ___ 3_. _s 7 ~_L~-~----
IV. FINDINGS IN ELZ-\BOPJ.\TION OF LOW, HEDIUJI·1, AND HIGH IQ STUDENT'S 
Three hypotheses were stated in Chapter III relating to 
the creative ability factor of Ela.boration. 'J'hcse hypotheses, 
listed below r are res·tat.ed in t.he null form. 
H.~. There will be no significant difference in Elaboration 
'*a 
be·tween eleventh and twelf·th grade continuation high school. 
students who rank high in intelligencc:O) and eleventh and twelfth 
i..: 
! 
I 
I 
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grade comprehensive high school students who rank high in 
intelligence. 
H4b. There will be no significant difference in Elabora-. 
tion between eleventh and twelfth grade oontinuai:ion high 
school students who rank medium in intelligence and eleventh 
and twelfth grade comprehensive high school studelYts who rank 
medium in intelligence. 
tion bebveen elevent:h and twelfth gTade con.tinuat:ion high 
school students v-rho rank low in i.nt.elJ.igence and eleventh and 
t\velfth gradE-~ comprehensive high school students who rank low 
in int~lligence. 
Table XIII indicates that for an N of 30 for each· group 
tested there is a significant:: difference between hig!1 IQ compre·-
hensive high school students and high IQ continuation high 
sehoul students with respect to Elaboration as it applies to 
crea:tivi ty. 'l'he difference between the t\\iO mean scores was 
great enough to indicate significance at the .001 level of 
confidence. For twenty-nine degrees of freedom, and a level of 
significance of . 0 5, the ·!:.--Score for a two-tail€~d t.e~>t mus·t 
exceed 2.045 before the null hypothesis can be r~jected. The 
t-Score of 7.383 was large enough to achieve significance at 
the .001 level of confidence. The statistical data of Table XIII 
indicates that the null hypothesis H4a was rejected. The high 
IQ comprehensive high school students appeared to be more 
~-= 
I 
~ 
II 
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elaborate in their responses than did the high IQ continuation 
high school students. 
TABLE XIII 
STUDENT'S t-TES'l' USING RAW SCORES F'OH ELABOH.A.TION ON THE 
'J?ORRANCE TES'l1 OF' CHEATIVE THINKING--FIGURAL B BE'l'WEEN 
HIGH IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL S'I'UDEN'I'S (CHS), 
AND HIGH IQ CONTINUA'l'ION HIGH SCHOOL S'rUDEN'l1 S (CtHS) 
Source 
High IQ 
(CHS) 
High IQ 
(Ct:.HS) 
ooop ..(.001 
Mean 
Scores 
' '-. 
94.37 
36.77 
Standard 
Deviation 
39.16 
17.11 
p 
N t-score (. 0 5) 
30 
7.383 ° 00 
30 
Table XIV indicates that for an N of 30 for each group 
test:ed ·there is a significant difference between medium IQ 
comprehem;ive high school studen·t.s and medium IQ continuat.i.on 
high school students with respect to Elaboration as it applies 
to creativity. 'J?he difference between the t.wo mean scores was 
great enough to indicate significance beyond the .001 level. 
For .bTent:.y-·nine degrees of freedom, and a level of sigrd.ficance 
of .001, the t-Score for a two-tailed test must exceed 3.569 
before the null hypothesis can be rejected at this level. The 
level set for this investigation was .05. At-Score greater 
t.han 2. 045 is needed to reject the null hypothesis at the . 05 
level. 'J.'he t:-·Score lis·ted in the statist:.ica1 data of Table XIV 
indicates that it exceeds the value required for rejection of 
t.he null hypot.hesis. 'l'he null hypothesis H4b, as indicated by 
the statistical data of Table XIV, was, therefore, rejected. 
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TABLE XIV 
S'l'UDEN'r' S t-TES'l' USING HAW SCORES FOH ELABOHA'riON ON THE 
'l'ORHANCE 'l'EST OF CREATIVE rrHINKING--FIGURAL B BETWEEN 
MEDIU£·1 IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (CHS) , 
AND MEDIUM IQ CONTINUATION HIGH SCHOOl, STUDEN'rS (CtHS) 
·-··--·-----__ ::_-::..-:::=:.-__ -::-_~...:...-=---------·-==---~--· -... ~_,::.:_::=:::::::::::: ..:=.:::..-:-_--_--_:::...-::._-.:::._-_--·==---::--··--·------·-::.-= 
Source 
Medium IQ 
(CHS) 
Medium IQ 
(CtHS) 
Mean 
Scores 
90.40 
50.65 
-·--------~--· 
000 p < .001 
Standard p 
Deviation N t-Score ( • 0 5) 
·----- -------·-----
40.94 30 
23.48 30 
---------------------
•rable 1.'V indicates that for an N of 30 for each group 
tested t:here is a significant. difference between low IQ compre-
hEmsive high school st.udent.s and low IQ continuation high school 
studen.-l:s \vi U1 :cf.:;spect to Elaboration as it applies t:o creati v:Li::y. 
The difference between the two mean scon:~s was gx:ea.t enough to 
indicate significance beyond the .01 level. For twenty-nine 
degrees of freedom, and a level of significance of .01, the 
t-Score for a two-tailed test must exceed 2.617 before the null 
hypothesis can be rejected at this level. The level set for 
this investigation was .05. At-Score greater than 2.045 is 
needed to reject the null hypothesis at the .05 level. The 
t-Score 1isi:ed in the st:atist:.ical data of Table XV indicates 
that it exceeds the vaJ.ue required for the rejection of the 
null hypothesis at the .05 level. The statistical data of 
rrable XV indicates F therefore, that the null hypothesis H4c 
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was rejected. 'l'he low IQ comprehensive high school group 
tested appeared to be more elaborate in their responses than 
did the lmv IQ continuation high school group tested. 
TABLE XV 
STUDENT'S t--TEST USING RAW SCORES J?OR EL.ABORA'l'ION ON THE 
TORRANCE 'I'ES'l' OF CREA'I'IVE THINKING-···}...,IGURAL B BWPWEEN 
LOW IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL S~C'UDEN'I'S (CHS), 
AND LOW IQ CON'l'INUATION HIGH SCHOOL S'l'UDEN'TS ( CtHS) 
----·-----.. -~_;;:.__., ________ :__~-~-·--- .. ------.. ~~-- .. -.----..--··--·--·----~~----.. --~---·-· 
Source 
Mean 
Scores 
' ~ ., 
Standard 
Deviat:ion 
p 
N t--score (. 05) 
__________ ___.,. __ ~-----...~=---------------~---.--~.-- ..... -----·--.. -.. _. _______ _ 
------·-·---· ---~-- ... ---------••,.-•------·-----·.-o--·--~-- ....... --.. --... •-·Y-•-•r--~,..-.--••-.,. _ _.,.,_.__,,,, ___ ,_,.,--... ---,.-••., ,._,._ .... .,-•·•-''"·-~ 
0 p <. 0.5 
Table XVI summarizes the statistical findings of 'l'ables 
XIII, XIV, and }..'V relating to the creative ability factor of 
Elaboration. 'l'he Elaboration mean scores of the low, medium, 
and high IQ continuation high school students tested were 
clustered within a comparatively short range of the mean scores. 
The Elabora·tion mean scores of the medium and hig·h IQ compre-· 
hensive high school students tested were clustered and relatively 
close together. The Elaboration mean of the low IQ comprehensive 
high school students was lower and separated from the Elab6ra-
·tion mean scores of the medium and high. IQ comprehensive hig·h 
school students tested. 
i 
I 
I 
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•rable XVI indicates that the hig·h, medium, and low IQ 
comprehensive high school students and the high, medium, and 
low IQ continuation high school students had Elaboration mean 
scores which differed at the .05 level of significance. The 
high, medium, and low IQ comprehensive high school students 
,. 
tested appeared to be more elaborate in their responses than 
did the high, medium, and low IQ continuation high school 
s -.u en·ts tes "t:e . 
TABLE XVI 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT'S t···'l'ES'.r SCORES FOR EJ..,l~BORA'l'ION ON 
THE TORRANCE TEST OF CREJ\'I'IVE 'I'HINKING-···FIGUHl\.L B BE'l'WEEN 
LOW IQ, MEDIU1'1 IQ, AND HIGH IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL 
AND CONTINUATION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
____ .... _____ .... .._ ___ ._,..._._._~"';..__.._-~-.. ...., ... ---------·--~·-·-ft---~--~--.--·--..::---------·~---------ft~---
-------· ·~---~----------····- ·-----------~-,-~-----·-----··->' ____ ····--· ·------· --·-· -·-------------
Mean Scores • . 
A.bili ty c~·orilpreh.ens-iv(~ c~ontil1~ua:"t.:Lor1j P 
Level High School !High School Difference t-Score (.05) 
Low IQ 
Medium 
IQ 
High IQ 
" "· 
64.24 43.70 
90.40 50.65 
94.37 36.77 
20.54 2.831 0 
39.75 5.656 000 
57.60 7.383 000 
-----------·- ---·--·····------·- -------·--·-·- ~~-~------.. --.. ------·--····---'---
0 p < . 05 
ooo P.C..OOl 
v. FINDINGS RELATING. 'I'O HIGH IQ S':l'UDENTS IN 
FLUENCY 1 FLE:XIBILPI'Y, ORIGINALI'l1Y r AND ELABORA'.I'ION 
Four hypotheses were stated in Chapter III relating to the 
creative ability of high IQ students in the areas of Fluency, 
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Flexibility, Originality, and Elaboration. These hypotheses 
are restated in the null form as listed belm.v: 
Hla' There will be no significant difference in Fluency 
between eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high school 
students who rank high in intelligence and eleventh and twelfth 
grade comprehensive high school studenJcs who rank high in 
intelligence. 
between eleventh and twelf·th grade continuation high school 
students who rank high in intelligence and eleventh and tw·elfth 
grade comprehensive high school students who rank high in 
intelligence. 
H3a. There will be no significant difference in Originality 
between eleventh and t.welfth grade continuation high school 
st.udentD \vho rank high in intellic_:rence and eleventh and twelfth 
grade comprehensive high school students who rank high in 
intelligence. 
H4a. There will be no significant difference in Elaboration 
bet:ween elE~venth and twelfth grade continuation high school 
studen·ts i>Jho rank high in intelligence and eleventh and t:welfth 
grade comprehensive high school students who rank high in 
intelligence. 
'l'able XVII is a summary of a comparison of the mean score 
I 
-~ II 
of high IQ comprehensive high school student.s with the mean score ~ 
-
of high IQ continuation high school students in the creative 
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ability factors of Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and 
Elaboration. This table indicates that there is no significant 
difference, at the .05 level of confidence, in the Fluency and 
Flexibility of high IQ comprehensive hig·h school students and 
high IQ continuation high school students. The nuil hypotheses, 
Hla and H2a, were both accepted. 'l,here is, however, a si.gni.fi·· 
cant'di.fference in the Originality and Elaboration mean scores 
of high IQ comprehensive high school students and high IQ 
continuaJcion high school students. Table XVII indicates ·that 
there is a significant difference, beyond the .01 level of 
confidence, in tbe Origina.li·ty of high IQ comprehensive high 
school students and high IQ continuation high school students. 
The high IQ comprehensive high school students tested appeared 
to be more original in their responses than were the high IQ 
continua t.ion high school students tested. 
Table XVII also indica·tes that there is a significant 
difference, beyond the .001 level of confidence, in the 
Elaboration of high IQ comprehensive high school students 
and high IQ continuation high school students tested. The 
high IQ comprehensive high school students tested appeared 
to be more elaborate in ·their responses than were ·thE~ high IQ 
continuation high school students tested. 
[__: 
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TABLE XVII 
COMPAHISON 01', PERFORMANCES 01!"" HIGH IQ COMPHEIIJ:<:NSIVE HIGH SCHOOL 
S'l'UDEN'l'S (CHS) WI'rH HIGH. IQ CON'l'INUA'riON HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENTS (CtHS) IN THE CREATIVE ABILITY FACTORS OF 
FJJUENCY, FLEXIBILI'l'Y, ORIGINALI'I'Y, AND ELABORATION 
ON 'l'HE TORRANCE TEST OF CREATIVE THINKING--FIGURAL J3 
Fluency 15.27 5.43 14.30 4.14 .7754 N .. S. 
Flexibility 12.43 4.38 11.90 3.57 .5397 N. S. 
Ori9inality 22.30 10.53 32.53 11.60 
Elaboration 36.77 17.11 94.37 39.16 
--·------·--·-·_ .. _______ j ______________ ., ___ j_, 
3.5777 l 00 
7.3878 ° 00 
-------- ---------
oo p <:'.01 
ooo Pc( .001 
VI. FINDINGS RELATING TO MEDIUM IQ STUDENTS IN 
FLUENCY, I"LEXIBILI'.PY /' ORIGINJ-\.Ll'I'Y r AND ELADORA'l'ION 
Four hypotheses were si:ated in Chap-ter III relating ·to the 
creative ability of medium IQ s·tudents in the areas of Fluency, 
Flexibility, Originality, and Elaborai.:ion. These hypotheses 
are restated in the null form as listed below: 
Hlb' There will be no significant difference in Fluency 
be·tween eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high school 
students who rank medium in intelligence and eleventh and 
twelfth grade cornprehensive high school students 1.-7ho rank 
medium in intelligence. 
~---
b 
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H2b. There will be no significant difference in Flexi-
bility between elevent.h and ·twelfth grade continuation high 
school students who rank medium in intelligence and eleventh 
and hvelfth grade comprehensive high school students who rank 
medium in intelligence. 
H3b. There will be no significant difference in Origi-
nal:L ty bei.:vJeen eleventh and ·twelfJch grade continuat.ion high 
school student.s who rank medium in intelligence and eleventh 
and twelf·th grade comprehensive high school students who rank 
medium in intelligence. 
H4b. 'There will be no significant difference in Elabora-
tion be·tween eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high 
school students who rank medium in intelligence and eleventh 
and twelfth grade comp:r:ehensive high school students who rank 
medium in intelligence. 
Table XVIII is a summary of a corriparison ot t,he mean 
score of medium IQ comprehensive high school students with the 
mean score of medium IQ cont:inuat:ion high school studen·t:s in 
the creative ability factors of Fluency, Flexibility, Origi-
nality, and Elaboration. This table indicates that there is 
no significant difference, at the .05 level of confidence, in 
Fluency, Flexibility, and Originality of medium·IQ comprehensive 
high school students and medium IQ continuation high school 
students. The null hypotheses Hlb' H2b, and rr 3b were not 
rejected. 
---
1_ 
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There is, hov.1ever, a significant difference in the 
Elaboration mean scores of medium IQ comprehensive high school 
students and medium IQ continuation high school students. 
Table XVIII indicates that ·there is a significant difference, 
beyond the .001 level of confidence, in the Elaboration of 
medium IQ comprehensive high school students and medium IQ 
continuation high school s·tudents. 'J'he medium IQ comprehen·-
sive high school students tested appeared to be more elaborate 
in t.heir responses than were the medium IQ continuation high 
school students tested. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OJ? PERFORMANCES OF' MEDIUM IQ COHPREHENSIVE HIGH 
SCHOOL S'I'UDENTS (CHS) WI'l'H JVIEDIUM IQ COW£'INUA'I'ION 
HIGH SCHOOL S'1'UDEN'l'S ( CtHS) IN THE CREA'I'IVE ABII,ITY FJ-\CTORS 
OF FLUENCY 1 FLEXIBILFr.Y 1 ORIGINALI'l,Y 1 A.ND ELABORATION 
ON THE TOHRl-\NCE TES'I' OF CREA'I'IVE THINKING·-·-FIGURAL B 
·-------w---··----·-~---~-------~--.---------·----~-·-~~-------
Measure 
Pluency 
Flexibility 
Originality 
(CtHS)Medium IQ (CHS) Medium IQ 
s ta"iiaard.- ----- ·s -t:an~.::ra:r--cr-· 
Mean Deviation Mean Deviation 
15.27 7.07 17.07 8.80 
4.89 
12.60 
40.94 
.8736 
l. 3653 
1.7334 
5.6557 
10.27 4.76 11.97 
23.57 12.87 j 24.27 
~~.~~~~a-·t_i_on_ .. 50~-~---~~~ 48 ____ -~-9 :_~ 
-~--·-----~-----
ooo p .(. 001~ *N.S., PZ .10 
p 
(. 05) 
N.S. 
*N.S. 
*N.S. 
000 
;; 
L 
--
r 
VII. FINDINGS RELATING TO LON IQ STUDENTS IN 
li'IJUEI\TCY 1 FLEXIBILITY 1 ORIGINALITY, AND ELABORA'l'ION 
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Four hypotheses were stated in Chapter III relating to 
the creative ability of lovJ IQ students in the areas of Pluency 1 
Plexibility 1 Originality, and Elaboration. These hypotheses 
are res·tated in the null form as listed below: 
between eleventh and twelfth grade con·tinua·tion high school 
students who rank l0\'-1' in intellig·ence and eleventh and twelfth 
grade comprehensive high school studen·t:s who rank low in 
int.ellig·ence. 
H2c. There will be no significan-t: difference in Flexi-· 
hili ty bebtleen elevent:h and twelfJch grade continuation high 
school student:s who rank low in iJ?telligence and elevenJch and 
twelfth grade comprehensive high school students who rank low 
in intelligence. 
H3c. There will be no significant difference in Origi-
nality between eleventh and twelfth grade con·tinuat:ion hiqh 
school students who rank low in intelligence and eleventh and 
twelfth grade comprehensive high school students who rank low 
in intelligence. 
H4c. There will be no significant difference in Elabora-
tion between eleventh and twelfth grade continuation high 
school students who rank low in intelligence and eleventh and 
t.vwlfth ~rrade comprehensive high school students who rank. low 
in intellig-ence. 
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Table XIX is a summary of a comparison of the mean score 
of low IQ comprehensive high school students with the mean 
score of low IQ continuation high school students in the 
crea·tive ability factors of Pluency, Flexibility, Originality, 
and Elaboration. This table indicates that there is no 
significant difference, at the .05 level of confidence, in 
the Fluency, Flexibility, and Originality of low IQ compre-
hensive high school students and low IQ continuation high 
school students. The null hypotheses H1c, H2c' and H3c were 
not rejected. 
There is a significant difference, beyond the .20 level 
of confidence, in the Originality mean scores of the low IQ 
comprehensive high school student:s and the low IQ continuation 
high school students. Since the level of confidence·set for 
this investigation was . 05, ·the null hypothesis H3c must: be 
accepted. The lev~l of ~onfidence obtained, .20, does indi-
cate, however, that a further investigation of this creative 
ability factor should be considered. 
1~ere is also a significant difference in the Elaboration 
mean scorc~s of low IQ comprehensive high school students and 
low IQ continuation high school students. Table XIX indicates 
that there is a significant difference, beyond the .05 level 
of confidence, in the Elaboration of low IQ comprehensive 
high school students and low IQ continuation high school 
students. 'l'he low IQ comprehensive high school students tes·ted 
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appeared to be more elaborate in their responses than were 
the low IQ continuation high school students tested. 
'I'ABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF PERFORl"lANCES OE' JJOW IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL 
S'J'UDENTS ( CHS) WITH LOW IQ CONTINUA'J'ION HIGH SCHOOL 
S'I'UDENTS (Ci::.HS) IN '.rHE CHEATIVE ABILITY FACTORS OF 
FLUENCY r FLEXIBILITY r OIUGINALITY r AND ELABORJ\.TION 
ON 'I'IlE '.rORRANCE TEST OF' CREATIVE THINKING--FIGURAL B 
------·---··-····-(-ct~s) ~-~~~·-;=o-- ----z~~iS)--~~"' --~o--------------r·--·----
-·-SEan-cra.:ra--- -~~-s"E~:otn:crare:r-- P 
Measure !?.:vi~t.ion M~_ar~--.. De~.:_~i.:i~n Jc·--~~-~~o __ (. 05) 
Fluency 13.57 4.93 14.73 7.00 .7461 N.S. 
Flexibility 10.23 3.34 11.33 4.67 1.0493 N.S. 
Originality 24.33 12.16 18.93 11.86 1.7417 *N.S. 
El~~~~a tio_:__ : ~~L-~~-_l~ 4. 21_3 4 -~ 3 9 ___ --~~ 0 9- ·---~---
o P..(.05~ *N.S., P<..20 
'l'able XX is a summary of the comparison of performances of 
high, medium, and low IQ comprehensive high school studen·ts with 
high, medimn 1 and low IQ continuat.ion high school st.udent:s in 
the creative ability factors of Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, 
and Elaboration on the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking--
----·------..._-~--·-----·-··--------·-.. ::..--
F'~~:.~Ira._J:__~· This table indicat:es t:hat high IQ comprehensive high 
school students scored significantly higher in the areas of 
Originality and Elaboration than did continuation high school 
students tested. It also indicates that medium and low IQ com-
prehensive high school students scored significantly higher in 
the crea·ti ve ability factor of Elaboration t-.ha.n d:i.d t:he con-
tinuation high school students tested. 
~ --
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'I'ABLE XX 
SUMMARY OF ~l'HE COMPl\l'USON OF PEH.l•'ORMANCES OJ.i' HIGH, MEDIUM, AND 
LOW IQ COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL S'rUDENTS (CHS) WITH HIGH, 
MEDIUM, AND LO\-v IQ CONTINUA'riON HIGH SCHOOL S'I'UDEN'l'S (CtHS) 
IN 'rim CH.EA'riVE ABILITY FACTORS OF FLUENCY, F'I.JEXIBIIJI'l'Y, 
OH.IGINlHJITY, AND ELABORA.TION ON THE 
TORRANCE 'l'EST OF CREATIVE 'l'HINKING·--E'IGURAL B 
---------------}%~~1i~~~; _[~i~~~~~I~] -----------
_rJ--1';t3.-rtd-t'l:-1':'-d----t .; t:.-a-nd-;: . .-re"r-
1 
P'----
Measure Mean Deviation Mean Deviation t-ratio (.05) 
--- .... --~--~-.. --·-~--- ..... ·-- -~--- ... - .. ----- ---- ......... __ , _____ -------.-·- ------
Fluency 15.27 5.43 14.30 4.14 - .7754 N.S. 
4.38 11.90 3.57 - .5297 N.S. 
10.53 32.53 11.60 3.5777 00 
,· 
4.89 
~ 
& 
1.3653 (N.S.a)h E 
23.5'7 12.87 24.27 12 <• 60 1.7334 (N.S.)c 
0 0 0 
8 Flexibility 10.23 3.34 11.33 1.04.93 N.S. 
~ Originality 24.33 12.16 
.:.I 
18.93 
4.67 
11.86 -1.7417 (N.S.)d 
··--···- E-~~-~=:~~:~:~---·---l~~-~-~-~------~~--~--~-- 64.27 34.39 2.5309 
a. Scores in parenthesis are not consi.dered statistically 
~ignif~can~ for th? normat~ve crnnpar~son o~ dat~ in thi~ 
1nvestlgat1on. J~ls data lS recordsd to alert turther ln-
vestigators of findin~s which may be suggestive of further 
research. 
b. Not 1:>igni ficant fo:r Uri.::> inveF:;tigaLion r P .( .. 10, :i.n favor of 
C'<'>r·rtprec>l·l(:"l.l"-'l \T"' -.. ·1· ,-,]1 '-'<·•r'-10'11 c•t·<J·"lf''r''tc.• (nHS) ~ - • o • r. .. j_J -· , t.:~ J.l_ , ':./ 0 .... • .. • O..) - _t_._ ... •• <'• .. :J \,,. l., {I 
c. Not E:i9·n:;.ficc.nt for thL> irn;cr;tiSJo.tion., p<: .20, in favor of 
Cot1"~'£:Yt·'~ll-=>rl"' .: V2· .1,11' crh c:• ,.., 1 )r· () ·1 "' l "C.l1 e'J'J 1- <: ( cr.rc•) _,..,,,, t, .... ,.>J .. _ ·~)·--• •·'·~J.,) .,, •.> .. '-' --C> ·l<J • 
d. Not s :Lgnifican.t for this inveGt:!.gcd:'.ion, P < . 20, in favor of 
continuation bi<:rh school students ( Ct:ES) . 
o, P< .OS; 00 1 P< .OJ.; ooo,. P< :001. 1':..11 .significan.t. levels of 
l""011·c<:; (~'"'1-lf'."-' ~, ·i '-'tf'or~ \•i"''···.-:. 'L.ll j~;.>yo--~ of· ((.'J-TC) 
...... • ·'~ 1.. ,.... .,, e. .. ~ ·l· ,..:~ . .,.. \.A. ~ --~ ..1: .. t_.. • _ v. JH ... _ _.. .... ") .. 
0 
r 
i 
r::-:---
1 
I 
I 
!~ 
I 
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Table XXI is a summary related to the data in 'rable XX, 
bui: lists the data in a different order of comparison. 'l'his 
table is a summary of the comparison of performances of high, 
medium, and low IQ comprehensive high school students with 
hisJh, medium, and low IQ continuation high school st.udents 
in the creative ability factors of Fluency, Flexibility, 
prchensive. h~.g:h sqhqql ,stv,rJe11:t.? scored significantly b.igher 
--·--.... ~·L~·~~-.. ~-··-•'' ' • o ' o •' ,,, •'!'" ''•' o-': \'' h~'_', '""' -,,• '' 
continuation high school students tested. Low, Medium, and 
<'''"'~...,,_,,c,<o''"'' '"'' ,_. •-·••', _.·,,. ,_.J- .;,.; '• .." ,· c.• •' '> • r o • • ... , "' • ' ,. ·- " - ' '• • •• ·, ', •' ' 
high IQ comprehensive high school si.:udents scored signifi-
than did the coni:inuat.ion hig-h school studen·t.s ·test.ed. 'I'here 
was no significant difference in mean scores obtained by 
comprehensive and continuation high school students tested 
in t.he crea.t:ive ability f<tetors of ~~I~luerlcl) and J~:lexibili t.y~ 
No :::.ignif:i.cant. differences in mean scorc~E~ were found for 
loVJ and medium IQ comprehensive and continuation high school 
st.uc'k!n·t~.:; b~sted in t.he crea.·tive ability factor of OriginaU:ty. 
VI I I • SUh'J!-12\RY 
This chapter presented the data in its statistical impli-
cations as they relate to this study. The level of confidence 
set for this invc-)st:i9ation wa:3 , 05. High IQ comvrehensive 
I 
~= 
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Tl\BLE XXI 
SUMMARY OF STUDENT 1 S t-'I'EST USING RA.W SCOHES FOR FLUENCY 
SCORES, FLEXIBILITY SCORES~ ORIGINALITY SCORES, AND 
ELABOH.A'I'ION SCORES ON 'l?HB TORRANCE TES'J? OF CREATIVE 
THINKING---FIGURl-\.L B, BE'l'WEEN LOW, MEDIUH, AND HIGH IQ 
COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOl, S'l'UDEN'I'S (CHS), AND LOW, MEDIUM, 
AND HIGH IQ COWI'INUATION HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS (CtHS) 
!>-! 
0 Medium IQ 17.07 i::! 
Q) 
:::5 
r--1 High IQ 14.30 rx., 
t·' Low IQ 11. 33 
·d 
...-1 
:~ Medium IQ 11.97 
·d 
~ Hig:b. IQ IlL 90 
~ ... ·--···----·--+----
·to L':Y~'l IQ 18. 93 
·rl 
r-1 
'
0 Medi urn IQ f:i 
•r-! 
b> 
·d r·i 1· IQ 1--! ·L.g 1 
0 
29.27 
32.53 
15.27 1. 80 .8736 N.S. 
15.27 - • 97 -· • 77 54 N.S. 
-+---··-------·----------·- -------------
10.23 1.10 
10.27 l. 70 
24.33 -5.40 
.23 .. 57 5.70 
22.30 10.23 
1. 04 9 3 
1.3653 
~1. 7417 
1.7334 
3.5777 
., 
N.S. 
"l b (N.S.') 
(N.S.)c 
(N.S.)d 
00 
~--.....-. -~--··-- .... ---· ... k--· .. ··~· ------~---- -¥--·--·~---·-··---~ .. --·-... ---------.. - ···~--~-·---... ·---....... -.......--· ___ ..._ ____ ~--¥-
s:: 
o Low IQ 43.70 20.01 23.64 2.5309 0 
-P 
ili ~· .:1 • ..I() }~ heu . .l.Um . 50.67 /.8,48 22.19 5.6557 ooc.. 
1?.,11 ~ f·Iigh IQ 
~il 
-· __ ... .,.._,.. ________ •¥ _________ _ 
36.77 00() 19.66 7.3878 
a. Scores in parenthesis are not considered statistically sig-
nificanJc for the normative comparison of dat:a in this investi-· 
gation. This data is recorded to alert future investigators 
of findings v7hicb ma.y be suqgestive of fm:t.her research. 
b. Not significant: for t.his .invE~etigat.ion,P < .10, in favor of (CHS). 
I! 
~ 
I 
cfl "f'J(Jt: sign . .i .. t.icEtnt. fc)r tl1is ilr\.rc~~·.:tig·at.:i.J.Jn,P<:: ~.20t :Ln. fervor C)f(C2tliS) ~ ~~ 
d. 1\!ot: significant for this inves!cigation r p < . 20 1 in favor of (ens) . 
0
, P < . 05; 0 0 , P <. 01; 0 0 0 , P <.. 001. 1\11 significant levels of 
confidence listed were in favor of (CBS). 
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high school students scored significantly higher in t:he 
creative ability :f:aQJ:9:r.9 o:f(briginalfl::y~' and Elabora·tion ·than 
did continuation high school students tested. Medium and low 
IQ comprehensive high school students, when compared to 
medium and low IQ continuation high school students, scored 
significantly higher in the creative ability factor of 
<Elaboration. 
High IQ comprehensive high school students scored sig-
nificantly higher in the creative ability factor of Origi-
nality than did the continuation high school students tested. 
J...ov1, medium, and high IQ comprehensive high school students 
scored significantly higher in the creative ab:i..J.:Lty factor of 
Elaboration than did the continuation high school students 
tE~St.ed. 
Fluency and Flexibility. failed to show a Biqnifican·t 
difh::rence between_loW', m~¢Li.urn, and high IQ cornprc.::hensive high 
school student::-:: tested and low, medium, and high IQ conJcinua-
tion high school students tested. 
No significant differences in mean scorc~s were found for 
. JQ~·v: ar.td mep.ium IQ comprehensive high school st:udent.s test.ed 
and low and medium IQ continuation high school students tested. 
Chapter V discusses the investigator's interpretation of 
the findings reportecl in thi:::; chapter. 'l'he inve~:tigator also 
offers recon@endations for further study. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS Bl\SE:D UPON 'l'HE INVES'l'IGATION 
AND RECOMMENDA'I'IONE:i FOR FUR'l'HER RESEARCH 
It was the purpose of this study to investigate and 
compare relationships which exist be·tween the tested creative 
counterparts in a comprehensive high school in Sacramento, 
California. Each of the hvo groups tested 1 comp:r:·ehensivE~ 
high school st:uden.'cs and continuat.ion high school students, 
were nt~ratified into three IQ groups, low, medium, and high, 
with a random sainple of 30 students being selected for each 
IQ cate;;Jory a·t each of t:hE: participating schools. C:r:eat.ivi.ty 
was measured for the factors of F'luency, Flexibility, Origi-
nality, and Elaboration. This study was organized and con-
duct.ed by lJ.sinq the research design an.d proceduJ'~es out.lined 
in Chapter III. The findings reported were based upon the 
ra\.Y score~ dat.a obtained from student scores on the '.rorrance 
This chapter is organized into si.x major section: in 
the fi:r:E.\1.: four sections, conclncions .based upon t.he invef.;tiga-· 
tion are presented relative to data reported in Chapter IV 
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regarding the four creative ability factors: (a) Fluency, 
(h) Fle~ibiJ.ity, (c) Originality, and (d) Elaboration. The 
fift.h sect:.i.on presents recormnendations for further study 
relating to the factors of creativity, and curriculum and 
instruction. The sixth, and final, section contains a con-
eluding statement. 
'rhe conclusions and recommendations which were obtained 
through this study are in terms relative to the assumptions 
and limitations stated in Chapter r. 
I. CONCirTJSION:3 DRAWJ.'J FROM THE INVES'I'IGATION 
The following conclusions were drawn as a result of this 
study. 'l'hey <lre out.lined under four major head.in~rs relating 
to factors of creative ability. These include: (a)· Fluency, 
(b) Flexibility, (c) Originality, and (d) Elaboration. 
E. Paul Torrance relates Flpencyto th~ production and 
"'""~''" .,~...,t.J'o•l C)l'"' ;l:·an·,,~·a·:,·:;;::l··:;·,in"' gJ'uen p""·L···.i .. od-_ of. +-.i .... m.:>. 1 
<1 ·- •. , .Jc .l. '-' • _ '· .. , , . .r .•• ---c :::; J.-·~---- ... '"'· .... :.:: -~- .. __ .• "" ..... , _ 
_ ,,/ . . . __ ,_,,,. 
The 
not substantiated, indicating that there was no significant 
................ ~~··•'··-··-~~.-~· ,.,._ ... -·.--.... '. . .. •: . 
difference in Fluency· }y::d:v,7eo:r~ low, mediurn, a.nd high IQ eleveni:h 
and bve:tft.h s;:cade continuation high school students and lovi, 
med:Lu.m 1 and h:Lgh IQ elt::Neni::h and twelfth cJra.de cornpreh(~nsive 
high sch.ool f.d:udontr::;. 'J'he dat.a suggests tha.Jc t:he students in 
J. .. !? """ 1 t ......... rt -.... · . ') ,._ 1" 1" ~ ·j ·t (. ~ .... \ t .' . .7~ . ··"l -. • .... ( ~1 ~ 1 ,... ('l 
u. Pc.t1.L. 'lor . .L i1.th .. -f. f he,\ cL0..~ .. 1 J C:r. (.(;1_ .. .L vc BC1r1VJ.Ol: Er .. g .... E.,JOO .. L 
"') . £·':,., l\T·>• ·Jo" • ""' • P"' .,_---:t··~.-·-·::;::-=::·::~:r·l·-·--·--I-·--·;-----·-]··9----6--:---c)·--·--·-··::_---· 2 a c; __ , ") (\'l C .• J •. J.._,, r __ ,,_,.., , vX'SC.J:, . .t:cn .. LC, .. 11<-<'--·r . nc. 1 .. J r },.p ..... c ._;U.<... 
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both the eleventh_and twelfth grade continuation high school 
groups and the eleventh and twelfth grade comprehensive high 
school groups did not differ from eac}1_ qtber _in the creative 
'~---- ''· .~ .. 
ability factor of Fluency. 
-"'"""~'"'~~ ........... ...,. • ~··-'"-•"--'·"·''"'" .,._·, .... -.. -::. -·--·"">-~'-·. -.--- .. ,_.,_ ... ,_, .,.-
The findings also indicate that IQ levels, lov1, medium, 
and high, have little bearing upon the ability of continuation 
high school students to score higher on the creative ability 
factor of Fluency than would the comprehensi9e high school 
students or vice versa. A comparison of the mean scores of 
low, medium, and high IQ continuation high school students 
with ·those of lm•l, medium, and high IQ comprehensive high Bchool 
students indicates a maximurr1 difference betw'een and wit.hin the 
groups of only three mean score units. All the scores were 
cluste:n.::.a. and vc:i:·y close tog·ether. 'l'hese findings, Bspecially 
when related to the creative ability factor of Fluency, were 
in keeping with the following rationale developed by Jacob W. 
_ ...... · 
(._Q~,"(:Z(:>Js and Philip W. J:ackson: . 
. . . If t.he correlations betv.Jeen intelligence tes·t scores 
and many types of creative performance are only moderate 
or low, and it is predicted that such correlations will 
be found, iJc is _L~(~c n;;'~. :~_l1e prir.na;;ry_ .~}~ .. :bJ:Lt:i.es. J:.~.PE~8;f:)D.t~(~t 
"~!]:_:thg.§.~-~-~::.S'~?.t~~--.·~~~0 _.nQ <:;tl r._J:rrJ>~?.E.t.~£.L .. f:~9.I .... r;.&·.~<:JJ;Jy:.~, .e.~_l}~,Y~.5?T. 
It is also because t~e pr1mary abilit1es represented 1n 
t.ho::.>e ·teBt.s are~J:~9:t._::tll .. jcmP():f_i~c:lDJt:: fqr ... crs:~1tJY~!~.;:havior ~ 
It is also bec!aw.:;c f;ome of the pd.rnary abilities h,:,p·od:arit 
for creative behavior are not represented in the test 
at~ all. 2 
2Jacob w. Getzels and Philip w. Jackson, Creativity and 
In·telU.qence (Nel·v York: cl.olm W.il.ey [;. ~.:ons, Inc·:-;··-1.'96 2 )"·;------
p·:··---6·-;-~--·---·---
~ : 
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This data also indicates that the many varied reasons, 
truancies, behavior problems, pregnancy, etc., for the referral-
of comprehensive high school studen·ts ·to the continuat.ion high 
school have little bearing on the mean scores obtained by 
these students on the 'l'orranc_e Test of Creative Thinking on 
t.he creat.ive ability factor of Fluency. 
[_ 
I 
I? lex·-· ~~.J::J--,_?-' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Torrance stn·tes that. 11 t.his kind of thinking enables a 
person t.o keep ou-t of ruts by __ j p,r\lpipg readiJy f:rom one :L:r:ain 
of thought to another in ·thinking of_: new . uses_ for devices or 
produc-ts. 11 3 
The null hypotheses relating to Flexibility, H2a, H2h, 
and n2 _, were not substantiated, indicating that there was no ~ '--
significant difference in Flexibi.li ty beh;een low 1 medium, 
and high JQ eleventh and twelfth grade continuat.ion higb schc;.ol 
students and low, medium, and high IQ eleventh and twelfth 
grade comprehensive high school students. 
The data suggests that the students in bot~ the~ontinua-
t.ion high school qrortps and tb.'::.~ co~np:r:ehens.i.ve high school_ 
factor of F1exi).:d~lity. . ~L'hc conti.nuat.ion group[-l v.1e:ce just: as 
flexible in drawing responHes as were the comprehensive groups. 
This vvould rmg·qest that~ the con.-tinuat:Lon high school groups 
were just as capable of viewing objects as having characteristi.cs 
of many categories as \vere thE~ comp:r:ehensiv·e hi<;Jh school groups 
test.ed. 
3'l'c>·1-.. ,~ '" .,.1c··e-•. • .~. L"..•. .. .. f 303. 
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The difference in mean scores in the creative ability 
factor of Flexibility was only four percentage points between 
the comprehensive high school groups tested and the continua-
tion high school groups tested. This small difference would 
indicate that the two groups were very similar in this creative 
abili.t.y factor. 
indicates that the creative ability factor of Flexibility has 
consistently shown some small relationships to performance in 
mathematics and in some instance to achievement in physics. 
It was found, for instance, that there was an averaae correla-
,. ., '-· •·" - '. _. .... " ' .. -~. " .. -· ;::; . . . . . .... -. ' -. . -... "' 
t:ion vlith achif:>.ve.men·t in maH1ematics of ... ~~}}<ul..c:J.othc~. re]_at.ion 
to grades in phys~cs t() b~ .. 23. Among aircraft engineers a 
score for Flexibility correlated .31 with the criterion of 
rate of increase in pay. Guilford stat:es ·tha·t "Quantitative 
thinking that involves relatively novel problems seems generally 
to bE) related to the creative ab:Ll:i.-l:y factor of Flexibility. n 4 
T'he p~_?..~!.~~-e:t~ . ...:~.QL_~ 9 'L? ___ ~:~J25?._rt ·-~f_!2_<_?_l}i~~~E.~: 'I~es i: ___ Scor~?_ 
for the Sacramento Ci.ty Unified School District5 indicates a 
--· .. -~-~----·------------......... -.'"!-·""""-·-···~-·-·--··-·-- ··-~----- ...... --------~-------¥·-----
significant difference in scores between the achievement t:est 
scores of continuation high school students and their compre-
hensive high school counterparts. These difference~ in 
4,L P. Guilfo:r:d, "'rrait.s of Creativity," Creativity and 
.f!:E? ____ ~~~~-L!:.J.::Y.~~--ti~E.. (New· York: Harper & Row, 1959T;}?--:--146:----
r· 
=>sacramento Ci t.y Unified Schoc)l Dist.rict, "DE-~cember 10, 
1972 Eeport: of 1\ch:Levmnent 'T'eBt Sco:r:es, Sacramento City 
Unified School Di st.rict, 11 19 7 2 EeE>earch BuLLetins, Sacramento 
City u ni fie d s c h 00 J ]) i s t r i c.~--F·-·-Ts-:.:-lc!i· a Tnc~"i1f(:;--~--si:1(::r aine"n t.o·---c-~:rry·--··----
-u---..--f~--y--:;:-d'·---·--;;--:-;;:--- .. --l---·c:i·:•--;,:-t-:-:-~---~:-l .. ·--··--·J·· -;::,~,,. / ) ·· 4 C) 
n1 .l<:. ,.)c£J.oo. L.t.._, .. r .•. c ~ 1 • ..1 /_.,, p ... 
~ 
I I: 
' i 
• II ,-= 
- 1.42 -· 
achievement test scores which range, in the case of mathematics, 
in the lower quartile for continuation high school students 
do not account for their nearly equal showing in the creative 
ability factor of Fluency. This study indicates no siqnificant 
difference in the creative ability factor of Flexibility 
between the ccntinuation high school groups tested and the 
comprehensive high school groups t.ested. 'l'he poor showing of 
continuation high school students on the mathematics portion 
hensive high school peers, indicates some degree of inconsis-
tency in the correlation discussed by Guilford and the results 
obtained in this investigation. 
Kalil I. Gezi indicates that there is research which 
shows that t.he:r.:e is a relationship bet:ween creativity and 
"""''F_,,,,,•_ 
achievement. He relates that Getzels and Jackson found that 
the achievement of creative students as we~l as stydents with 
-~2~.<Jh. lQ' s. .VIer~ ?UP§r,for .'t:() the ~c!).Je.y~m~rl;{;: of the school p~pu"·· 
lation t~.s .. cl whol(3~_ Gezi refers to a s·tudy by Yamarnoto who 
found that highly creative students were significantly better 
in achievement than low creativity students. 6 
The poor showing of continuation high school students on 
standardized achievement tests is well known among continua-
tion high school educators, and is emphasized by John R. Eales 
6Kalil I. Gezi & James E. Myers, "Creativity: Its 
Meaninq and Development: I II r.['e.a.ching in Arnerica.n Culture 
(New York: Holt r.U.nehart. ~1r1cr·-·-wir1~~lon-,--~GiC:.i"-:--;.-·-j_9K8T:-}:;-~- 3 99. 
~---
I 
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in his f}.:.i:P --~h9e:t::_~~~o~~:nuation Edu~ation. 7 Wri·tten tests 
requiring a high degree of reading comprehension are generally 
abhored by continuation high school students. It may be that 
~.1-<~~~c.<!.~.SI~-~.:.:..~.hieve~~!~~Test. Glen H. Elder, in discussing 
!~2..~§choo~j.n:;r__o~_-i:h~9utsiders 8 , relates to the underachieving 
nature of the continuation high school students and to their 
abhorrence of taking written tests. The picture-drawing type 
account £or the insignificant difference in Flexibility scores 
obtaii1ecl. by the comprehensive and continuation high school 
comparative qroups. 
Torrance states that ''originality involves the production 
of clever or(1ir1conm1on" "r(~·sponses t:o specific situations. An 
'> F 0•<,,• /' "' 0 "'• F ,< .• "c 0 ~- • • 
example would be vv-ri t.ing 1 It's time t:o. retir~' as a caption 
_:t:or (1 pi(:':t-\J:r.:e of a sleepy child standing _ne9r a vmrn ti~.:-e." 9 
The null hypotheses relating to Originality, H 3 , and ~a 
B:3b' VJ"ex:e not substant.iat.(:;dr indicating that: ·there was no 
significant difference, beyond the .05 level of confidence, 
in Originality between low and medium IQ eleventh anc'J twelfth 
7John R. Eales, Clip Sheet on Continuation Education 
( (" - c· r rl me·, 1·' ·to " ,., ~ ·1 :t' .co .,..-n---::-;··-·s-•-r· ~-::;:.:-e·:--D··::..:; p a r-=-t·:·J-Tl;;,~:.-~t·:-o. f---'R-a'-;-1--C·-··a.~::-Jr-o--r·-;·--·-t..)Cl ~ c;..,l :.. "· t> \..-Q ..... l . . L. .Ll.,.~. '- ~Cl l. ..:::.. ~ · ...... ).t - -'-' -\. C ,_ • .1. f 
Division of Instruction, October, 1972), pp. 5-6. 
() 
0 Glen H. Elder, The Schooling of the Outsiders (Berkeley, 
Ca. 1 i f o rn i a ~ Bay 1\re a.-r~d u c."i:i .. Fion~-·-:R:(~~s-e cu:·C'ii--sel.:vrc·c~;··-r 9 6 6 ) , 
pp. /. S·- 4 0 • 
.. 
c;_··_ 
b------
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grade continuation high school students and low and medium 
IQ elevetith and twelfth grade comprehensive high school · 
st:udents. 
The data sugg~sts that the students in both the low 
and medium IQ continua'cion high school groups t:.ested a.nd t.he 
Jyw and medium IQ comprehensive l1,igh .scp.QQl groups t~~?ted .. 
_.... '" • .-> ' ;.- r-r .- ., - . . . • ···~ • 
did not differ from. each other in the crea~ci,:v~ qbiJ.:i, ty fac:~tor 
of Originali~y. This data would suggest that the low and 
medium IQ continuation students tested were as adroit in the 
prod.uction of clever or uncommon responses to specific si tua·-
·tions a::: were the low and medium IQ cornprehensive high school 
stude~ts tested. 
ThE! null hypot-:hesis, H3c, "t·vas subst.antiat.ed, indicaU.ng 
that there was a significant difference, beyond the ~os 
'•' •. •,. ~· .... ,. ,. ''"''" '~--c•• • • " • '., .. • •. •' • '• '• ' --•. ,., • • .. ' ' " ·, • ' 
level of siq·nificance, in Originality between high IQ eleventh 
c'•·•- •",••r•, • • ''<.' '"' •,, ·"'' .c,,< ,'. ,,•,_, •\•<•· •• '" •. ''•_.,.o•,• J ,,. '• ·'-' .,._, 
and t:welft.h -::rra.de cornpr.-ehensive high school students tested 
and high IQ continuation hiqh school students tested . 
.' ~ ,. ' "' - . ' . . .. , .c 
The data suggests fhat the high IQ students in the 
~.· .. ,·,~· ····'·--~ .. · .. ,- ....... 
elc~vent.h and twelfth grade comprehens:Lve· ti.r~:rh school \group 
--·~·--·---~--·-· ------ ......... y ................. ""'" •••• ,... • ......... , .... _ -··· •• - ................ ·-·· 
.r·--·· ···-
SCOred significantJ.y (higher ·,on the cJ::-eati.v~ _abil:i. ty factor of 
••• ;;_,_ , .. , •• -. ~ >< •• -
_Origina1it.y t:ban did the hi~ih IQ f3tuderd:s in t:ho eleventh and 
twelfth grade cohtinuation high school group tested. This 
WOUld SU9ges t ... :~~}~.~~-~: .... ~:.!::C:}l_~~fl!. ~~9. C~<:Jffipl'ehens ive h~_c;h sy:J1<JOJ.: .~roup 
·tested \\ras more produ.cti ve in t.he production of q~ey~:r;?_oxz: un·-
. ·· ... ,.-.. , 
si tuaU.ons. Orig·inali·ty is 
R~ 
~ 
E----
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indicated by scores in which the keyed responses are weighted 
in proportion to their infrequency of occurrence in the popu-
lation of examinees. The high IQ. eleveni.:h and twelfth grade 
compiehensive high school students tested had a mean score in 
the creative ability :factor of Originality which ranked close 
to the upper quartile in the normative population. The mean 
T-score for the comprehensive high school group tested, as 
indicated in Appendix E, was 11; whereas, it was 53 for the 
continuation high school group tested. 
I ·rl{··eJ ., 1' a-,1·1ce· ,_;,_~:::..::..:..:::..: _ _:;~ __ :;: ___ .:_:.. I indicates in his s-tudy that --~----g~Ii:0:i.l}_l~v~1. of_ 
il?'l:_~:q_:igenc~e is. nec:essary-_ in orde:c for (:l person ·to be highly . 
creative. 'rhis level, he infers, is an IQ which lies between 
.. ,_ ' . ~-- .. 
He states that beyond this level intelligence does 
-------·-·····--- .... - -· ··-
115--120. 
not seem to make ~Hq~di~f~ren?e in creativity~ He adds that 
intelligence, as measured by IQ tests, is not a sufficient 
criterion of creativity. He continues by saying that a person 
he can J h . \. ., . t -, J .• - t lt' 1 ·t t·' . 10 Je . 1.g1.Ly ln. e_ .. J .. geil a .. no~Jg .1 no_. c:r~ . .:l.. J .. ve. 
Robert D. Strom,_tn discussing the education of dis-
advantaqed youth, indicat.es that many of these youngs·ters 
··" ..... ' "-"• '· ., .. ~-- .... . . . . - . 
co1ne from homes which are lacking in varied experiences. Few 
O:f these StUdent.S r he indicateS 1 have t:rav·eled beyond their 
own neighborhood. Many, he adds, are addicted to watching 
many hours of ·television. They are isolates, or loners, and 
. "~-- ... ·- ,. . ... . . . " 
., 0 
~ Gezi, lac. cit. 
~---
B-
~ 
R--- -
t';-----
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have had li t.tle cha.nce to broaden their ~XPE?:ri~p-t,ia,l_ horizons 
beyond ·their mm cul~13:~~~_experien~e. This cultural experience, 
he adds, is not the kind reflected in many of the standardized 
tests administered indiscriminately to youths of all races, 
cultures, and creeds. 11 
The reasoning used by Strom may apply to continuation 
high school students since, as Eales indicates, many are from 
.. ---.. 
disadvantaged homes where there may be only one parent, or 
12 
where the annual wage is at the subsistence level. The lacK, 
.<?~. ahqme environmen-t .v!h:Lc.b is r;~qh in experiences and which 
the high IQ contin~~tion hish school students scored signifi-
cantly lower on the crea_i:ive abilit:y fac·tor of Original i t.y 
than did the high. IQ comprehensive hi9h school s·tudc-nts. The 
isola_-te nature of the C()~~-~in:t-~ation higl:'\ school st.udent may 
........ --.·'-'"""' 
also affect his ability to excel in the creative ability 
factor of Originality. 
Voss has oescr.ibed continuat:.ion high S(;!l1;()Q1 students as 
students -~ow i.n self concepL These students, he adds, have 
a low acceptance of self and in acceptance of others exhibit 
high anx.i.,~ty, :Lmpuls i veness, low morale, over:dependence, and 
a marked tendency to accommodate others. These students, he 
11nobert D. Strom, 11 1\ H<.;al:Lstic Cur:ciculum for t.he 
P:cedi.ct:Lve Dropou·t 1 ;, 'J'he Di~-;advantaged and Po-tential Dropou-t, 
p. - ) r"'111 -+·! c~ ("") 7p .... ,.._··-··r0--;-··-·····;:-···r.::-{~---~--=-·------;-.:.-.~--:r-·'":--.~:-·~----iL--·-.:----··;:·~---:;·-----
_cd , Jc hn '-- --1 •. J . .., G _.v. an 1 \ .::.> pr: J.n :1 r:_,_ e .Ld t Ll. J ~-no .J..~, • Cna1. J.e.., C. 
Thomas, 1966), pp. 293-309. 
12 ,'' 1 ,_, C' F.a. -----··' 1 loc" cit. 
,; 
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relates, are isolates and tend to have few friends. 13 With 
this description in mihd, it app~ars as though another block 
to being creative is inherently present in th~ continuation 
high school student's personality. 
Lack of a sti~ulating env~ronment in the home, the 
isolate nature of the continuation high school student, and 
his poor self image may all three tend to weigh on the ability 
of the continuation high school student-: to at least equal his 
con~prehensi.ve his-Jh school counterpart in the creative ability 
fact:or of Originality. It appears as t.hmJ.gh a rebel--like or 
non-conforming nature, in the case of the GQ~t~nuation high. 
school studeni.:;: may be coupled with ot11~J.::- fac·tors wl1ich may 
hinder, rather than enhance, the ability of the continuation 
hi9h school st~udent to achieve his creative abilit.y po:Lent:ial 
in the area of Originality . 
. ,_ 
though an enriched experiential background would allo0 for a 
greater number of cornbinat:ions o:r: ideas f·:-o;n which one could 
draw in order to comr~ up with uncommon responses. 'I'hE-! compara·-
tively richer horne life, and a comparatively healthy self image 
may be reasow:; wh:'{ the e1event.:h and t.welfi.:h qrade high IQ 
1 \rohn VJ. Voss, Handbook on Continuat:ion Educat.ion in 
Ca. 1 .if o:cn :l. a. ( s a.cramen ·to-:····-B ur(~C::i.-l1._o_f:_ifTemeriFa-ry·-·~ii1."2f-·s·0~-co1:i2lai"y 
liCiu-c~a"tTorl--~-- ca.lifo:rn:La state Department of Educu.U.on, 1968), 
p. 27. 
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comprehensive hi.qh school group t.es·ted did significantly 
better on that portion of the test which dealt with the 
creative ability factor of Originality. 
Elabora:tion 
Torrance states that ''the Elaboration score reflects the 
SUbject. 1 S o.bili ·ty to .. ?eveJ.Op 1 eirLbroider· 1 embellish 1 Ca.rry Ollf) 
"'-B--
~ 
~---·---
·c;------
<=-~-
. • . ,, .. ... .. • .. "14 
~------~-~J~:b~D~GSP alo_bor:o.±e:JJ.J0@··G-£··~.-~~~~-~-~------------------------------------------=== 
The null hypotheses relating to Elaboration, H4a, H4b, 
and H-."', wert:~ subs·tanH.ated 1 indicating tlw.Jc there was ~.-~ig~· 
t.)i: ....... 
nificant difference, beyond the .05 level of confidence, in 
Elaboration bt~hveen ·lo\-J, medium, and high IQ eleventh and 
.:, ~··· . . ;-. . .. ' . . ..... _. . 
t.welfth g-rade continuation high Bchool si.:udents and lor,..,r, 
medium, and high. IQ e1Gventh and ·twelfth grade cornpn:~hens:Lve 
high school students. 
The data suggests that the students in the low, medium, 
~md high IQ continuation high school groups tesJced and the 
low, mediumr and his;h IQ comprehensive high school groups 
factor of E:l<:;.bora U .. on. 1~is data would also suggest that the 
t.e3t;ed w·8J~e JP:?E~;~-~~~;~:.C::. t:o 9.?Y.?.~·.c?Pr...~-~.!·.c;_.~.9<:~~.t. .... ~nif?.9~~j:.9J'l/ ... Sl?:EEY 
out, or ot.he:nv:Lsc e labor at<:~ ide:o.s . t:han \\'ere the low, medi urn, 
.,..,, -~·-.. "'"'_ •• -..~..---- ... ·"·-·-··•·• --· · • •-.·-.' u" •· ·,., .,-•• • ·-·•··.·-~-· r.~><·-.··, ·.;.;.,_. ~:--' " ·.,-- ••• _,,. · ··. ".·' ·.• · · • '• · • • . :·· ·- • ·-.• r·. •.:. i ! ·-.i'' • ·'·' ·.· " ·' ····- ''"'''• _, •.. ""'"···'~·-·'' '·· .. . .. -
and high IQ_continuation high school students tested . 
. • .. -- ., ,-~·.-,:-.. :- .. : ...:.-·:. ___ ,. ~ ... -.·-~-
14'J_'orrauce, J..oc .. cit:. 
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The findings obtained in this investigation tend to 
support those reported by Torrance~ suggesting that delin-
quents and school dropouts seem to be characterized by lmv 
Elaboration scores, although they may have high Fluency, 
15 Flexibility, and Originality scores. 
In his discussion on the development of ·the ability to 
elaborate r 'l'orrance indicates that students wh.o score low on 
'«J>t-<.:...:.,..:;...,.:v~•-.>o~M~~•~'"' "-'•'~'•-'~~.·- '''-('•_.<''> •C• 
of their potent.ial achievement because ·t_J_1~y ____ f_a:q ·to :fo~Jow .. ,.. I 
- (j 
through. These students, he adds, are generally those who 
·~:···· . . ·-
have }!:Ot. hq_d ·the trainJ11g to fqll()""_ through or1 1~heir_ id1~as 
and_ yJ.c.Yt'k out their full implic§lt.ions. He continues his dis-
cuss ion by inferring tha·t these incli v:Lduals rnay fa:i.l to reach 
an important discovery just because they did not press their 
tl . k. f 1.- 16 -lln 1ng · ar enou~1. 
Elder, in his discussion of The Schooling of Outsiders,· 
-- ____ , ______ , ... ..._,_.._:-__ ~·---·----·--··-~-----
indicates that continuation high school students typically do 
·tasks. He ascribc~f; this lack of follov;-through ·to the many 
failures in class vmrk t.ha.t i:::he continuat:ion high school 
::.:;tu.dent. has experie:"!nced th.:coughout: his public school carec~r. 
These students, he continues, generally have podr school 
attendance, and generally have a low regard for academic 
school work. Be adds that continuation high school students 
E>::eorrance, .?JL: ...... ?):_~-·, pp" 310-·311. 
16 r1-· 1' d 
. J-J. ~ 
~----
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generally score low on achievement tests and that they generally 
abhore the taking of standardized tests. 17 
Strom has indicated in his study that the potential dropout 
generally has difficulty with abstract reasoning, generalizing, 
analyzing, and inferring relationships. He adds that the po-
tential dropout has form perception abilities and sensory-motor 
and spatial relationships which are below normal. Strom con-
tinues by stating that the potential dropout shows limitatj_on 
in his ability to communicate effect.ively, planninq and com-
pJ.etJ.ng assignments, and sustaining attentj_on and interest. 
Strom 1 s st:udie~l ind:Lcat.e ·that ·the po·ten·t:ial dropout is likely 
to be a loner, reject . .insT or being rejected by his peers. 'rhe 
home of the potent:ial dropout, Strom coni:irrnes, may n.:.~flect 
cult:ural pattern::; different from or incompatible with those of 
the school, so that parental support of his adjustment to 
education is not forthcoming. 18 
'I'he date<. obtained in Chapter IV indic;:;d:es that; the. con:-
t.i11~1ation. high scrwol does not cont:ain a. reservoir of highly 
creative st~v.dents. 'I'he data sug~rests tha.-l: there may be seve:cc'J.J. 
factors which tend to adversely affect their creative potential. 
t'.lany cont.in1.1aL;_on hiq;l school students appear to comE~ from homes 
where the complet:io:n of a task is not stressed. 'J'h.is ma,y be 
due, as SJ::~~~~E~-~has il1dica.t.ed, t.o a lack of proper supE:J.:·v:i.sion in 
19 the home due to absentee or working parents. - The fabtors of 
17-r.•Jrle·r c·J, .. c1.'f· 
.w - .... t, - , ••• ~.t:~-~---~ --=--~:. ~ f 
19 } . d I )J ..• 
t;.-----'------=-
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\" 
negative self image, self isolation, and poor supervision in i-
the home all seem to weigh adversely in the development of ~-R-·-
Elaboration skills in the low, medium, and high IQ continua~ ~ ~--t=!' ____ _ 
tion high. school student. ~ --
E __ 
I 
II. RECO.HMENDATIONS FOR FUR'J.'HEF. S'I'UDY 
I 
'I'he findinqs of this studv run coun·ter t:o thOS.£~'3-llg.g_(',~--u::]'-----------,=-c= 
~-
as the main thesis of this study. It was suggested that the 
rebel-like or nonconforming behavior of continuation high 
school students was conducive to creative behavior, and that 
continuation high schools m~y have more than their share of 
highly creative students. It is evident from the data collected 
in this study that more data is needed on the variables which 
characterize the highly creative individual. Further studies 
are needed to define more compn:~hensively ·those character traits 
wh.i.ch are held in common by highly creative individuals. 
This study suggests that there i.s little significant 
difference be~1een continuation and comprehensive high school 
studenb3 in. the creat .. ive ability factors of F1uency and J?J.exi~ 
b:i..lity. In the crea.tlVE::! ab:i.lity fact.o:r: of Originality, there 
\\7cW no sis;n:i..ficant difference be·tween low and high IQ con·· 
tinuation high school students tested, and low and high IQ 
cornprehensi ve hi9h school students tested. Medium IQ coritinua.·-
tion high school student:s t:ested, and medium IQ comprehensive 
• !!
1-.-
~ 
c: 
!: 
~--
L-"·-= 
,~:-_ 
:.:....:....:.. 
~
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high school students tested differed significantly in the 
creative ability factor of Originality. The study indicates 
B---
that medium IQ comprehensive high school students are more ' ~ -~ t:i'---
creat:ive than medium IQ continuation high school students. ~-
In terms of the creative factors tested, it appears as 
though, in those areas in which a significant difference was 
observed, ·the comprehenEd.V<:! high school students are generally 
more creative than the cont:inua·tion high. school student.s par-
ticipating in the study. 
The findings in Chapter IV suggest that there are three 
ax:·eas in this study which need further clarificat.ion in order 
to further distinguish the creative ability of low, medium, 
and high IQ continuation hiqh ~1chool and low, medium, and 
high IQ comp:n::::hensive high school student.s. 'rhese t:wo areas 
are the creative ability factors of Flexibility and Originality. 
'I'he level of confidence obtained when comparing medium IQ con·~ 
t.inu.a:tion high school students and medium IQ comprehensive high 
school students in the creative ability factor of Flexibility 
was . 20. 'rhe level of confidence obi:a.ined '~'!hen comparing low· 
IQ coni:inuat.ion hiqh school st.u.denl:s "~tli th low IQ comprehE:msi ve 
high school. students for i:he creative a.bili"l::~l factcn: of Origi·-
nality was .10 .. A .. 10 level of confidence was also obtained 
when comparing medium IQ continuation high school students with 
= 
mediu.m IQ comprehensive b.iqh school students for: the creative 
ability factor of Originality. 
·-.153 -
Ther~ also appears to be a discrepancy in the creative 
abilit.y factor of Originality. The high IQ comprehensive high 
school students tested scored significantly higher than did 
the high IQ continuation high school students tested. The 
medium IQ comprehensive high school students did not score 
high enough c:tbove the medium IQ continuation high school 
students to achieve significance at the .05 level, the level 
of confidence which must be exceeded for this investigation. 
The .10 level of confidence was, however~ achieved in favor of 
·the medium IQ compreb.E:~md.ve high school st:udents. 'l'he low IQ 
continuation high school students, on the other hand, obtained 
higher scores on the creative ability factor of Originality 
than did the low IQ comprehensive high school students tested. 
The diff0~:r~·,:mce in mean scor'es for the bvo groups tested was 
confidence level set for this investigation. 
confidence wa~..;, howeve.:r . .~ ,gxce(:!ded in favor of the 1ow IQ con·-
~~~ ....... __ ,,..,,...- •. ·~--~· .••. -. • .•• .-• _. .-· • ·•·~rr. ·• • •• J._~.,~ .• h.•;,'." • .. "" .• .- ·•·' ·"" - • · · · '"··~· ~ .:· · ·,· '•'0 · ·• •• , 
t.inua.t.ion hi~:-;h school students. I·t is r therefore, recommended 
that. in future ~.;tud.i.es concerning the relationship of creai:i.v.i i:y 
to low, mediumr and high IQ continuation high school students, 
and 10\,1;. msdiLtm, o.nd high IQ comprehensive hi9h school st.udent:s 
that studies related to the creative ability factors of Flexi-
bi li t.y and Or:Lgina 1 i ty (j)·~._~· ;~f;l:i.c~~--i~ed. 
"•.-·~····•·--. '"'~---~"-r•"<•P ''"""' ·---- -,,., .~· 
OnE~ of the major problents which occurred du:cin~J t.he :i.n-
vestig.ation wets r~lated to the administration of the Torrance 
~; 
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continuation hi.gh school students. Some students were noi 
Once they made up their 
minds to take the test, it seemed apparent that some students 
·"·1. --- , ••••..•• ' ••• ___ .,., .• , -~. ,.,, ··-- • -- .••• ' ' _,. ,. __ ~- ••. ,,.- ' ··"·"• .. "-
ma.y no·t have Y.lOr,~ed __ :to capacity. 
.... _ ... ..,, .. "'~'"'-"'" ,. 
'I'hey became (cLL~~our~g~d 
~-., 
quite easily, and gave up the chore of answering the questions 
several minutes before t.h~- ~~~:Lgn(lted 'l:ime pe1.·:L()g h~d e:x:pix:ec1~. 
It has become appareni.: to ·the investigato~_!:J:lslt.th~ .. Gontinu.J.~: 
t.ion hig:tl_$<:!llOvJ s:tud0nt9 _ t.esJced ccmld have bee:n?,~~~ter pr_E?~· 
arE!? _;~gr the ·test. __ I·t mig·ht. be helpful, in the event that 
this s·tudy is ~~~~plicated,- if t.he test on creativi·ty were ad·-
mini::>tcO!red as a par-t of t.he continl_lation high school student's 
Several of the continuation high school 
students participating in the study were hesitant in taking 
t:he ·test: bc~cause they. 'i'l·ere concE'~rned about: the complc~tion of 
It might also be advisable for a 
future investigator administering the test on creativity to 
con.t:inu.aLi .. on hit:Jb. school s·tuden·ts 1·-to limit the f>j.z,e. 1of their 
testing groups to ten. Continuation high school students are 
'." ..• ~., .. 
used i::.o world.n-:J 6n small individual basis. Groups of twenty 
V~bt."'n t.aJd.w:=r tl1e creativity -t:est in groups of b'mnty, ·thE! 
students appeared to be more hurried and frustrated than when 
groups of t.en wen~ administered the tes·L. 'l'he comprehensive 
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high school group tested did not seem to be disturbed, frus-
t.rated, or hurried when being tes·t.ed in groups of t.went.y. 
Because of the _o_v~~E~h~~!.fl.in~~ Il~J1"Lb~r of studel)}$)in the 
lower socio-economic strata attending the continuation high 
school studied, the relationship between factors of creativity 
and the socio-economic status of continuation high school 
students and comprehensive high school si:.:udents should also be 
explored. Since the schools participating in this study were 
from an urban setting, it is recommended that a fut~re study 
include an investigation of the creative ability factors re-
lating to students attending rural comprehensive high schools 
and rural continuation high'schools. 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Lov.r, medium, and high IQ continuation high school students 
participatirig in the investigation all scored significantly 
lower on the creative ability factor of Elaboration than did 
the low, medium, and high IQ comprehensive high school students 
part.icipatin~r in ·the study. Torrance has indicated that 
. -.. , .. ' ' ' ,_ ·~ ·-.. . - .. ~ 
studc:mi.:s who score low on the crea-L:ive ability fact.or of 
. ~·- '•""'"······-··-~··--· ·--~~-- .. -· · ...... ; .. ···"•'"" . ·.· .... .... .. ... . .... _ ' 
because ~cbey fa)~:-.!~0.. foJ).Oi\' through" 'l'hese student'3, he adds r 
are generally those who have not had the training to follow 
thn)ugh on t:heir ideas and ywrk _out .. ·thc~ir full implications. 20 
!. 0 'J'o-·x· "'l rl c E' 
- .l.c •. 'f loc. cit, 
,-o-
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This analysis of the student with a low Elaboration score 
indicates that something can be done to teach continuation 
. ~--- . . ·-· ~ '""· ·~- ~--··- . . .. .. 
complet.ion. I-t: is recommended that educators in the area. of 
continuation education consider the development of studies 
which would help in .Jl:le discovery of inst:ructional methods 
and techniques, and curriculum which would help to alleviate 
the continuation high school student's inability to elaborate 
at an acceptable level. 
Continuation high school educators have been aware of 
the cont.i.nuation high school student.' s laqlc qf :follqw:Lng 
thro_\l~Jt~. ()r" his in(il.Jilj.ty, or reluctance, to complete a :t.a::;k. 
onct=~ The failure syndrome has followed the continuation 
I 
I 
'I 
high scl1oo1 E:tuck:nJc throU<::fhOUt most Of his public school ca.reer. 
F!e expcc·ts ·to fail. t''or t:his reason, most COJTtinuation high 
schools have stressed success experiences. No ~or ~grades 
are given in any m1bject. 1\ s·tudent is allovmd to work on his 
lessons on an individual basis and at his own rate. He is not 
allowed to progress from one lesson to the next until he has 
mastered the preceding lesson. Indjvidual learning packages 
o:c6er t.hat r.n1ccess eXfK~rieuces might be rrta.xirni ze:-,d. Tho1Jgh 
these instructional techniques have been used by many con-
tinuation educators, they are noL being used universally. It 
is reco:nrnended tha·t fut~uJ:·e studies i.11clude an expe:riFi<;:n·tal 
... ,. ·-·-·-·•••••••-'"'' '>-••-•o•"•Lo•_., o •·•·•"'" .• 
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research design developed to determine whether this treatment 
would significantly affect the Elaboration scores of continua-
tion high school students. As mentioned previously, continua-
tion educators have been aware of the tendency for continuation 
studen·ts to shun responsibility --~~1~~-.:r::esist th(3 completion of 
tas]ss;. a,l:r:-~ady ~)E;Ogu11 ... This investigation is the first in the 
area of continuation education to indicat~ throcigh a scientific 
treatment, that continuation high school students ar~ less 
the comprehensive high.school. 
- ·.,. _.,-. o.·•c'.·'-~· -···•".do'>'•',···- , .. -.-•••, ,., .,·, .,.,· _ , ... _, .... , ,••.·· •• ,,,.,, 
'l'he. data in Chapter IV indicates that low IQ cont.inuation 
high school students had higher mean scores, significant at 
the .10 level of confidence, on the creative ability factor 
of Originality than did their comprehensive high school counter-
pc:n~ts. It is recommended that continuation educators capitalize 
on t.his t1~aii: and u:.>e it in ·the development. of a curriculum for 
low IQ_£ontinuation high school students which allows the 
t.eacher to be flexible and less r:L~id i11 ac~;epting solt:rtion~ 
~0 p~Qhlems.and. allow the student several alternative meU1ods 
for !~e solution of a problem. 
'J'he dai:.a in this st.udy clearly indicates th,:rt~ cont.inu.a.tion 
high school students need rernediation or tra:Lninq in the 
creative ability factor of Elaboration. The ability or desire 
to se_~ .C:l ta;:;k to complei;::i_or1~ j::s paramount to success in the 
workinq 1-wrJ.d. lvhen eve:1luating curricElum programs for stud(C~nt.s 
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in California's continuation education programs, the above 
significant findings of this study should be considered. 
Instructional methods and techniques, and the school curriculum 
should be revised and adjusted in order that the use and effect 
of these factors might better provide a more meaningful educa-
tional environment. 
~----------------------------~TTT~___r~tV.:LUD-k~~--S-~~Et~~~-------------------------------~ 
This investigation indica·tes that low, medium, and high 
IQ eleventh and twelf·th grade comprehensive high school students 
and low, medium, and high IQ continuation high school students 
are Inore alike than they are different. However, where differ-.. 
ences were found, the low, medium, and high IQ comprehensive 
high school students tested scored higher. Low, medium, and 
high IQ comprehensive high school students tested scored sig-
nifica.rrtly higher on the crea·ti ve ability fact~or of .Ela,bor.:atio_n. 
than did the continuation high school students tested. Medium 
IQ comprehensive high school students ·tested scored higher on 
t~he creaU.ve abiJ i·ty fac·tor o( ... QEigin(3,lj.ty than did t.he medium 
IQ continuation high. school studen-L~s tested. 'I'hese findings 
indicate a need for the development of curriculum and instruc-
tional metbods and techniqu~s which may help to alleviate 
discrepancies in these areas of creativity for students enrolled 
in California continuat~ion high schools. 
.. 
I 
I 
.. -
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There is a tremendous need for further research in the 
areas of creativity and continuation education. It is the 
.t--: 
sincere hope of this investigator that this study will provide 
the motivation needed to encourage further research in the ~~--
areas of creativity and continuation education. There is a 
need for the further delineation of these traits which more 
clearly identify the highly creative individual. There is 
also a need ·to develop a qreat~er undeJ.:'Sl;_a_n_din_g____n£___j:he ne-e.i'V,_· ------~ 
and problems of continuation high school students and how 
these needs and probl~ms might best be served by continua-
ti.on educators. 
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. APPENDIX A 
American Legion High School 
3814 Fourth Avenue 
Sacramento, CA 95817 
455-2651 
Student referred " 
--------,------(Last, 
Bir·thdate Grade 
Lincoln Continuation High School 
418 P Street 
Sacramentd, CA 95814 
444-6047 
~----(F"'rs t r·-----(M'TCfdl.e--~[nfEiaTf __ _ 
Sex 
~ 
~----
s----
~----------------------------------------~----------------~~--~E~&P~I~EI6~e'~-======~----~= 
P~rent or Guardian 
------··--------------------- ----------·--------· 
Horne Address Phone 
PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GOAL AF'l1 ER HIGH SCHOOL 
____ Employment _________ Military Service ~--City College 
Business or Vocational School Other 
REASON FOR REFERRAL 
A. Reading ( ) E. Behavior Problems 
B. Vvork F. Dislikes P. E. 
C. Health G. Academic Underachiever 
D. Ernot.ional Problems H. OthQr 
A.bove Belovr 
Averag-e~ Average Average 
Academic l~.chievemenJc 
Att:endance 
Nent:.al A.bilJ. ty 
Behavior 
Send with a copy of the counselor's 
record ca.rC:t t~o: 
Nr. Russell I;. Chimen:to, Principal 
limerican Leqion High School 
OH. 
Present Schedule 
Subject Grade 
Mr. George w. Sorenson, Principal 
Lincoln Continuation High School 
-----------Tschoo 1-)---------------
APPENDIX 13 
TI--ir:: UNivr.:::n::>n-Y oF GI?.OHGIA 
CCU .. f!:G\S 0:" f::DUCJ\T!ON 
Ot:;;PT. Of~ I'.:Tli..JCATIONAL PSYCHOL.OGY 
J>:nmNS, GEORGIA 30G01 
January 17, 1972 
Mr, Russell L. Chimento, Pr:Lncipal 
American Legion High School 
38J.If 4th AVf!nue 
Sacramento, California 9.5817 
Dear Hr. Chimento: 
- 169 .. 
I appreciate V<~ry much your letter of January 10, 1972, and I am 
glad to knov! of your research interest. Your hypotheses are quite in-
tersest.:i.ng and I th:Lnk there is a good chan.ce that they will be support·-
ed. 
Under separate cover I hav8 sent several reprints and mimeographed 
nJ.ateclals that wi11 answer some. of the questions you posr;;d :ln your let·-
teT. Tho fundame-ntal nonnat:Lves va.l:i.dity and reliability data are con-
tained :Ln tl-tc" tQchnicaJ.---norms manua,L ~ve have a :revised wanual ready 
but I am not. e£1rtain Hhen. :it w:Lll be pub:!.:i.shed. The materials I sent 
un.de:c Gc-opara.tr;. cover pr·0.scnt. sorne of the more recent validity studies. 
Best wishes fox the success of your project. 
EPT/hb 
Enc1.: Brocb.u.re 
Sincerely, 
E, Paul Torrance, H(~ad 
Educational J!sychology Dept, 
325 Aderhold Ha11 
~-
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1\..PPENDIX C 
"I've just finished reading E. Paul Torrance's 
article, 'Creative Kids' (January), and find 
that many of the things he says concerning 
creative children an~ in agreement with my 
hunch that studen·ts in continuation hi~rh schools 
are more creative than students in the regular 
or compreh(~nsive high schools. I am in the 
process of writing a doctoral dissertation con-
cerning -t~hi s hunch. My dis se:r.tation is based 
on a study I made to ascertain, through the use 
of the Torrance Test of Creativity, the inci-
dence of creativity among deviant youths 
attending· continuation high schools." 
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APPENDIX D 
.. Ab'~'.L. .,., J_ .c ~ - .,,·-·· •• ,. Mean T-Scores on Crea~lve lLlLY ~ac~ors OL FLuency, F~ex1n1l~~y, Or1g1na~1ty ~ .,..., - b .._ . ~ - .,.. Q w· ,.:l • T h . ..::J -- • ' I 0 ro I , • - • h c.na .t.~a- oraL-lO:rl IOr .WO'..V ..L .. r neulUin -'-'>-<; aD.v. i:i.lgn -\. ~ompr€!nenSlVe I-ilg_. 
School (CHS) Students Tested, and Low IQ, Medium I~, and 
Hish IQ Cont.inua.tion High School ( CtHS) Students Tfsted 
'""'"' , . I ,- --~-----------
IQ 
I----~--~~ 
Fluency FleXlbillty l Orlglnallty I Elaboration I 
. l . I i II (CES) l (CtHS) (CHS) l (CtHS) I (CBS) I (CtHS) ! (CHS) i (CtHS) . 
I - - J 
Mean T-Score 
Le~?els 
!- I 3,.. 6 l ~ 4 ~ 1 .., s ~ l 3 s 1 ~-- 4 9 3-1 -~ c ~Ll-- --~r-----4---8 ~ ~~--4-~o 4~--~ 
,.LtO ';tJ" i _:) . ! - . .L ! .) . ..J I • • ! _:) 0 • • I • .L I . ' 
I ! ! I ! I !' I ~"1edium !1 39.3 l 36.4 !! 38.6 !1. 36.3 j 65.5 64.9 l 61.8! 43.9 j , l I I 1 't 
! I I . i I I I . 
!High I 34.8 ! 36.5 t 38.6 I 39.9 !! 71.1' 53.6 ! 60.0 I 37.4 I j l l I • I l 
~---------~----~~--------~------~------~------~----------r------~------~ 
I' II I illil ~liiiT'IiirTii'lll I. l'la.ITII!BW:' ' "1[1 li"11lllliT1W~ · ' I. 1.1.1:. I ! '''I II ! 
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APPENDIX E 
Raw and T-Scores for 
High IQ Comprehensive High School Students 
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l"igural 'I'est.s 
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APPENDIX F 
Raw and T-Scores for 
High IQ Continuation High School Students 
·., ~ 0 ~". - .. -------.~-...--·- .. -'1-----·-------·-----~----
----- .. ,-...-------... ~-.,.----~c-•... ----------·-"'"··------·~··~ 
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APPENDIX .G 
Raw and T-Scores for 
Medium IQ Comprehensive High School Students 
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APPENDIX H 
Raw and T-Scores for 
Mediv.m IQ Continuation High School Students 
Figural 'l,ests 
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:= 
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APPENDIX J[ 
Raw and T-Scores for 
Low IQ Comprehensive High School Students 
--~--- ---"1--· .. ----· ... -·-·-·----------...-.. ----....----... -----·~---·------~--~----
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Figural Tests 
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APPENDIX ,J 
Raw and T-Scores for 
Low IQ Continuation High School Students 
-------··---------------------------------------------------------
Figural 'l'es ts 
'· ..... _ ....... 
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL STNI'EMEN'I' 
NAJ11B: Russell Louis Chimen-to 
BIR'fH: ,Tune 15, 1926 at Pueblo, Colorado, U.S.A. 
EDUCA'riON: Elementary, Junior High, and Senior High Schools, 
Pueblo, Cblorado; B.A. Zoology, University of Colorado, 
1950; B.S. Chemistry, University of Colorado, 1953; M.S. 
Chemistry, Arizbna State University, 1960; Shell Oil Merit 
Fellowship Winner, Teaching of Chemistry, Stanford 
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in Chemistry, 1~63; University of the Pacific, Stockton, 
Ed . D • , 19 7 2 • 
POSI'.riONS: Chemist, Colorado J?uel and Iron Corp. , Pueblo, 
Colorado, 1950-51; Instructor of Chemistry, Biology, Physics, 
Trigonometry, Geometry, and Journalism, Holly Union High 
Schoolr Holly, Colorado, 1951-54; Instructor of Chemistry and 
Physics, Vilhite Pine Union High School, Elyr Nevada, 1954--58; 
Uni versi i:y of Nevada, H.eno, Nevada 1 Instructor of Chemist.ry, 
1958-59; Traveling_Lecturer, t~iversity of Oregon, National 
Science Foundation, Physics and Chemistry, 1959-60; Instructor 
of Chemistryr Sacramento City College, Sacramento, J960-65~ 
Department Chairman, Sacramento City College, Chemistry, 
1961-·65; Pr-oqrarn Specialist; .i.:n ~)cie:nce, K-1<1, Sacra.mento·ci~cy 
Unified School Disti:ict, 1965-69 i Vic(~·-·prin.cipal, lmwrican 
lreqion High Sclwo1, Sacrameni::.o, 19 69·-71; Principal, 1\merican 
Legion High School, S2cramento, 1971-73. 
OHGANI ZA'J'IONl~L OFFICES HELD: Chairman, Phy·sical Science SecLLo.n r 
Nort:he.rn Division of ·the c·al:i.fornia Junior College 1-\ssocia·· 
tion, 19 6 3-· 6 ~;; Cha..ir:·n2tn r Sacralfl[\ld:o Ci ·ty Science 'I'E-~achers 
Association, 1965-68; Directorf Sacramento Junior Museum, 
1961-68~ ChaiY~an, Schools and Colleges Division, Sacramento, 
l\mer:Lcan Cancer Society, 1961··-68. 
MEMBERSHIPS: National Education Association; California Teachers 
Associatio11~ Sacramento City Teachers Association; California 
Continuation Ednc<J:tion Af;;:;oci at: :Lon; A.;o;sociation of California 
School Administrators; Phi Delta Kappa. 
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